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Abstract
The goal of the dissertation is to design and implement an efficient system for linguistic
corpus queries. A common task in corpus linguistics is to find occurrences of a
certain linguistic phenomenon by analyzing annotations and structures of a so-called
annotation graph using a domain-specific query language. The ANNIS Query Language
(AQL) is one of these query languages and the ANNIS corpus query system, which
is based on the relational database PostgreSQL, implements AQL and has been
successfully used for studying various linguistic research questions. ANNIS is focused
on providing support for corpora with very different kinds of annotations and uses
graphs as unified representations of the different annotations.
For this dissertation, a main memory and solely graph based successor of ANNIS
has been developed. Corpora are divided into edge components and different implementations for representation and search of these components are used for different
types of subgraphs. AQL operations are interpreted as a set of reachability queries on
the different components and each component implementation has optimized functions
for this type of queries. This approach allows exploiting the different structures of
the different kinds of annotations without losing the common representation as a
graph. Additional optimizations, like parallel executions of parts of the query, are
also implemented and evaluated. Since AQL has an existing implementation and is
already provided as a web-based service for researchers, real-life AQL queries have
been recorded and thus can be used as a base for benchmarking the new implementation. More than 4000 queries from 18 corpora (from which most are available under
an open-access license) have been compiled into a realistic workload that includes
very different types of corpora and queries with a wide range of complexity. The
new graph-based implementation was compared against the existing one, which uses
a relational database. It executes the workload ∼ 10 faster than the baseline and
experiments show that the different graph storage implementations had a major effect
in this improvement.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, ein effizientes System für die Suche in linguistischen
Korpora zu designen und implementieren. Eine häufige Aufgabe in der Korpuslinguistik
ist es, Vorkommen von bestimmten linguistischen Phänomenen zu finden, indem die
Annotationen und Strukturen eines sogenannten Annotationsgraphen mit Hilfe einer
domainenspezifischen Anfragesprache durchsucht werden. Die ANNIS Query Language
(AQL) ist eine dieser Anfragesprachen und das ANNIS Korpussuchsystem, das auf der
relationalen Datenbank PostgreSQL basiert, implementiert AQL und wurde bereits
erfolgreich für verschiedene linguistische Studien verwendet. ANNIS is spezialisiert
darin, Korpora mit verschiedenen Arten von Annotationen zu unterstützen und nutzt
Graphen als einheitliche Repräsentation der verschiedener Annotationen.
Für diese Dissertation wurde eine Hauptspeicher-Datenbank, die rein auf Graphen
basiert, als Nachfolger für ANNIS entwickelt. Die Korpora werden in Kantenkomponenten partitioniert und für verschiedene Typen von Subgraphen werden unterschiedliche Implementationen zur Darstellung und Suche in diesen Komponenten
genutzt. AQL-Operationen werden als Kombination von Erreichbarkeitsanfragen auf
diesen verschiedenen Komponenten implementiert und jede Implementierung hat optimierte Funktionen für diese Art von Anfragen. Dieser Ansatz nutzt die verschiedenen
Strukturen der unterschiedlichen Annotationsarten aus, ohne die einheitliche Darstellung als Graph zu verlieren. Zusätzliche Optimierungen, wie die parallele Ausführung
von Teilen der Anfragen, wurden ebenfalls implementiert und evaluiert. Da AQL
eine bestehende Implementierung besitzt und diese für Forscher offen als webbasierter
Service zu Verfügung steht, konnten echte AQL-Anfragen aufgenommen werden. Diese
dienten als Grundlage für einen Benchmark der neuen Implementierung. Mehr als 4000
Anfragen über 18 Korpora (von denen die meisten unter einer Open-Access Lizenz zur
Verfügung stehen) wurden zu einem realistischen Workload zusammengetragen, der
sehr unterschiedliche Arten von Korpora und Anfragen mit einem breitem Spektrum
von Komplexität enthält. Die neue graphbasierte Implementierung wurde mit der
existierenden, die eine relationale Datenbank nutzt, verglichen. Sie führt den Anfragen
im Workload im Vergleich ∼ 10 schneller aus und die Experimente zeigen auch, dass
die verschiedenen Implementierungen für die Kantenkomponenten daran einen großen
Anteil haben.
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1. Introduction
This work describes a query system for annotated text corpora, which in this context
are texts enriched with various types of annotation and collected for linguistic research.
Such a corpus linguistic methodology is nothing new, for example in Meyer (2002) it
is stated that:
“If a corpus is defined as any collection of texts (or partial texts) used for
purposes of general linguistic analysis, then corpus linguistics has been
with us for some time.” (Meyer 2002, p. xii)
Concordances (lists of all or a selection of principal words of a text in their context)
of the Bible have already been created per hand in the 18th century, and also earlier
dictionaries are sometimes based on systematic collections of text (Meyer 2008). Early
projects to create searchable concordances with the help of computers date back to
the very early beginning of computing. The first one was a project of Roberto Busa
(supported by IBM) to create a digital concordance of the works of Saint Thomas
Aquinas which started in 1946 (Wynne 2008) and still can be searched and viewed
online1 . Compared to manually created corpora, modern digital corpora allow a much
more flexible representation of their content and on-demand automatic extraction of
structured information using the appropriate software.
This chapter introduces some basic corpus linguistic annotation concepts, shows
how query systems can be used to support linguistic research and motivates the
development of a new query engine named graphANNIS, which replaces a relational
database in the existing query system ANNIS (Krause and Zeldes 2016). Later
chapters will give an overview of the state of the art in the field of corpus query
systems (Chapter 2) and describe existing data models for linguistic annotations,
including a domain specific corpus language (Chapter 3). Based on this previous
work, a novel, graph-based and search-optimized data model for linguistic corpora is
presented (Chapter 4), the design and implementation of a query system based on this
data model (Chapter 5) and several optimization techniques (Chapter 6) are described
in more detail. The implementation and optimization techniques are evaluated in
Chapter 7, followed by a conclusion and outlook in Chapter 8.

1.1. Corpus linguistics and annotations
Corpus linguistic methods can be used for analyzing the structure of language and how
language is used (Biber et al. 1998, p. 1). It is based on collections of expressions of
speech, which can have various forms. Speech can be collected on different mediums:
1

http://www.corpusthomisticum.org/it/ (last accessed 2017-12-14)
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It can be a native digital text (written for example in a word-processor or as part of a
web-page) but also a traditionally printed or handwritten text. Speech can not only
be represented as text. For example, spoken language can be persisted as audio or
video recordings. For the study of sign language, even multiple synchronized video
recordings are used (Hanke et al. 2010). The non-digital or non-written expressions
of speech have to be digitalized and transcribed before they can be used in a digital
corpus. Another aspect of corpora is the speaker itself. For example, there can be
a single speaker or several ones which are either in some form of dialog or are the
collective author of a coherent text. These speakers can also be described by metadata
(for example age and language acquisition history) which together with metadata for
the text itself provides more context to the situation of the speech production and
are important for understanding and interpreting the observed linguistic phenomena.
The given examples of possible sources for digital corpora are far from complete, and
there are also much more aspects of the expression of speech that can be important
for a specific linguistic research question.
What the different kind of linguistic corpora have in common is, that they can allow
a systematic and empirical evaluation of linguistic phenomena. The digital texts are
enriched with annotations for this purpose. These annotations can mark linguistic
phenomena, properties of the text itself, its author(s) and other information relevant
to the research question. Annotations can take different forms by themselves. For
example, they can be attached to the words of the text, to ranges of text or point
of times, they can form hierarchies, and there can also be non-hierarchic references.
A small set of examples for linguistic annotations are shown in Figure 1.1. These
annotations are typically rooted in the framework of a linguistic theory, and the
examples in Figure 1.1 show visualizations of these annotations. Such visualizations
can be used by linguists to describe how a given linguistic theory is applied to an
example text. In corpus linguistics, however, these visualizations are representations
of more general descriptions of structured annotations. Different linguistic theories
can use the same underlying structural principles but use different category names
and values. The empirical evaluation of linguistic phenomena is typically based on
finding instances of expressions of speech that match a certain common pattern on
these annotations and by comparing the results qualitatively and/or quantitatively.
While corpus linguistics itself is used as a method by linguists to investigate genuine
linguistic research questions, there is an overlap with the research field of computational
linguistics or Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Dipper 2008). Corpora can be
used as training material for machine learning techniques, and the resulting NLP
tools are often used to annotate corpora automatically. However, a huge amount of
annotation is done manually by linguists. Because creating corpora manually is such
a large amount of work, they are typically non-volatile data. When using a query
system, a specific released version of a corpus is imported once into the system and
then used for read-only queries.2
2

2

For corpora that are entirely automatically annotated, the workflow can be more flexible, for
example with scripts that add custom annotations based on previous ones before doing the actual
analysis.

1.1. Corpus linguistics and annotations

(a) Annotations attached to each token (b) Annotations for a range of tokens (spans).
(words or punctuation), displayed as Keyword in Context (KWIC)

(c) Tokens connected with edges, where the (d) Edges between spans (marked by the same
edge label corresponds to the syntactic
color of the line) inside a complete text,
feature of the tokens in the sentence.
marking references to re-occurring entities.

(e) Syntactical structure of a sentence expressed as hierarchy.

(f) Hierarchical structure of sentences.

Figure 1.1.: Examples for linguistics annotations from the GUM corpus (Zeldes 2016b).
A simple form of annotation is to assign key-value pairs to each token
(a), for example for marking the part of speech of a word or its lemma.
Similarly, annotations can be assigned to ranges of tokens called spans (b).
In (c), the syntactic structure of a sentence is represented by connecting
tokens with an edge and using the syntactic function as a label on the
edges (this is called a dependency tree because the edges construct a
hierarchy of the tokens). So-called co-referents (which mark re-occurring
entities), can be modeled with edges between spans (d). Hierarchies can
be constructed for the elements of a sentence (for example, the constituent
tree (e) shows the syntactic structure of a single example sentence), but
such hierarchies can also be constructed with sentences as leafs (for
example in the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) example (f)).

3
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1.2. Using corpus queries for empirical research
This section aims to provide a more practical insight into how corpora can support
linguistic studies and how the process of a typical corpus study looks like. It is based
on an actual corpus linguistic study presented in Goschler (2014) as an example. The
study deals with the linguistic phenomena of agreement of subject and verb in German
and its variation, which is explained in more detail below.
Agreement means that the verb and the subject both have the same grammatical
person and number. For example, in the sentence
Example 1.1 *One person have traveled to Berlin.
the grammatical number of the subject “One person” and verb “have” does not agree
and the whole sentence appears to be ungrammatical (which is marked by the star).
In German, agreement is assumed to be highly related to the syntax. The study in
Goschler (2014) examines the agreement for conjuncts (phrases of nouns that are
connected with a conjunction like “and”) in German in more detail. It starts with the
observation that there are cases where the verb is in singular even if its subject is a
conjunct of two singular nouns. The expectation would be that the conjunct would
trigger a plural verb. For example, in
Example 1.2
(a) Berlin und Spandau sind umgeben von Brandenburg
(Berlin and Spandau are surrounded by Brandenburg)
(b) *Berlin und Spandau ist umgeben von Brandenburg
(*Berlin and Spandau is surrounded by Brandenburg)
the conjunct of two entities together is a plural noun phrase, and thus only the
form where the verb is plural is grammatically correct (a) and the singular form is
ungrammatical (b). In contrast, the example
Example 1.3 (from the TIGER corpus (Brants et al. 2004))
Regieren und Herrschen ist strafrechtlich nicht als bloßes Unterlassen zu würdigen
(Governing and ruling are not to be regarded under criminal law as mere omission.)
shows that it is possible to have a singular verb even for conjuncts. To test if this
form is rare and to find out the contexts in which this form occurs, a corpus study
can be conducted. Such a study can provide more examples for manual examination
and a statistical analysis. In Goschler (2014), a concordance software was used to
retrieve all instances of “und” with their context in a corpus, and then each of the
35.383 instances was manually checked
• if both nouns form a complete phrase (there are no more other words in the
phrase),
• that the nouns are actually in singular form, and
• that the noun phrase is the subject of the sentence.

4
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(We want more jobs and more time sovereignty through leisure-time compensation for overtime and
working time accounts.)

Figure 1.2.: Example part of speech annotation for a conjunct taken from the TIGER
corpus (Brants et al. 2004). Each token has assigned an annotation value
for its part of speech, which is encoded by an abbreviated element of the
tag-set. For example, nouns are labeled with “’NN”, and conjunctions are
labeled with “KON”.
Each instance was then categorized if the verb was in singular or plural.
If the corpus used in the study would not only consist of digitalized text but would
also be enriched with relevant linguistic annotations, this search could be done more
efficiently. Part of speech information for each word of the corpus could be used to
filter the matches to only include instances where a noun is both on the left and right
side of the conjunction “und”. Preprocessing of the corpus would need to include
• dividing the text into tokens (one token for each word or punctuation),
• adding an explicit ordering for the tokens to establish a concept of “comes
before,”, and
• assignment of part of speech annotation to each token with a specified set of
labels (a so-called tag-set).
An example match that would be returned by filtering the corpus for sequences of a
noun, the conjunction “und” (“and”) and another noun can be seen in Figure 1.2. This
example includes two conjuncts, but only one (“Mehrarbeit und Arbeitszeitkonten”)
is directly preceded and followed by a noun. The other one (“mehr Arbeitsplätze und
mehr Zeitsouveränität”) has more complex noun phrases which include the pronoun
“mehr” (“more”). Also, not all the nouns are actual in singular, as it is requested in
one of the conditions. If this were the results of a search query against a corpus, either
additional manual filtering or a refinement of the search query would be required.
To solve this problem, morphological annotations, like in the exemplary Figure 1.3,
can be used as additional filter. In this particular case, the annotation scheme uses
the same label for different kinds of morphological information. Since the other
information is not relevant to the phenomenon, regular expressions are needed to filter
out instances where the label matches a certain pattern. For example, the regular
expression .*\.Sg\..* would find all words in singular and the regular expressions
.*\.Pl\..* all words in plural form. Another problem present in the example in
Figure 1.2 is that one of the conjuncts is not actually the subject of the sentence.
This can be solved with linguistic annotations of the syntax of the sentence, like in
Figure 1.4 where different parts of the sentence are put in relation to each other with

5
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(Defense and the public prosecutor’s office had filed an appeal against this.)
Figure 1.3.: Example morphology annotation for a conjunct taken from the TIGER
corpus (Brants et al. 2004). This KWIC includes also part of speech
annotation but has an additional layer of morphology information. The
morphology label consists of multiple parts separated by dots, where
each part describes a different morphological aspect and the second part
describes if a word is singular (“Sg”) or plural (“Pl”).

(Governing and ruling is not to be regarded under criminal law as mere omission.)
Figure 1.4.: Example syntax annotation for a conjunct taken from the TIGER corpus
(Brants et al. 2004). The syntax annotations form a hierarchy of the
different parts of the sentence. Each part has a label with its category,
for example, “S” for sentences and “CNP” for conjunct nominal phrases.
Labels at the edges describe an additional function of the different parts
of the sentence. For example, the edge label “SB” marks the subject of
the sentence and “HD” the head of a phrase. For this complete sentence,
the head is the finite verb. Part of speech and morphological annotations
for each token are shown as well because they are also needed to find
instances of the example phenomenon.
.
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edges and additional hierarchical nodes. The query can now be filtered only to include
patterns where the nouns and the conjunction belong to the same phrase, and where
this phrase is the subject of the sentence. Morphology annotation can be used again
to determine if the verb for the subject is in plural or singular form. In the study of
Goschler (2014), it could be shown, that there is a high variation in using either the
plural or singular verb form for these kinds of constructions and that the latter one is
not rare at all. It was also shown, that this phenomenon is not new, but has been
present in earlier stages of the German language.
This example demonstrates that it is possible to combine different existent linguistic
annotations in a query to filter for more specific linguistic phenomena. By combining
different annotations into a single corpus and by providing a unified interface to analyze
them, a so-called multi-layer or multi-level corpus (Dipper 2005) is created. Such
corpora are very useful for various field of linguistic studies, including but not limited
to the study of learner language (Lüdeling et al. 2005), spoken dialogues (Rodrı́guez
et al. 2007) or historical texts (Odebrecht et al. 2017). While it is cumbersome to
generate these annotations either manually or with automatic tools, they can be used
flexibly and help to answer a wide range of research questions, even ones that have
not been considered when the corpus was created initially.
A research process like this is typically iterative, a user begins with simple queries
and refines them to be more inclusive or specific for a phenomenon. Thus, it is
important that the query execution is as responsive as possible: the user can not wait
a long time for a query to execute and then find out that the result did not match his
expectations and needed additional refinement. Also, the result of the queries can be
used in different ways (users can perform additional manual filtering and evaluation,
statistical tests or even more automatic post-processing) and thus the visualization of
the annotations and their export must be possible.

1.3. Common problems of linguistic query systems
Query systems for linguistic corpora face several challenges. They have to support
different types of corpora and must be generic enough to allow a wide variety of
linguistic phenomena to be articulated in their query language. But they also have
to make sure that a user is able to actually handle the complexity of the system
and its query language. That is why corpus query systems often include their own
query languages (a selection of them is discussed in Section 2.3) in the form of a
Domain Specific Language (DSL) or use very specific graphical interfaces. These DSLs
typically use terms and concepts familiar to linguists, but standardization or re-usage
of existing query languages is just in its infancy. Also, more specific query systems and
query languages often only support a subset of relevant types of annotation. Since it is
useful to combine different types of annotation in one query to describe more and more
complicated phenomena (such as the one in Section 1.2), such restrictions can become a
problem for the researcher. Still, specialization to certain types of annotations or even
to a single corpus allows providing faster query systems, for example by partitioning
corpora into small documents or even into sentences. Generalizing over all these
annotations and corpora can be done with graphs and is described in more detail in
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Chapter 3 and 4. An existing solution which is based on such annotation graphs is the
ANNIS system with its query language “ANNIS Query Language” (AQL) (Rosenfeld
2010; Krause and Zeldes 2016). ANNIS uses a relational database to execute the
queries and while it has been used in production over several years and by numerous
researchers3 , the approach of mapping annotation graphs to a relational data model
has been shown to be problematic for performance and scalability reasons (see Section
3.3).
These problems lead to the question of how a generic multi-layer query system,
supporting most types of linguistic annotations, can be implemented efficiently, with
better execution times than the current generic query systems. In this dissertation,
a novel graph-based approach is proposed, which partitions the corpora into edge
components instead of documents and which uses specialized implementations for
storing different types of graphs in a common main memory query system. To
distinguish this novel implementation from the existing approach, the new query
engine is called graphANNIS, while the existing relational database implementation
is referred as relANNIS. The overall system, which also includes a web-based user
interface and the query language AQL, is referred to as ANNIS.

3
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It is difficult to measure the total number of users since ANNIS is open-source and everyone is free
to install and use it. There is also no central ping-back service which would count the number
of installations or users for privacy reasons. Currently, there are at least 14 public installations
of ANNIS that the author is aware of (see Section A.2 in the appendix for a list). In addition,
users can choose to host private installations on servers or their own desktop computer. The
public available ANNIS server from the Corpus linguistics and morphology research group at
the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (https://korpling.org/annis3, last accessed 2017-10-25)
hosts more than 150 corpora, has 96 registered users and serves roughly 1800 queries every month.

2. Background and related work
This chapter gives an overview of existing work which is relevant when implementing
a multi-layer linguistic query system. First, it motivates why graphs can and should
be used to encode linguistic information Then, different technologies that are used
to query graphs, or linguistic corpora are presented. This can not be a complete
description of all technologies in the field of corpus linguistics since such a list would
be extremely long, given the amount of research that is done in this field. Nevertheless,
it hopefully still shows which main implementation strategies have been in use and
proven to be useful.

2.1. Representing linguistic annotations as graphs
Linguistic theories and models of language can be described in a large variety of formal
models. By using computers to process the linguistic information it becomes necessary
to encode this information in some machine-readable way. As long as speech acts are
only represented as text and no further structural information needs to be encoded,
it is sufficient to represent text as a stream of characters in a simple text file. But
structural information is needed to encode even most basic linguistic concepts like
words, and thus these concepts have to be encoded in file formats readable by the
tools that are used to process these files. Computer-aided linguistic research has led
to a diverse landscape of tools and formats.1 Encoding the segmentation into words
or tokens can be achieved, for example, by writing each token into one line. The
popular part-of-speech tagger TreeTagger (Schmid 1995) uses this format to encode
the results of its tokenization preprocessing step. By using tab-separated columns,
the TreeTagger than adds additional annotations to each token. An example is given
in Figure 2.1. This simple format can be extended to allow additional SGML-tags
around the lines to add annotations to a continuous set of tokens. Another popular
format is the Penn Treebank Bracket (PTB) format (Bies et al. 1995). It encodes the
tokens and a hierarchical tree structure by using brackets to enclose the children of a
parent node (an example is given in Figure 2.2). Other formats like EXMARaLDA
(Schmidt and Wörner 2014), TigerXML (Mengel and Lezius 2000) or PAULA (Dipper
2005), are often based on XML and can cover a wide range of different annotation
structures, including but not limited to
• time-based alignment with audio and video files,
• syntax trees,
1

The huge number of different annotation file formats has been once coined as “multiverse of
formats” (Zipser et al. 2011) or “Formatpluriversum” (Zipser 2014) by a developer of a conversion
tool for such formats.
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That
is
a
Category
3
storm
.

DT
VBZ
DT
NN
CD
NN
SENT

that
be
a
category
3
storm
.

Figure 2.1.: Example for the tab-based TreeTagger format. Each line represents a
token and its annotations (in this case part-of-speech and lemma).
• references to tokens inside a text, and
• multiple layers of different annotations.
The formats used by the tools are all based on different linguistic theories but are
not necessarily based on an explicitly described data model. This makes it difficult to
compare and convert formats into each other because the formats do not necessarily
follow a common terminology or are based on the same structural components. In Bird
and Liberman (2001), a more abstract and general framework for linguistic annotations
is described. It is based on directed graphs and influenced the development of other
models and data formats. Especially, it was influential for the ISO standard “Linguistic
Annotation Framework” (LAF) (ISO:24612 2012), which is based on graphs, too. LAF
is intended a “basis for harmonizing existing language resources as well as developing
new ones” (Ide and Romary 2004). A data format that implements the LAF model
is GrAF (Ide and Suderman 2007). The ISO standard is an important indication
that graphs can be used to represent the linguistic annotations that are used today,
but “they do not address the mapping between themselves and the already used
formats” (Zipser and Romary 2010). Mapping existing linguistic annotations can
be achieved with the conversion tool Pepper and the meta-model Salt (Zipser and
Romary 2010). The idea of Pepper is to map all import and output formats onto the
same intermediate meta-model and to provide a programming API to create instances
of this meta-model. It is not intended as persistent data format, and its ephemeral
character allows to extend it more easily without breaking backward-compatibility.
Salt can also map GrAF and is therefore compatible to LAF. The original relational
database implementation of ANNIS and Salt have been developed in parallel and Salt
is used as interchange model for the ANNIS web-services. That is why it is also used
as a base for the novel graphANNIS data model. Section 3.1 describes how Salt maps
different linguistic annotations in more detail and Chapter 4 describes the graph-based
data model of graphANNIS.

2.2. Graph query languages and implementations
This section will give an overview of some existing graph query languages and their
differences and similarities. It is far from complete and concentrates on graph query
implementations that have been proposed or used for linguistic query systems.
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(ROOT

)

(S
(NP (DT That))
(VP (VBZ is)
(NP (DT a) (NN Category) (CD 3) (NN storm)))
(. .))
(a)

ROOT
S
.

VP

NP
DT

VBZ

That
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.

NP
DT
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CD

a Category 3

NN
storm

(b)

Figure 2.2.: Example for representing a hierarchical annotation with the Penn Treebank
Bracket (PTB) format. In (a) the content of an example PTB file is given
and (b) shows its visual representation.
In Wood (2012) a survey of general application graph query languages is given.
While some languages like PQL (Leser 2005) or BiQL (Dries et al. 2009) are influenced
by relational algebra and “Structured Query Language” (SQL) syntax, others like
GraphLog (Consens and Mendelzon 1990) originate from logic programming. Regular
paths, as they have been described in Mendelzon and Wood (1995), are a frequently
used concept in the described languages. Given a path between two nodes of a graph,
each edge of the path can be labeled with a symbol from an alphabet. Speaking in
corpus linguistics terms, the alphabet consists of the possible values for a specific
annotation category and each label of an edge corresponds to an annotation. A regular
path query defines a regular language on this alphabet, and a path is included in
the result if the concatenation of its labels is part of the regular language. For query
languages that are based on relational algebra, such regular paths or similar concepts
are an important extension for describing the results of transitive closures, something
that is not possible with the traditional definition of the relational algebra (Aho and
Ullman 1979).

2.2.1. RDF based databases and SPARQL
Representing graphs in databases is relevant for different fields, but with the introduction of the highly interconnected World Wide Web, representing the relations between
resources, storing them in databases and querying these relations have fostered the
creation of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Carroll and Klyne 2004).
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RDF is a graph-based data model which focuses on the relations between the resources.
Thus, graphs are a set of triples, where each triple represents an edge in the graph.
The triple has a subject (the source node), an object (the target node or value) and a
predicate, which is a more detailed description of the relation. While different data
types are allowed as object values, only resources (represented via Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs)) are allowed as subjects. Since a graph is purely defined by a single
type of data structure (the triples), it is easy to define subsets of a graph. It would be
possible to map RDF graphs to labeled directed graphs with their different kind of
elements, for example by having triples for each label of a node, with a special “is
label of node” predicate.
If the graph is modeled in RDF, an implementation of the standardized “SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language” (SPARQL) (Harris and Seaborne 2013) can be
used to search the graph. Regular path queries were introduced in version 1.1 of
SPARQL under the term “property path queries.” The standardization process of
property path queries in SPARQL made it clear that it is necessary to carefully select
the features which are supported by the query language, to allow an efficient query
processing implementation. In Arenas et al. (2012) and Losemann and W. Martens
(2012) it was shown that the original semantics of counting each path between two
nodes as a separate result would prohibit any efficient implementation. As a result
of these findings, the semantics were changed to check for the existence of any path
instead. Also, the possibility to specify the number of repetitions was removed.2
Implementing the regular path queries was challenging, for example in Gubichev et al.
(2011) an implementation based on Dijkstra’s algorithm was implemented on top
of the triple store RDF-3X (T. Neumann and Weikum 2010) and compared to the
implementation of the RDF reference implementation Jena (Carroll et al. 2004). Three
manually selected queries on a dataset with 845 million triples where executed using
Dijkstra’s algorithm with an average response time of 2.88 seconds, while the Jena
implementation was stopped at 30 minutes.
RDF has been used to represent linguistically annotated corpora. For example, the
POWLA format (Chiarcos 2012) is a realization of the principle data model of the
PAULA format into RDF, and there exists a tool to map existing corpora encoded in
PAULA to POWLA. Chiarcos et al. (2013) propose to use RDF for linking corpus
resources to existing resources of different types, like lexicons or metadata entries.
Since SPARQL is generic and not restricted to linguistic corpus search, it can be
used to analyze these different types in the same query. However, like with XML
based formats, conflicting representations of corpus data in RDF can exist and the
queries can be only written with the knowledge of the underlying specifications. While
it could be possible to map queries from domain-specific linguistic query languages
like AQL to RDF, this mapping would only work for corpora encoded with the same
scheme. Mapping a labeled directed graph to RDF will lead to an increase in triples
and more joins in the queries because patterns on labels for nodes and edges need
to be expressed as conditions on triples that are connected with the node or edge
subjects. Also, the general purpose SPARQL query systems have no knowledge of
2

The discussion which led to the semantic change can be followed here: http://lists.w3.org/
Archives/Public/public-rdf-dawg-comments/2012Apr/0003.html (last accessed 2017-10-25)
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domain-specific properties of the transformed annotation graphs and thus can not use
this knowledge for optimizations.

2.2.2. Neo4j and the Cypher query language
Neo4j (Robinson et al. 2013) is a graph database which is based on the property graph
(Rodriguez and Neubauer 2010) model and uses the query language Cypher. Cypher
has been further developed as a general query language not tied to Neo4j and with
an open specification under the name openCypher (Marton et al. 2017). It allows
specifying graph patterns with variable path lengths, which makes it comparable to
regular path queries.
In Robinson et al. (2013), it is described in detail how the nodes, edges, and
labels are represented on physical storage. Neo4j uses separate stores for nodes and
relations. The size of each entry is fixed to 9 bytes for each node and 33 bytes for each
relationship. Having fixed tuple sizes allows accessing the properties of a certain tuple
without any lookup index in constant time. The authors of Neo4j claim that their data
structures are optimized for graph traversals (Robinson et al. 2013, pp. 144 ff.). In
order to achieve this, the relation tuples not only contain the ID of the nodes they are
connected to, but also the IDs of the connected relations. Having a fast mechanism
to traverse the graph is obviously an advantage for certain types of queries, but only
relying on traversal as single implementation strategy might be a disadvantage for
others. An example could be queries that have both very infrequent labels on the
start and end node but are connected by numerous paths. A traversal could make use
of the small number of start nodes, but could not exploit the small number of end
nodes.
Neo4j has been proposed to as back-end for linguistic query system. For example,
the National Corpus of Polish has been integrated into Neo4j (Pęzik 2013). Also, it
was proposed to add a back-end based on Neo4j to the corpus query system KorAP
(Bański et al. 2013). However, despite the similarity of the data models to linguistic
annotation graphs, to the best of our knowledge, there is no generalized open-source
corpus system based on Neo4j published yet.

2.2.3. Approaches to using relational databases as graph
database
Relational database management systems (RDBMSs) are used in a variety of domains
to store and query data, and numerous commercial and academic systems are available.
Because of the general applicability and maturity of these systems, they are also used to
represent graphs. Examples for using RDBMSs as graph database are implementations
like AgensGraph3 , which is based on PostgreSQL4 and allows openCypher queries, or
Sqlg5 which acts as back-end for the Gremlin graph traversal language (Rodriguez
2015) and can be used with a various number of RDBMSs. RDF storage and query
3

http://www.agensgraph.com/ (last accessed 2017-10-25)
https://www.postgresql.org/ (last accessed 2018-02-17)
5
http://www.sqlg.org/ (last accessed 2017-10-25)
4
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systems also use RDBMSs as back-ends, for example, the Jena system (Wilkinson et al.
2003) or Virtuoso (Erling 2012), which implements RDF on top of a column-store.
These RDBMS based systems can use the relational database as a pure storage backend and have some kind of graph-aware API on top of it, or they can also use SQL
to allow regular path queries. Different strategies have been proposed to circumvent
the shortcoming of the original relational algebra, which does not allow querying
the transitive closure of an operator and thus can not directly implement queries for
paths of unknown length. Recursive SQL can be used when the graphs are encoded
as adjacency list and Ordonez (2010) presents optimization strategies to speed up
recursive SQL queries. Another approach is not to use adjacency lists for reachability
queries, but special graph indexes which encode reachability information as property
of relational tuples. Instead of using recursive joins, they express reachability by
directly comparing the index values of two tuples. Examples of these kinds of graph
indexes are pre- and post-order encoding (Grust et al. 2004), GRIPP (Trissl 2012),
Grail (Yildirim et al. 2010), and Ferrari (Seufert et al. 2013). Section 3.3.1 will explain
pre-/post-order encoding and its applicability for encoding reachability in relational
databases in more detail.

2.3. Linguistic query languages and implementations
Given the various already existing well-defined general graph query languages, the
question arises if it is necessary to develop and maintain a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) like the ANNIS Query Language (AQL), which shares similarities with more
general graph-based languages. In Deursen et al. (2000) several typical benefits and
disadvantages of DSLs are compiled. Such a benefit is that it is easier for the user to
formulate their questions in a language that uses the idioms of their research field like
“annotations” instead of labels. Given the high complexity of general graph queries,
it is also desirable to restrict queries to search operations that can be efficiently
implemented. The disadvantage is that there is no established general linguistic query
language yet and users need to learn a new query language for each new query system.
A current initiative wants to change this situation, by developing a “lingua franca”
of linguistic query languages and propose it as an ISO standard (Frick et al. 2012).
Following, existing corpus query systems and query languages are presented.

2.3.1. Representing large token-centered corpora with the IMS
Open Corpus Workbench
The IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB) (Evert and Hardie 2011) is a system for
corpus analysis and its main component, the Corpus Query Processor (CQP), is a
popular concordance system. Concordances are described in more detail in Wynne
(2008):
“A concordance is a listing of each occurrence of a word (or pattern)
in a text or corpus, presented with the words surrounding it. A simple
concordance of ‘Key Word In Context’ (KWIC) is what is usually referred
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to when people talk about concordances in corpus linguistics […]” (Wynne
2008, p. 710)
CWB is implemented in the C programming language and has been developed since
the early 1990s (Christ 1994). It has been used as back-end for web applications like
CQPweb (Hardie 2012), and numerous corpora are available for CWB. Its data model
is optimized for representing token annotation (so-called position based annotations),
but CWB also allows encoding and querying of spans (annotations that cover a range
of tokens) which are called structural annotations by the authors of CWB. Annotation
values and word-forms can be searched with the help of regular expressions, but the
query language of CQP also allows expressing regular patterns on tokens. For example,
it is possible to search for a non-specified number of tokens between two other tokens.
The position of an annotation in the “stream of sequential token positions” (Evert
and Hardie 2011, p. 6) of a corpus is the central anchor point for all annotations and
indexes. Queries are evaluated by converting the regular patterns on tokens to a finite
state machine. A search always starts by finding the first token of the pattern and
then uses the finite state machine to match the complete query. This allows to utilize
the locality of tokens to each other, but it leads to problems when the definition of
the first token of the query matches too many instances.

2.3.2. TIGERSearch and other treebank search tools
Treebanks (Nivre 2008) are corpora that, in contrast to the “flat” spans which can
be represented in CWB, contain explicit hierarchical structures as a result of some
kind of (often manual) grammatical analysis. These hierarchical structures are not
necessarily always trees in a graph-theoretical sense but can be described as Directed
Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 1172). Example corpora are the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al. 1993), which used the bracketing format described in Section
2.1, the TIGER corpus (Brants et al. 2004), which has crossing edges and different
edge types, and TüBa-D/Z (Telljohann et al. 2009).
The Penn Treebank included a tool called tgrep which was later re-implemented as
TGrep2 (Rohde 2005). TGrep2/tgrep uses the terms “dominate” for a parent-child
relationship between two annotation nodes. A node can “immediately dominate”
another node if it is the parent node and “dominates” it if the other node is a
descendant. TGrep2 is implemented in the C programming language. It operates
by translating the bracket format into a binary representation of the trees once and
writing this representation to disk. Queries are executed by iterating over all trees
separately, and only one tree (in addition to its limited context) is loaded into memory
at the same time. A tree is returned if it matches the pattern, similar to the grep
command under Unix/Linux. Since each tree is limited to one sentence, the search
space for reachability queries is small.
TIGERSearch (Lezius 2002) is also based on a treebank search tool, which utilizes
the limitation of the intra-sentence-only annotations. It was developed as main search
tool for the TIGER corpus and is implemented in Java. In contrast to TGrep2, it
allows crossing edges and a second edge type. This cannot be represented in the
bracketing format PTB but in the TIGERSearch base format TIGER-XML. Corpora
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used by TIGERSearch need to be encoded in TIGER-XML and will be indexed once.
When executing a query, this index is used to filter for sentences that have the needed
annotation values somewhere in the annotation graph. For these sentences, the query
is evaluated on the complete graph similar to TGrep2. While TGrep2 is a command
line tool, TIGERSearch comes with a complete graphical user interface. It is not only
used to visualize the resulting trees, but it also contains a graphical query builder for
its idiosyncratic query language. The TIGERSearch query language has been re-used
in the web-based TüNDRA system (S. Martens 2012), which translates TIGERSearch
queries into XQuery and executes them using the BaseX XML database (Grün 2006).
While TIGERSearch is based on a custom graph matching engine, the VIQTORYA
query tool (Steiner and Kallmeyer 2002) is based on the MySQL6 relational database.
Trees are mapped to a relational database schema, and the query language of VIQTORYA is translated to SQL. Edges are represented by an adjacency list, and there is
no operator for querying reachable nodes with an arbitrary path length: Only direct
dependents can be queried. VIQTORYA also features a graphical user interface for
constructing queries.

2.3.3. Querying multi-layer corpora with ANNIS
ANNIS (Krause and Zeldes 2016) is a query system that aims to support not only
one type of annotation (like trees or spans), but integrates the different types of
annotations into one query language and search tool. Such a corpus with multiple
annotation layers, which contain different linguistic analysis, is called a multi-layer or
multi-level corpus (Dipper 2005). It is based on the PostgreSQL7 relational database
in its original implementation (Rosenfeld 2010). The query language is inspired by the
one of TIGERSearch, and like TIGERSearch it also includes an operator for indirect
dominance, which means it must implement queries for reachable nodes efficiently.
This is achieved by using pre- and post-order encoding, as proposed by Grust et al.
(2004). A problem of the relational database implementation of ANNIS is that it
is not optimized for larger corpora. While a treebank with the size of the TIGER
corpus is still feasible, larger ones like TüBa-D/Z are already problematic. Being
a multi-layer corpus search tool, the database size is not only growing when new
documents with new tokens are added, but also because corpora integrate more and
more annotation layers. The way ANNIS stores the data in PostgreSQL does not scale
well with this type of additions (a more detailed description of the relational database
based implementation of ANNIS is given in Section 3.3). An approach for better
scaling of the relational model was described and implemented in Rosenfeld (2012), by
using the column-oriented data-store MonetDB instead of PostgreSQL. This approach
still relies on pre- and post-order as the only way of encoding reachability.
ANNIS is not only a query tool, but it also aims to provide visualizations for the
very different types of annotations it supports. For this, a browser-based user interface
has been developed (Hütter 2008), which can be extended with plug-ins for new types
of visualizations. The user interface is connected to a REST-based server application.
6
7

https://www.mysql.com/ (last accessed 2017-10-25)
https://www.postgresql.org/ (last accessed 2018-01-22)
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ANNIS can be operated both as a centralized web-based service (for example with a
powerful database server), but it is also possible to run it as stand-alone application
on desktop systems.

2.3.4. Lucene-based query systems
Apache Lucene (Białecki et al. 2012) is a search library implemented in Java. Similar
to CQP, Lucene is based on token streams, represented by fields of a document which
can carry positional attributes. The field values can be retrieved via an inverted index.
Since Lucene is optimized for fast retrieval of field values for large texts and is available
as open-source “off-the-shelf” software, it has been used as a base for linguistic corpus
query systems similar to CWB. Examples are the PELCRA search engine for the
National Corpus of Polish (Pęzik 2011), BlackLab (Reynaert et al. 2014) or MTAS
(Brouwer et al. 2017). While the first comes with its own query language, which is
not designed to support flexible annotation layers, BlackLab and MTAS support the
same query language that was introduced by CQP.
These Lucene-based query systems replicate the functionality of CQP (combined
with different kind of user interfaces and other features that differentiate them), but
they still rely on the same data model where annotations are either attached to
tokens or spans. They do not integrate the functionality of treebanks into the same
query system as ANNIS does. Like ANNIS, the query system KorAP (Bański et al.
2013) is intended as a collection of web-based tools and services that all together
provide a corpus search platform for multi-layer corpora of different annotation types.
Originally, it was proposed to use multiple back-ends based on different technologies
for the different kind of annotations. Treebank-like annotations should have been
implemented using a Neo4j-based back-end and spans using a Lucene-based back-end
named Krill. Instead, the Krill corpus search system (Diewald and Margaretha 2016)
now also implements the treebank-like annotations. It uses spans to describe the
hierarchical entities and adds additional level information to these spans. KorAP
is unique because it implements query languages of existing query systems, namely
COSMAS II (Bodmer 1996), ANNIS and an extension of POLIQARP (Przepiórkowski
et al. 2004). The AQL support is not complete, and a direct comparison of the
performance of ANNIS and KorAP/Krill is hard due to subtle differences in the
implementations. For example, Krill uses so-called foundries to separate the different
sources of annotations (like different automatic annotation tools) and uses a slash in
the annotation name to separate the foundry name from the annotation name. This
syntax is illegal in the original AQL implementation, where namespaces separated with
colons could be used for this distinction. Also, queries that are not specific enough
(like a general search for all token), are rejected by KorAP/Krill and return no result.
Additional problems occur when mapping corpora that have already been converted
to ANNIS to KorAP/Krill, because the ingestion pipeline of Krill is specialized on
processing annotation layers of the DeReKo corpus (Kupietz and Lüngen 2014), but
is non-trivial to adapt to other types and formats of annotation.
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2.4. Ziggurat: a proposal for a modular query system
CWB has been successfully used in several corpus linguistics projects, but its data
model is limited to token annotations and spans. Therefore, the developers of CWB
proposed a new data model named Ziggurat, whose implementation shall replace the
current one (Evert and Hardie 2015b). A detailed description of Ziggurat is given
in Evert and Hardie (2015a), and this section only describes some ideas that are
relevant to the implementation of ANNIS. In Ziggurat, annotations are grouped into
data layers, which are tabular-like and ordered by the position of the annotation.
Data layers are specialized for the type of annotations they can contain, and they
reference each other, building a hierarchy of data layers. There is a data layer type
for segments of texts, another one for representing tree structures and one for storing
general graphs. The special primary data layer is meant to represent the tokens
and their annotations and is not referencing other data layers. It corresponds to
the original CWB data model but is more flexible since the annotation values can
have more complex types (like numbers and pointers to other annotation units in
the same layer). Structural annotations or spans are encoded in segmentation data
layers, which refer to the primary data layer by using an explicit range column. Data
layers for trees also contain such a range column, but since their spans need to encode
hierarchy information additionally, there is also a column with reference to its parent
annotation unit and a column with reference to the following sibling. In contrast, the
data layer for general graphs stores explicit pairs of positions that represent the edges.
These positions can be annotation units from different data layers. Ziggurat takes a
token-stream based data model with its efficient implementation and extends it to
map more types of annotations while maintaining the original search approach, which
the authors themselves describe as “brute-force” (Evert and Hardie 2015b, p. 23).
Its possible implementation of the tree- and graph-like data layers is explicitly not
based on a sophisticated graph-index (Evert and Hardie 2015a, p. 4). Still, some
graph-related optimizations are planned, like using the pre-order of a tree annotation
unit as its position (Evert and Hardie 2015a, p. 20).
The separation of the annotation layers in specialized data layers allows for optimized
data storage and query strategies, but the specialization is based on the type of
annotation, not the actual instantiation of the data. For example, tree structures can be
very different: Some have limited height and many child nodes in average, while another
extreme would be a tree with one child node in average, but thousands of nodes in a
path. For new types of annotations, new optimized component implementations must
be developed in Ziggurat. Since there is already a separation of the implementations
for the different annotation layers, the optimization could be based on the actual
instances of the data instead. It could also be preferable if different implementations
are defined on the same data model and provide the same access functions. This is
not the case for Ziggurat, where each different data layer type has different columns.
A system which is exclusively based on graphs could provide the same access patterns
(like efficiently finding reachable nodes from a starting point) for different component
type implementations. Such a design would divide the complex problem of providing
efficient strategies for searching linguistic annotations into the following sub-problems:
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• mapping linguistic annotation concepts to graph components,
• implementing queries on annotations as queries on this graph, and
• providing efficient implementations for basic graph query operations for each
component type.
Existing graph-based models for linguistic annotations are presented in the following
chapter 3. A novel model for graphANNIS, which is based on these ideas, is introduced
in Chapter 4. Its implementation is described in Chapter 5, additional optimizations
of the implementation are presented in Chapter 6 and evaluated in Chapter 7.
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3. Existing graph-based data models
for representing and querying
linguistic corpora
When building a system that can process corpora containing linguistic annotations, it
is important to develop a data model which is suitable to represent the annotated
data. In the specific case of a corpus search tool, an additional definition is needed for
the structure and semantics of a search query and its results. The process of modeling
the data can be implicit by choosing the appropriate internal data structures in the
programming language of choice and by transforming data from external sources to
and from this data model. It also can be an explicit step in the development process,
where a model is created based on existing experiences with the data and the domain.
This chapter describes existing models that have been used to develop the legacy
relational database implementation of ANNIS and are influential in the development
of the new graph-based implementation. It also describes the query language that is
implemented by ANNIS in more detail.

3.1. Describing linguistic corpora with Salt
Salt (Zipser 2009; Zipser and Romary 2010) is a meta-model for multi-layer corpora. It
has been designed to be used in the conversion framework Pepper1 , and it maps every
aspect of a multi-layer corpus to a labeled graph. It is not only an abstract model, but
Salt is also an actual implementation of the model in the Java programming language.
Since Salt has been used to map a huge variety of different kinds of linguistic corpora2 ,
it is very suited to be used as a base for the data model of graphANNIS. This section is
meant to provide an overview about Salt and how it can be used to represent linguistic
annotations. It is based on the ideas and descriptions of Salt of the original author
Florian Zipser (Zipser 2009; Zipser and Romary 2010; Zipser 2012). Salt is under
active development, and new versions are published at the Salt homepage3 .
1

http://corpus-tools.org/pepper/ (last accessed 2018-02-17)
See for example http://corpus-tools.org/pepper/knownModules.html (last accessed 2017-1101) for a list of supported annotation formats or https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/
annis-corpora/ (last accessed 2017-11-01) for an exemplary list of corpora.
3
http://corpus-tools.org/salt/ (last accessed 2017-10-25)
2
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3.1.1. Model hierarchy
Salt is based on a labeled directed graph and defines classes for this basic structure.
There are three different meta-models for different levels of abstraction. At the bottom,
there is a meta-model for any kind of labeled directed graph called GraphMM (Zipser
2009, pp. 51–54). It uses an extended definition of a graph G = (V, E, L, LAY ER)
where
• V is a set of nodes,
• E ⊆ V ×V is a set of directed edges (with each edge defined as tuple e = (v1 , v2 )),
• L is a set of allowed labels (in Salt a label consists of a triple of strings, the
namespace, name and its assigned value), and
• LAY ER is a set of layers.
Labels and layers can be assigned to both nodes and edges (the formal definition uses
the special functions label : (V ∪ E) → L and layer : (V ∪ E) → LAY ER). This
results in the following classes in the meta-model:
• Graph for instances of G
• Node for elements of V ,
• Edge for elements of E,
• Label for elements of L, and
• Layer for elements of LAY ER.
The meta-model additionally introduces a type hierarchy, for example, Node, Edge,
and Graph inherit the common type LabelableElement4 . This basic graph does not
imply any linguistic semantics: it is just the definition of a labeled directed graph.
On top of GraphMM, the SaltCoreMM meta-model is defined (Zipser 2009, pp. 55–
57). It introduces certain concepts of linguistic annotation like SAnnotation and
SMetaAnnotation. These are both extensions of Label and inherit all its properties,
but by using different classes, it is possible to distinguish different kinds of linguistic
annotations. SaltCoreMM also adds new classes as a replacement for the more general
Node and Edge classes, named SNode and SRelation. The most extensive meta-model
in the hierarchy is SaltCommonMM (Zipser 2009, pp. 57–63) which is defined on top of
SaltCoreMM. It contains more elaborate kinds of linguistic annotation concepts, all
of which are inherited from classes from SaltCoreMM and thus also the most basic
GraphMM.
4

This means that labels can be assigned to graphs as well, something that is not explicitly stated in
the formal definition.
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Figure 3.1.: Example of a textual data source and its connected tokens in Salt. The
sample sentence “That is a Category 3 storm.” is segmented into 7 tokens.
The punctuation is included, but whitespace is not. Each token has an
edge with the index of the first character in the text (inclusive) and the
end character index (exclusive).

3.1.2. Linguistic annotation concepts represented in Salt
SaltCommonMM (from now on only referred to as Salt), divides corpora into sub-corpora
and documents. Each document belongs to a corpus, and each corpus can be part
of another corpus. Together this corpus structure forms the so-called corpus graph.
The elements of the corpus graph can have meta-annotations attached. Corpora are
divided into substructures for a various number of reasons, for example, because each
document refers to a specific instance of coherent text, like a newspaper article. Also,
grouping several documents into corpus hierarchies can be used as a way to express
similarities of documents, like for example having the same author, the same place of
origin or the same language. Dividing corpora into documents and grouping them
into (sub-) corpora is an explicit decision made by the creators of the corpus and part
of the modeling process (Odebrecht 2017, Section 2.6.1).
The actual linguistic annotations are expressed in the document graph. Each
document has exactly one document graph assigned to it. Annotations inside a
document graph are either expressed as a node, an edge or a label attached to either
of these. Thus, the very existence of an edge between two nodes can express a certain
linguistic feature. While there can be an edge between any element inside the corpus
graph and inside each document graph, there is no possibility to add edges between
elements of these two separated graphs. There is also no possibility to add edges
between different document graphs: A document graph is a partition. This allows
handling each document graph separately when processing queries or performing
transformations. But it also means, that corpora which deal with phenomena that
stretch over several logical documents, they must be modeled as one single document
in Salt.
Salt assumes that the annotation graphs are connected with some kind of original
data source that contain the actual act of speech. Currently, textual data sources
(STextualDS) and media files (SMedialDS) are supported as data source types. A
textual data source contains a text as string (represented by a sequence of characters
each having a unique position in the sequence) and a media file data source refers
to an audio or video file which has sequential time codes. Data sources can be
segmented into tokens, which are modeled as explicit nodes of the type SToken and
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Figure 3.2.: Example for multiple segmentations of the same text. There are two
segmentations here, “a” and “b”. “a” is the same as in Figure 3.1 but
“b” considers “Category 3” as one token and omits the punctuation. The
explicit SOrderRelation edges are the blue ones.
which are connected to their data source with a special edge type (for example
STextualRelation for textual data sources). This edge type contains the information
which range of the data sequence is covered by the token as a label. Figure 3.1
shows an example textual data source and its tokenization. An advantage of this
representation is that it is possible to preserve characters from the original text which
might not be included in the tokenization, such as white-space or punctuation. Each
document can have more than one data source, and each textual data source can
be segmented in different ways. If there is only one segmentation, the order of the
tokens is implicitly given by the indexes of the character range it covers. In case
there are multiple segmentations (see Krause et al. (2012) and Odebrecht et al. (2017,
pp. 698 ff.) for use-cases), explicit edges of the type SOrderRelation can be added to
define the order of tokens (Zipser 2012, p. 17). An additional label on these edges can
be used to name the different segmentations (see for example Figure 3.2). When the
tokens are connected to other types of data sources, the edges also contain information
about the range of the sequence on which a token is defined.
In addition to token annotations, Salt allows creating hierarchical structures using
nodes of the type SStructure. These SStructure nodes can be connected with other
structured nodes or tokens using edges having the SDominanceRelation type. Figure
3.3 shows an example of such a structure. Like the STextualRelation, a dominance
relation implies text coverage. Thus every node covers all text ranges of all child
nodes which are connected through a dominance relation.
Technically, it is possible to use an SStructure and SDominanceRelation to model
non-hierarchical annotations on ranges of text as well. If the user wants to explicit
express a non-hierarchical node, he or she can use the SSpan type instead. See
Figure 3.4 for an example. Spans are connected to tokens with edges of the type
SSpanningRelation, and there is an edge between the span and each covered token.
An alternative would be to connect only the token at the beginning of the range
and the one at the end. The benefit of explicit edges is that it is possible to model
non-continuous ranges of text as well. Spans are used to model non-hierarchical text
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Figure 3.3.: Example for representation of structures in Salt. The red lines are instances of the SDominanceRelation type. Dominance relations imply
text coverage, thus the node s4 with the cat=VP label covers the text range
“is a Category 3 storm” because it is connected to other SStructure node
s5 and the SToken t2, t3, t4,t and t6 that cover this text range.
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Figure 3.4.: Example for a span annotation in Salt. The green nodes are nodes
of the type SSpan, and the dotted green lines are edges of the type
SSpanningRelation. Span nodes have explicit edges to each covered
token, instead of just having ones to the tokens at the start and end of
the covered text range.
ranges, and they can only have outgoing edges to tokens, but it is possible to include
them as target node of a hierarchical dominance relation.
Annotation nodes are connected to the text either indirectly or directly via edge
types that implicate text coverage. Annotations can also be relations between nodes
and these relations do not necessarily need to implicate text coverage. These kinds of
annotations are expressed by using edges with the type SPointingRelation. Figure
3.5 gives an example of such an edge.

3.2. ANNIS Query Language (AQL)
This section introduces the ANNIS Query Language (AQL), which was developed
as the query language for the existing ANNIS corpus search system and which is
implemented by graphANNIS as well. The original design or any extension of AQL
are explicitly not part of this work, and the following description of AQL is based
on previous work (especially Rosenfeld (2010), Rosenfeld (2012), Krause and Zeldes
(2016), and Zeldes (2016a)). AQL was inspired by other linguistic query systems, in
particular, TIGERSearch (Lezius 2002).

3.2.1. Searching for linguistic concepts with a Domain Specific
Language
In the previous section, the meta-model Salt was introduced. Salt is meant to represent
and preserve linguistic annotation, and since it is based on labeled directed graphs
(by inheriting the GraphMM meta-model), it would be possible to use an existing graph
query language like Cypher (Robinson et al. 2013) directly with Salt. The user would
need to understand how Salt maps linguistic annotations to a labeled graph to be
able to write queries for the original linguistic phenomena. When using such a general
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Figure 3.5.: Example for a pointing annotation in Salt. The pointing relation in
orange does not implicate text coverage, and thus it is perfectly fine to
connect tokens with each other. Edges of type SPointingRelation can
connect any type of nodes and can have labels attached as an additional
specification of the annotation.
graph query language with a different linguistic data model, the user would have
to re-formulate its queries, despite using the same query language. The complexity
of understanding the more general graph query language does not come with more
flexibility in applying the query language to different corpora with different models.
AQL was designed as a DSL that uses concepts and terms that are familiar to
linguists and are not necessarily referring to labeled graphs. While it would be possible
to use general-purpose programming languages (GPLs) for executing corpus searches,
DSLs have been used successfully in several existing linguistic query systems (see
Section 2.3 for a description of some of them). Benefits of using a DSL have been
described for example in Mernik et al. (2005):
“DSLs trade generality for expressiveness in a limited domain. By providing
notations and constructs tailored toward a particular application domain,
they offer substantial gains in expressiveness and ease of use compared with
GPLs for the domain in question, with corresponding gains in productivity
and reduced maintenance costs. Also, by reducing the amount of domain
and programming expertise needed, DSLs open up their application domain
to a larger group of software developers compared to GPLs.” (Mernik et al.
2005, p. 317)
Salt and AQL have been developed in parallel and corpora which are used in ANNIS
have been first mapped to the uniform Salt meta-model and then converted to the
ANNIS import format. Subgraph-extracting queries of the ANNIS API are in turn
exported as XML-serialized Salt. Thus, every corpus available in ANNIS can be
represented in Salt. ANNIS reduces the data model of Salt, and not all concepts of
Salt can be searched in AQL, but AQL can be still interpreted as a query language on
top of Salt. Additional to the goal of providing a DSL which is easy to use, it must
be possible to provide an efficient implementation of AQL in a query system. Thus,
the definition of the data model for the query language can be different from the one
used by possible implementations. Implementations might choose to add additional
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information which can not be directly queried in the query language (for example, for
visualization purposes) or remove aspects of the data model, that are not needed by
the query language, for performance reasons.

3.2.2. Searching for annotations in AQL
The most basic term in AQL is the annotation. This corresponds to a label in the
labeled graph. A user can search for an annotation by its name, for example
pos
searches for all annotations with the name pos (which is a common abbreviation for
“part of speech”). Additionally, a specific text value can be used as a search criterion.
For example,
pos="NN"
will search for all annotations with the name “pos” and the exact value “NN” (which
is used to describe certain types of nouns in some tag-sets like the Stuttgart-TübingenTagset (STTS) (Schiller et al. 1999)). The only data type that can be used as
annotation value is text, and no numeric data types are available. It is possible to use
a regular expression in the search term for the value (but not the name) by using “/”
instead of quotation marks:
pos=/N.*/
It is possible to further specify annotation names by using namespaces, for example
when annotations from different sources with the same name are combined in a single
corpus. Defining a namespace in a query is possible by using the “:” character, for
example,
stts:pos="NN"
would search for the “pos” annotation of the “stts” namespace. Like in Salt, each
annotation is attached to a node. A node can have multiple annotations attached to it,
but there can not be more than one annotation per node having the same combination
of namespace and name.
There are special annotation names in the query language that are reserved for
more general concepts in the model. It is possible to search for any node by using the
special annotation name node. Nodes might have some kind of internal identification,
but it is not possible to specify the value of a node in a query. Thus, the search
expression node="something" is invalid. Other specific kinds of nodes are tokens.
Searching for the special annotation name tok will search for any token in the corpus.
As with annotation values, you can search for tokens that cover a specific text by
adding “=” to the search term:
tok="storm"
This expression can be expressed more compact by omitting the tok= part:
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"storm"
The compact form will search the covered text of all segmentation nodes if a corpus
has multiple segmentations. A user can specify which segmentation to search on by
explicitly using the name of the segmentation as annotation name or by using tok= to
only search for unnamed tokens. Regular expression search is also possible by using “/”
instead of quotation marks. Unlike Salt, AQL does not have the concept of a textual
data source, and it is therefore not possible to do a regular expression search over text
that is covered by more than one token. Instead, one would search for different tokens
and define how these tokens are connected to each other.

3.2.3. Combining terms with operators
It is possible to combine multiple terms in one query by separating these terms with
the symbol “&”. For example,
cat="S" & "storm" & #1 >* #2
searches for the terms cat="S" and "storm", generates the Cartesian product of both
results and then filters it by using the predicate #1 >* #2. This example predicate is
composed of the binary operator >* and its two operands #1 and #2. Binary operators
have two operands, a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS). In this
example #1 is the LHS and #2 is the RHS. Each annotation search term is implicitly
numbered and thus cat="S" can be referenced as first term #1 and "storm" as second
term #2. The operator >* only includes pairs of annotations that are connected by a
path of dominance edges of arbitrary length. It is possible to use a more convenient
AQL syntax and abbreviate queries by directly writing operators between two terms.
For example, the above query could also be written as
cat="S" >* "storm"
AQL contains numerous binary and unary operators that express constraints on
linguistic phenomena. These operators are defined on a graph-based data model,
but their semantics are not primarily defined by graph operators but by linguistic
annotation concepts. New operators can be added to AQL when needed by users.
An up to date list of available operators can be found in the most recent version of
the ANNIS user guide (Zeldes 2016a). Following, some operators that are currently
available in AQL are described, but this list is not complete and only covers operators
that are supported in graphANNIS.
Pointing relation operator “->type”
Pointing relations are relations between any type of annotations and correspond to
edges of type SPointingRelation in Salt. They are explicitly typed. Thus, a relation
must have a name. The pointing relation operator is written as ->type, where “type”
is the name of its type. This form is without a range parameter and corresponds to a
single edge in the annotation graph. A range parameter can be added to the operator
after the type name (possibly delimited with either a space or comma character). In
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this case, the operator does not define a single edge but a path of edges of the same
given type. A range definition can be either:
• * for a path of edges with this type of any length (for example pos=/P.*/ &
pos=/V.FIN/ & #1 ->dep* #25 ) or
• m,n where m is the minimal length of the path and n is the maximal length (for
example pos=/P.*/ & pos=/V.FIN/ & #1 ->dep,2,5 #2).
Pointing relation components of a named type are not allowed to have cycles. The
combination of several pointing relations with different named types can contain circles,
and that is why the name of the type has to be given in the operator definition. For
pointing relation queries without a range parameter, it can be defined that the relation
must have an edge annotation as a constraint. The edge annotation definition is written
in square brackets after the type, and the syntax is the same as for node annotations,
for example, pos=/P.*/ & pos=/V.FIN/ & #1 ->dep[func="sbj"] #2.
Dominance operator “>”
The dominance operator is similar to the pointing relation operator, but it corresponds
to relations of the Salt type SDominanceRelation. Dominance relations are typed
too, but the declaration of the type is optional for the dominance operator. Thus, the
combination of all named components of dominance relations must still be cycle-free.
As the pointing operator, paths of unspecified length can be expressed with >* (or
>type* for selecting a dominance relation of a specific type) and a ranged length path
can be specified with >m,n. Again, edge annotations can be given in square brackets
for the single-edge variant of the operator: >[func="SB"].
Precedence operator “.”
A precedence relationship is defined over the stream of tokens. Two tokens are
precedent if the LHS of the operator is located directly before the token defined by the
RHS. For example, in the tokenized sentence “[That] [is] [a] [Category] [3] [storm]” the
token “is” precedes the token “a” and the corresponding AQL query would be "is"
. "a". The precedence operator allows the same range argument as the pointing
relation operator, with a .* marking an arbitrarily long distance between two tokens
and .m,n marks a specified range m..n. Due to performance concerns, the legacy
ANNIS implementations limited the maximal distance for the .* operator to 50 (while
still allowing explicit ranges that define a larger distance). If a corpus uses multiple
segmentations (for example by adding explicit SOrderRelation edges), the typed
form .type of the operator can be used to specify the name of the segmentation.
Precedence is not only defined for tokens directly but also for all other annotation
nodes since they are always directly or indirectly connected to a set of covered
tokens. For such non-tokens, the right-most covered token is used as anchor point
if the annotation is the LHS of the precedence operator and the left-most token for
annotations on the RHS of the operator. For example, in Figure 3.3 the node s3
5

The underline is only inserted for illustration purposes.
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(a) same text _=_

(b) overlap _o_

(c) inclusion _i_

Figure 3.6.: Example spans for the different text coverage operators. The top span is
the LHS, and the bottom span is the RHS.
with the NP annotation is precedent with distance 1 to the node s4 with the VP
annotation because the right-most covered token of s3 (“That”) is precedent to the
left-most covered token of s4 (“is”). The typed form of the precedence operator can
only be used to compare tokens which are part of the SOrderRelation directly, not
to compare non-token nodes.
Text coverage operators “_=_”, “_o_” and “_i_”
It was already described that each annotation node covers a specific set of tokens
(which in turn cover a specific part of the original textual data source). The text
coverage operators allow comparing these sets which each other. For the same text
operator _=_ the set of covered tokens must be equal, for the overlap operator _o_ it
is sufficient that there is any non-empty intersection of the two sets and the inclusion
operator _i_ filters annotation nodes where all covered tokens of the RHS are contained
in the set of the LHS. An example for the different text coverage operators is given in
Figure 3.6. These operators cannot be parameterized and are always defined on the
untyped token layer and not on any named segmentation.

3.2.4. Searching for meta-annotations
Similar to Salt, AQL allows structuring linguistic corpora into documents. Each
document belongs to exactly one corpus, and a corpus is a collection of documents.
In AQL, all nodes of a specific result must be a member of the same document.
Documents can have annotations which consist of name-value pairs like the regular
annotations. It is possible to filter the results to only include documents which have
certain annotation values by adding special terms which begin with the reserved name
meta::. For example, in order to filter by documents having the annotation with the
name “author” and the value “Jon Doe”, you can add the term
meta::author="Jon Doe"
to an existing query. A complete example would be searching all mentions of the word
“storm” by the author Jon Doe:
tok="storm" & meta::author="Jon Doe"
As with normal annotations, meta-annotations can have namespaces which are separated with a colon when defined in the query.
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Figure 3.7.: Example tree with pre-order (numbers on the left side) and post-order
(numbers on the right side). The blue lines trace the traversal order.

3.3. Modeling corpora in a relational database
Beginning with the second major version of ANNIS, it uses the relational database
management system (DBMS) PostgreSQL to store the corpus data and to execute
queries which are formulated in AQL. This relational database implementation (called
relANNIS when it is important to distinguish it) was originally developed by Viktor
Rosenfeld and is described in detail in Rosenfeld (2010). In this section, the basic ideas
and problems of the relational database implementation are described and discussed.

3.3.1. Pre-/post-order encoding of reachability
In Grust et al. (2004), pre- and post-order encoding was used to accelerate XPath
queries of XML documents stored in a relational database. Since linguistic annotations
are often expressed as a tree, and the AQL operators have similar functionality as
XPath axis selectors, the relANNIS implementation uses the same approach to encode
reachability of nodes. The tree is traversed depth-first, and the child-nodes are visited
from left-to-right. Each time a node is entered the pre-order is assigned using a
counter, and the counter is incremented by one. The post-order value is assigned
when all children of a node have been visited.
RelANNIS uses the so-called “stretched pre-/post-order” or “combined pre-/postorder” where both the pre- and the post-order value use the same counter. Order
values for an exemplary tree are given in Figure 3.7. By using the pre-/post-order
value, it is easy to determine whether a node is a descendant of another node. A node
w is a descendant of a node v if:
descendant(v, w) ⇔ pre(v) < pre(w) and pre(w) < post(v)

(3.1)

This equation allows expressing a SQL query for finding all reachable nodes from a
start-node by joining two columns from the LHS with two columns from the RHS.
No recursive SQL or any other kind of extension to the relational algebra is needed.
Fetching matching tuples for the SQL operator < can be supported by an index on
these columns.
Unfortunately, pre- and post-order indexing only works for trees and not for DAGs.
In order to work on DAGs, the concept must be expanded in a way that a node
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(a) Additional edge between node c (b) Decomposed tree with pre-/postand b.
order values.

Figure 3.8.: Example of how relANNIS encodes pre- and post-order for DAGs. An
additional edge has been added to the example tree of Figure 3.7 between
the nodes c and b (a). The DAG is decomposed into a tree by copying the
descendants of node c (b). Copied nodes are drawn in red. As a result,
the DAG has multiple order entries for the nodes that are reachable by
several paths.
might have several pre- and post-order values instead of only one pair (Rosenfeld 2012,
pp. 21 ff.). The basic idea is to copy sub-graphs, which are reachable by more than one
path so that each sub-graph becomes a tree. Pre- and post-order entries are calculated
for each of the generated tree copies, which leads to duplicated order entries. For
example, if there is even only one additional edge in the graph of Figure 3.7 between
node c and b, its descendant nodes b, d, and e are copied and assigned additional
orders (see Figure 3.8). Depending on how many edges are added in comparison to
the spanning tree of the DAG and where they are added, the duplication can be
substantial. These duplicated entries must be filtered out after execution of the join
because AQL only outputs each node annotation once in its result set. This adds
additional processing overhead for corpora with duplicated entries, even if a specific
result might not contain any duplicates.

3.3.2. Representing the graph in the relational database
When a user enters a query in AQL in the legacy ANNIS application, this query is
translated to a SQL query, executed on the PostgreSQL database and the results
are mapped to Salt. Thus, the original graph structure must be represented in the
relational database, and it must be modeled in a way that allows efficient query
execution. In the normalized schema, there are tables for the nodes, node annotations,
edges and edge annotations. Figure 3.9 gives a graphical representation of this
normalized version of the schema.
In order to describe the corpus graph structure and metadata, the corpus and
corpus_annotation tables are used. An entry in the corpus table can be either a
top-level corpus, a sub-corpus or a document. The hierarchic tree of documents is
expressed by using a pre-/post-order encoding. Metadata annotations for documents
and corpora are added to the corpus_annotation table.
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Figure 3.9.: Diagram of the relANNIS schema in normalized form. Only tables that
represent the annotation and corpus graph are included. There are several
more tables in the actual implementation, which are used for for example
for configuration and references to binary data like media files.
The node table stores information about each annotation node. It is connected to
the corpus and text tables which contain entries about each (sub-) corpus and each
text. Thus, a node always belongs to exactly one document and one text. In order to
speed up text coverage searches, the covered text range is explicitly encoded using the
left/right and left_token/right_token columns. While the former ones describe
the range of covered characters in the text, the latter ones refer to the covered tokens
indexes. If a node is a token by itself, the token_index column is set to the index
of the token in the chain of tokens for a specific textual data source (otherwise it is
NULL). For nodes that are not tokens but segmentation nodes, the seg_index column
is used instead. Additionally, the name of the segmentation chain for the node is given
in the seg_name column. For either token or segmentation nodes, the span column is
set to the spanned text value to make it possible to execute the tok searches without
joining the text table. Annotations on nodes are encoded in the node_annotation
table and consist of the textual representations of the namespace, name, and value of
the annotation.
For expressing relations between nodes, the component, rank and edge_annota
tion tables are used. The component table lists all connected components of the
annotation graph. A component has a type column which is used to distinguish
pointing, dominance and spanning relations from each other. Additionally, the layer
of the component is encoded in the layer column. Only edges belonging to the same
type and layer can be part of the same component. The rank table is used to represent
the edges of these components. Each rank entry contains an explicit reference to its
parent rank entry via the parent column. Additionally, the connectivity is expressed
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with the help of a pre- and post-order encoding.

3.3.3. Challenges of mapping graphs to a relational database
Using the pre-/post-order encoding approach allows to efficiently querying reachable
nodes with only one join on two rank tables per operator. Unfortunately, a lot of
information needed to execute an AQL query is encoded over multiple tables. This
can result in joins of 9 tables even for simple queries, for example, queries which
involve only two annotation nodes and one edge operator with a constraint on the
edge annotation. In practice, these joins turned out to be very costly and thus a
pre-joined materialized table named facts was created which combines the node,
node_annotation, component, rank and edge_annotation tables into one large table.
While this approach reduces the number of needed joins, it increases the size of the
table and thus also the indexes. Joining the tables also results in almost duplicated
rows which differ only in a few columns and are equal otherwise.
In the original schema, all corpora that are part of the database installation are
inserted into the same facts table. This makes the size problem even worse since
large corpora in the database can influence much smaller corpora. In order to make it
easier for the DBMS to process the large facts table, it is partitioned by the top-level
corpus a row belongs to. This is implemented by using a common parent table named
facts and a child-table named facts_<corpus ID>, which inherits from the general
facts table.6 For queries that involve only one of the corpora, the SQL generation
directly uses the child table name. Otherwise, PostgreSQL would use the statistics
over all corpora instead of the more accurate statistics for a specific corpus. Depending
on how different the corpora in the database are, this can make a huge difference.
Whenever a query is executed over more than one corpus, the more general parent
facts table is used, and PostgreSQL will determine which child tables to use on its
own.
Another problem introduced by the materialized facts table are duplicated rows.
This duplication requires filtering for distinct rows when only a subset of columns
is queried. For queries that produce many results this filtering for unique rows is
costly. Queries that should be fast to execute, because they do not have any operator,
can take more time to execute compared to the normalized schema. In order to
approach this problem, special columns where added to the facts table. These two
boolean-typed columns n_sample and na_sample are only true for one row belonging
to the same node or node annotation. Thus, it is possible to filter by these indexed
columns instead of applying a unique filter on the output.
While the previous problems introduced by the facts table can be handled by
various optimizations, there are inherent problems of mapping the graph-based data to
a relational database. Statistical dependencies, which are introduced by columns that
express a range (like the pre-/post-order columns and the ones for token coverage),
are such a problem. These range columns are not statistically independent but
the PostgreSQL query planner will assume this. Thus, the intermediate result size
6

See https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/ddl-partitioning.html (last accessed
2017-10-25) for a description how partitioning is implemented using inheritance in PostgreSQL
9.6.
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estimation will be skewed, and PostgreSQL might tend to underestimate the number of
tuples involved in a join and thus choose wrong join orders and join implementations.
PostgreSQL has support for a proper range data type7 , but there is no actual support
for statistics on these data-types at this time. As a countermeasure, a custom operator
^=^, that replaces the “equals” operator =, was introduced for same coverage queries. It
has the same semantics as the “equals” operator but has a constant selectivity of 0.995.
In same coverage queries it is necessary to search for rows where the left_token and
right_token columns of both sides are equal.
facts1.left_token = facts2.left_token AND
facts1.right_token = facts2.right_token
Since PostgreSQL assumes statistical independence the (accurate) selectivity for
both column joins is multiplied, and as a result, the assumed result size is largely
underestimated. By using the custom operator ^=^ for one of the sides, PostgreSQL
will assume a constant selectivity for the right_token column join and make much
better estimates.
facts1.left_token = facts2.left_token AND
facts1.right_token ^=^ facts2.right_token
Unfortunately, this approach is not generalizable for queries that use non-equal
operators like < or >. Until the PostgreSQL query planner properly supports columns
that are statistically dependent on each other, it will underestimate result sizes leading
to bad join performance.
Another duplication problem is the indexing of reachability by using pre-/post-order
encoding. This is the only graph indexing available for relANNIS, but it only works
well in case if the annotation graph components are trees or have very few additional
edges compared to the spanning tree of the component. Any extra edge will lead to
duplicate entries in the rank table, and since the facts table is joined with rank,
it can lead to a much larger number of rows per node in the facts table. There
is no easy solution to this, other than allowing multiple ways of indexing graphs in
relANNIS, which is not possible in the current SQL schema as it is and would also
lead to a much more complicated SQL generation.

7

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/rangetypes.html (last accessed 2017-10-25)
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searches
An important goal when designing graphANNIS was to avoid the mapping for graphs
to the relational data model and the problems that this causes. As like Salt, the data
model should be based on labeled graphs. In contrast to Salt, the data model should
not be optimized to represent the annotation data but to allow efficient execution
of AQL queries. This chapter describes the data model of graphANNIS, which is
inspired by Salt and relANNIS, and shows how it can be used to represent linguistic
annotations.

4.1. Basic concepts
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the elements of the graphANNIS model, which is based
on a directed graph (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 1168). Instead of partitioning the data
into corpora like it was done in relANNIS, graphANNIS partitions the corpora into
• information about the nodes and node labels, and
• edges and edge label information which are partitioned again into components.
This allows separating the implementation for searching node annotation terms and the
implementation of AQL operators. Operators are implemented by defining constraints
on edges of the different components (see Section 5.6 for details).
In this model, each node is identified by a unique ID. Node labels consist of a
namespace, a name, and a value and are connected to a node by its ID. No explicit
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Figure 4.1.: Model of graphANNIS.
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representation of nodes exists: If a node exists there must be at least one label for
this node. There is a special label named “annis::node_name”1 that can be applied
to any node to mark its existence.
As relANNIS, graphANNIS has the concept of components for edges. A component
has a type, a name, and a layer. It consists of edges and edge labels. Edges between
two nodes are uniquely defined inside a component with the source and target node
ID. There can not be more than one edge between the same two nodes inside the
same component. Each edge can have multiple edge labels. In addition to the source
and target node ID, edge labels also have namespaces, names and values. For one
edge, only one edge label having the same namespace and name can exist. Graphs are
the aggregation of node labels and edge components.

4.2. Representing linguistic annotations in
graphANNIS
This section describes how different linguistic annotations are represented in graphANNIS, using the previous model of a labeled directed graph with typed and named
edge components. In some cases, only the type of the component is used to identify it
in the text, which means there can be only one component of this type in the graph.

4.2.1. Corpus and annotation graphs
GraphANNIS has two kinds of nodes:
• annotation graph nodes and
• corpus graph nodes.
They are both parts of the same graph structure but are distinguished by the special
label “annis::node_type”. It can either have the value “node” for nodes belonging to
the annotation graph or “corpus” for nodes belonging to the corpus graph. Nodes
that belong to a corpus graph are connected with edges that belong to a component
of the type PART_OF_SUBCORPUS. The source node is always the node that is part of
the (sub-) corpus, and the target node is the node which is higher in the corpus graph
hierarchy. An example corpus graph is given in Figure 4.2. In this example, each
annotation graph node belongs to exactly one document and the corpus graph is a
tree. However, the data model allows to add an annotation node to several documents,
and a document or sub-corpus can be part of several (sub-) corpora. In this regard,
graphANNIS is more flexible than Salt.

4.2.2. Token
Since AQL has no concept of textual data sources, the leafs of the annotation graph
in graphANNIS are the tokens. Tokens have a special label “annis::tok” which has the
1

This is a fully qualified representation of the label name which includes the reserved namespace
“annis”.
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node_name=n1
node_type=node

node_name=n2
node_type=node

node_name=n3
node_type=node

PART_OF_SUBCORPUS PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
node_name=doc1
node_type=corpus

node_name=n4
node_type=node

PART_OF_SUBCORPUS PART_OF_SUBCORPUS

node_name=doc2
node_type=corpus

PART_OF_SUBCORPUS PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
node_name=sub2
node_type=corpus
PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
node_name=sub1
node_type=corpus
PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
node_name=top
node_type=corpus

Figure 4.2.: Corpus graph representation in graphANNIS. This example corpus graph
consists of a top-level corpus named “top”, two sub-corpora (“sub1” and
“sub2”) and two documents (“doc1” and “doc2”). The annotation graph
nodes have the type “node” while the others have the type “corpus”. Edges
of the corpus graph have the component type PART_OF_SUBCORPUS.
node_name=t1
tok=That

ORDERING

node_name=t2
tok=is

ORDERING

node_name=t3
tok=a

ORDERING

node_name=t4
tok=Category

ORDERING

node_name=t5
tok=3

ORDERING

node_name=t6
tok=storm

ORDERING

node_name=t7
tok=.

Figure 4.3.: Token representation in graphANNIS. The precedence of tokens is explicitly marked by the blue edges, which are part of the component with the
type ORDERING. The special label “annis::tok” marks a node as a token
and contains the spanned text value.
spanned text as its value. Additionally, tokens are connected with edges that belong
to a component of type ORDERING. See Figure 4.3 for an example. The ordering edges
are very similar to the explicit SOrderRelation edges in Salt, except that they are not
obligatory but are needed to determine the order of the tokens in the absence of any
character index. They also support multiple tokenizations because there can be more
than one component of the type ORDERING. When there are multiple components with
this type, the name of the component corresponds to the name of the tokenization
and is empty for the default tokenization.

4.2.3. Spans
Spans are nodes that are not a token but cover a set of tokens. They also implicitly
cover the original text that is covered by these tokens. GraphANNIS expresses these
coverage relations by using explicit edges between the spans and each token it covers.
These edges are part of a component of the type COVERAGE, and there are also edges
in the inverse direction which are part of a component of the type INVERSE_COVERAGE.
This allows to easily search for coverage in both directions. An example of how spans
are represented is given in Figure 4.4. In addition to the coverage edges, there are
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node_name=s2
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node_name=t5
tok=3
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node_name=t6
tok=storm
COVERAGE
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node_name=t7
tok=.

RIGHT_TOKEN

node_name=s1
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Figure 4.4.: Span representation in graphANNIS. The upper image shows an ANNIS
front-end rendering of the example. In the lower image, the graph structure
for the spans “hi_rend” and “s_type” is shown. There is an explicit edge
from each span to each token it covers (represented by the dotted green
edges with the component type COVERAGE). For each COVERAGE edge, there
is also an edge of type INVERSE_COVERAGE with switched source and target
nodes, but these edges have been omitted from the image in order to
enhance readability. The edges in the LEFT_TOKEN and RIGHT_TOKEN
component (represented by the dashed gray edges) explicitly mark the
left-most and right-most covered token of the span.
also edges that mark the left-most and right-most covered tokens. These components
of type LEFT_TOKEN or RIGHT_TOKEN allow providing faster implementations for some
operators that deal with text coverage or precedence. While the coverage edges
are similar to the SSpanningRelation, the left and right token edges are inspired
from the two columns of the node table in relANNIS with the same name. Each
node of the annotation graph that is not a token must have a left and right token
edge because AQL implicitly requires all nodes to be connected to tokens. Tokens
are also connected to non-token nodes with an inverse edge in the LEFT_TOKEN and
RIGHT_TOKEN component. This allows for a faster lookup for all left- or right-aligned
nodes of a token.

4.2.4. Dominance relations
While spans are used to describe non-hierarchical node structures, hierarchical structures like constituent trees are modeled using edges of the type DOMINANCE. An example
of such a constituent tree is given in Figure 4.5. These edges can also have additional
labels if the annotation scheme requires it. In contrast to Salt, where nodes have
different types, in graphANNIS, only the edges are typed. Thus, DOMINANCE edges
can be in theory added to any node. Since they imply text-coverage, these components should be non-cyclic. Also, graphANNIS explicitly adds edges for the left- and
right-most covered tokens, while in Salt this is only implicitly given by the reachable
tokens for a node.
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Figure 4.5.: Example for a constituent tree represented in graphANNIS. The red
edges are of the type DOMINANCE. In this example, the edges do not have
additional labels, but it is possible to add them if needed. Since these
edges imply text coverage, the left and right token edges are inherited
from child to parent nodes. For example, the node s3 has the first token
as the left-most covered token, and thus its parent node s2 has the same
left-most covered token node.

4.2.5. Pointing relations
For relations that are not implying text-coverage, edges of type POINTING can be
used. These have the same semantics as the SPointingRelation of Salt and can have
additional labels for expressing edge annotations. The type of a pointing relation in
AQL corresponds to the name of the edge component in graphANNIS.

4.3. GraphANNIS data model and AQL
At the beginning of this section it is stressed, that graphANNIS is meant to be a model
that makes it easy and efficient to implement AQL queries. Node annotation search
is comparatively limited in what it can express and can be implemented relatively
straight-forward. In contrast, implementation of the different operators as they have
been described in Section 3.2.3 is more challenging. There are numerous operators
with different semantics, and it is not desirable to keep special encoded and optimized
information for each operator separately in the database. Instead, an operator should
be implemented by combining several more basic graph component types.
Also, these operators have something in common: In addition to finding direct child
nodes, they often need to find all reachable nodes from a given start node with some
additional constraints like path length or valid edge types and labels. This means it
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must be possible to implement a reachability query for a component very efficiently.
That is why relANNIS uses the pre-/post-order encoding to query for reachable nodes
without the need to traverse through the graph with recursive SQL.
But the components that represent the different aspects of linguistic annotation are
very different from each other. The COVERAGE component only has paths of length 1
because there are not any hierarchies for spans. Also, ORDERING components can have
very long paths (depending on the text length), but a node always has at most one
outgoing edge. These different graph structures for different linguistic annotations
have different optimal implementations for reachability queries. Separating graphs
into components of different types and names allows exploiting these differences and
provide a more optimal implementation. Still, these implementations are based on
graphs and do not need a translation into a different model. For example, the token
coverage of nodes is expressed as attributes of the node in relANNIS, which extends the
data model of nodes. In graphANNIS, edges are used to encode the same information.

4.4. Extensions to the relational algebra to model
AQL queries
GraphANNIS is based on a labeled directed graph, and thus it is not trivial to apply
relational algebra on the graph itself. It is, however possible to describe the results of
the query as relations. For example, the openCypher query language also operates
on a very similar graph structure called property graph (Rodriguez and Neubauer
2010) and in “Formalising openCypher Graph Queries in Relational Algebra” the gap
between graphs and relational algebra is bridged by stating that “openCypher queries
take a property graph as their input, however the result of a query is not a graph,
but a graph relation” (Marton et al. 2017, p. 184). OpenCypher adds new operators
to the relational algebra, which use the graph as input and produce relations. Using
relations to describe the results of the query is very similar to a definition of a result
in graphANNIS, where each match is defined by a tuple of nodes and the matching
node annotation. Since the edge information is not part of a graphANNIS result, it is
sufficient to describe only the node labels as a relation. More formally, a node label
relation is a set of tuples
N = {(id, ns, name, val) ∈ N × DS × DS × DS }

(4.1)

where DS is the domain of all strings, id is the global ID of the node, ns and name
represent the qualified label name of the match and val is its value. The relation can
also be expressed as relational schema definition:
N (id : N, ns : DS , name : DS , val : DS )

(4.2)

A simple AQL query like anno_ns:anno_name="value" on a node label can be expressed as a selection on such a node relation:
σN.ns=‘anno_ns’∧N.name=‘anno_name’∧N.val=‘value’ (N )
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(4.3)

4.4. Extensions to the relational algebra to model AQL queries
Binary AQL operators that combine two node annotation searches are expressed as
θ-joins ⋊
⋉θ . In the original relational algebra definition, the operators that can be used
as θ-condition are restricted to the basic mathematical comparison operators (Codd
1972). This is not sufficient for graphANNIS, where the conditions can be much more
complex and involve properties of the input graph. Thus, we have to allow every AQL
operator as a valid binary condition between two tuples involved in a θ-join. The AQL
operators are only defined for the node ID attribute id. Using this extension allows
writing the example query cat="S" & cat="NP" & #1 >* #2 as relational algebra
expression with two source relations N1 and N2 (for both annotation searches) and a
join on the node IDs:
⋊
⋉N1 .id>∗N2 .id (σN1 .name=‘cat’∧N1 .val=‘S’ (N1 ), σN2 .name=‘cat’∧N2 .val=‘NP’ (N2 ))

(4.4)

⋊
⋉N1 .id>∗N2 .id
σN1 .name=‘cat’∧N1 .val=‘S’

σN2 .name=‘cat’∧N2 .val=‘NP’

N1

N2

Aliasing the original N relation as N1 and N2 helps to uniquely identify the attributes
in the join conditions without renaming the columns.
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AQL
This chapter describes the implementation of graphANNIS1 , which uses the graphbased data model for AQL searches proposed in Chapter 4. It will be evaluated
with benchmarks in Chapter 7. First, the general architecture is described, followed
by a description of the query execution workflow. Second, the components of the
system that are relevant for the execution of queries are described in more detail. This
includes storage concepts used for the different parts of the data model such as node
annotations and edges, but also the implementation of the different AQL operators
and joins.

5.1. Architecture
GraphANNIS is meant to replace parts of an existing complex software system, which
has been used in production since several years and by numerous researchers. The
current ANNIS application encompasses a front-end web application and a back-end
service. The web application communicates with the service via a REST interface
(Fielding 2000, pp. 76 ff.) and the service communicates with an existing PostgreSQL
database via its network interface. See Figure 5.1 for an architectural overview
how queries are processed in the current ANNIS system. The interfaces of all three
components are network-based, but it is up to the administrator of the system to
decide if each component is located on a different server or not.
The existing ANNIS system is mainly written in the Java programming language.
ANNIS uses the Vaadin2 framework as base for the web application. Vaadin itself
uses Java Servlets3 , the Google Web Toolkit4 and JavaScript. Some parts of the
visualization in the front-end are directly written in JavaScript. The back-end is also
written in Java and uses JDBC5 to communicate with the database server. While the
back-end is responsible for mapping between the different query languages and data
models, the actual query execution is always performed by the PostgreSQL database.
1

The software is available as Open-Source under https://github.com/thomaskrause/graphANNIS.
Additionally, the specific release of graphANNIS which is used in this work is also archived in
the research data repository Zenodo and can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
1146565.
2
https://vaadin.com/ (last accessed 2017-11-13)
3
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index-jsp-135475.html (last accessed 2018-0217)
4
http://www.gwtproject.org/ (last accessed 2018-02-17)
5
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/jdbc/ (last accessed 2017-1113)
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Figure 5.1.: Overview of the components of the current ANNIS system. AQL queries
are entered by the user into the web application, sent to the back-end and
then the back-end translates AQL to corresponding SQL statements. The
result of the SQL queries are then mapped to a Salt graph representation in
the service and are sent to the web application where it can be visualized.
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Java Native Interface calls

graphANNIS
library

User

Figure 5.2.: Overview of the components of the new ANNIS system. Unlike the legacy
ANNIS system (Figure 5.1) there is no outgoing network connections from
the back-end service. Instead, the service uses graphANNIS as embedded
library.
GraphANNIS will replace the PostgreSQL database as query processing engine.
In the new system, the back-end service is calling functions of graphANNIS directly.
This means the back-end service uses graphANNIS as a software library and not as an
independent application like a network-based RDBMS.6 Figure 5.2 gives an overview
of the components of the new ANNIS system. The connection between the Java-based
back-end and the C++-based graphANNIS library is implemented using the JavaCPP
library7 , which automatically generates a Java Native Interface binding from C++
classes.
GraphANNIS is written in C++14 and uses several external libraries for some of
its functionality. Notable, these include
• Google C++ B-tree8 for an efficient and cache-sensitive B-tree implementation,
• Google RE2 regular expression library9 ,
6

A consequence of this approach is, that the back-end service and graphANNIS are always running
on the same computer. Thus, load distribution over a network of computer systems would be a
feature of the back-end service or a proxy system that combines several back-ends.
7
https://github.com/bytedeco/javacpp (last accessed 2017-10-25)
8
https://code.google.com/archive/p/cpp-btree/ (last accessed 2017-11-13)
9
https://github.com/google/re2 (last accessed 2017-11-13)
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• Boost10 for a flat map implementation and various helper functions,
• Vc SIMD support library11 , and
• Cereal serialization library12 .

5.2. Query execution workflow and query
representation
This section introduces the general workflow for executing AQL queries and describes
how execution plans are represented. Executing an AQL query on the annotation
graph returns a set of matches. Only unique matches are included in this result set.
A single match is an array of triples of the form (id, ns, name). Each triple contains
the node ID and the qualified name (namespace and name) of the matching label.
Information about the edges is not part of the result set. Matches for the example
query cat="S" & "storm" & #1 >* #2 contain two triples, because the query defines
two annotation searches (cat="S" and "storm").
[(101, “tiger”, “cat”), (2034, “annis”, “node_type”)]

(5.1)

This example matches the nodes with the ID 101 and 2034. In the example query,
only annotations with the name “cat” can match the first element of the tuple.
Since the namespace is unspecified in the query, a label with any namespace can
match the condition: In this example this is the “tiger” namespace. The second
element of the array matches the node itself, which corresponds to the special label
“annis:node_type” (all nodes of the annotation graph have this label, see Section
4.2.1). A match X is different from another match Y , if any triple X[i] is different
from its counterpart Y [i] at the same position i. A triple is different, if any of the three
elements differ. For example, even if the nodes of the match [(101, “tiger”, “cat”)] and
[(101, “example”, “cat”)] are equal, both matches are included in the same result set
because the namespace of the label differs.
GraphANNIS uses so-called iterators (Garcia-Molina et al. 2000, pp. 261 ff.) to
produce the elements of the result set iteratively. An iterator provides a next()
function, which returns either
• the next array of triples, or
• an empty result if there are no more matches in the result set.
In addition, the reset() function will reset an iterator, so it restarts output of all
matches from the beginning. Different iterators are responsible for fetching different
parts of the query. They do not necessarily return an array for all nodes of the query,
but only for the subset they are responsible for. Iterators can be combined into a new
iterator which emits the concatenation of the arrays of its sub-iterators.
10

http://www.boost.org/ (last accessed 2017-11-13)
https://github.com/VcDevel/Vc (last accessed 2017-11-13)
12
https://uscilab.github.io/cereal/ (last accessed 2017-11-13)
11
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Query
SingleAlternativeQuery
AQL

parsed by original parser

JSON

mapped by graphANNIS

SingleAlternativeQuery
SingleAlternativeQuery
...

Figure 5.3.: Query parsing workflow. GraphANNIS does not parse the AQL query on
its own, but receives a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) representation
from the parser. This JSON is then mapped to an object of the type
Query. A Query object consists of several conjunctions, each of them
represented by an instance of the class SingleAlternativeQuery.
Queries are given as string in the JSON format to the Application Programming
Interface (API) of graphANNIS. See Figure 5.3 for an overview of the parsing workflow.
This JSON is generated by the same Java-based parser that is used by the legacy
ANNIS implementation, but limits the accepted AQL to only include operators
implemented in graphANNIS. An AQL query can be interpreted as a boolean formula,
where each term represents a condition, and a match is included in the result set if the
formula evaluates to true for this match. AQL allows to connect the terms with “and”
(&) and “or” (|). The AQL query which is provided by the parser is normalized to
disjunctive normal form (DNF). In DNF, a boolean formula consists of a disjunction
of conjunctions (Cormen et al. 2009, pp. 1083 ff.):
(t1 ∧ t2 ∧ . . . ) ∨ (ti ∧ ti+1 ∧ . . . ) ∨ . . .

(5.2)

GraphANNIS receives the JSON representation and translates it into a data structure
named Query, which includes the list of conjunctions and where each conjunction is
represented by the class SingleAlternativeQuery. Query implements an iterator
which iterates over all conjunctions once and filters the output to only include unique
results. The SingleAlternativeQuery represents the logical representation of a
single conjunction and stores the definition of its terms. Terms are grouped into two
lists, one for the node annotation search definitions and one for the AQL operator
definitions.
SingleAlternativeQuery implements an iterator for the result set by creating an
execution plan when the next(…) function is called the first time. Then, next(…) is
called on the execution plan and the result is returned. Subsequent calls to next(…)
on the SingleAlternativeQuery are directly forwarded to the next(…) function
of the execution plan. An execution plan is used as a framework to organize and
represent the different steps that are needed for computing the results of a specific
query. It is a tree structure composed of instances of the class ExecutionNode, which
are also implemented as iterators. Each execution node is responsible for a part
of the query. In contrast to the logical representation of the query with the Query
and SingleAlternativeQuery classes, an execution plan is a so-called physical plan
(Garcia-Molina et al. 2000, pp. 238 f.). See Figure 5.4 for an overview of the classes
involved in the execution plan and Figure 5.5 for a detailed description of an example
workflow. Each ExecutionNode has a type, which can be
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Iterator

Operator

«enumeration»
ExecutionNodeType
base
nested_loop
index_join
do_nothing
filter

ExecutionNode
+type : ExecutionNodeType
+lhs : ExecutionNode
+rhs : ExecutionNode
+join : Iterator
+op : Operator
+operatorIdx : uint64
+nodePos : map<uint64, uint64>
+componentNr: uint64
+numOfBackgroundTask : uint64
+estimate : ExecutionEstimate

ExecutionEstimate
+output : uint64
+intermediateSum : uint64
+processedInStep : uint64

binary tree structure

Match
+node : uint32
+anno : Annotation

Plan
-root : ExecutionNode
+executeStep(out result : vector<Match>) : bool
+getCost() : double

Annotation
+name : uint32
+ns : uint32
+val : uint32

Figure 5.4.: Class diagram of the Plan, ExecutionNode and related classes. The Plan
has a reference to the root node of the tree of execution nodes, and
they reference the iterators and operators needed to execute the query.
Each ExecutionNode also contains result estimations used for generating
optimized plans.
• base for annotation search nodes (see Section 5.4 for all classes of this type),
• nested_loop or index_join for joins that combine a left-hand side (LHS) and
right-hand side (RHS),
• filter for filtering combinations of a LHS and RHS but not creating new
elements, or
• do_nothing for execution nodes that are known not to produce any results.
An execution node that is not of the base type refers to its child execution nodes with
the lhs and rhs fields. For joins and filter operations, there is also a reference to the
AQL operator implementation used in the field op (see Section 5.6 for a description of
all implementations). Execution nodes represent the tree structure of the execution
plan, but they do not implement the physical operations themselves. Instead, they
refer to the actual iterator implementation with the join field. Despite its name, this
field can reference an actual join, a filter implementation, or an annotation search
iterator. In addition to the information on how to execute the different parts of the
query, the execution plan also contains information about the estimated result sizes of
each node which can be used to estimate the cost of the overall plan.
Relational algebra has been used in Section 4.4 to express the logical query plan for
AQL, but it can also be used to describe the physical query plan tree. For example,
the query /A.*/ & pos="NN" & #1 _=_ #2 for finding nouns which start with the
letter “A” could be implemented by the query plan:
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SingleAlternativeQuery
node annotation search
n1

logical (binary) operators
n1 X n2

n2

n2 Y n3

n3
next([n1, n2, n3])
Plan
join

operator Y

check value for each candidate

n3
annotation condition

check value for each candidate

n2
annotation condition

next([n1,n2])

join

operator X

next([n1])

n1 iterator
(e.g. ExactAnnoValueSearch)

DB

Figure 5.5.: Query execution workflow example. Each SingleAlternativeQuery creates an execution plan when its next(…) function is called the first time.
In this example, the conjunction consists of three nodes (n1, n2 and n3)
and two AQL operator definitions (X and Y ). Each of the two operators
results in a join execution node in the plan. These joins fetch results
from their child execution nodes and apply the operator on these nodes.
As described in Section 3.2.3, AQL operators have an annotation node
search reference as left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS). This
is reflected in the execution plan, where the join nodes also have a LHS
and RHS execution node. The joins in the example call the next(…)
function of their LHS to get the next sub-array of the match. Then,
they find candidate nodes which fulfill the associated operator definition
by calls to the database (indicated by the dotted lines) and check each
candidate node if it has a label that fulfills the annotation condition for
the RHS node annotation search. A join then returns the concatenation
of its LHS result array with the new RHS match triple. The child node
in the execution plan (“n1 iterator”) is an iterator that finds all match
triples that fulfill the node annotation search condition by querying the
database for matching labels.
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σpos="NN"
⋊
⋉#1

_=_ #2

σannis:tok=/A.*/"

N

N
Execution nodes in the plan are indicated with boxes. The join ⋊
⋉ combines its LHS
node annotation search with the RHS using the logical operator _=_.13 Since the same
text coverage operator _=_ is commutative, a query plan generator could decide to
switch the LHS and RHS. This would result in a different physical plan for the same
query:
σannis:tok=/A.*/
⋊
⋉#2

_=_ #1

σpos="NN"

N

N
The process of determining the best physical plan will be explained in more detail
in Chapter 6. The more terms a query has, the more possible alternative plans can
be generated. For example, possible query plans for "a" & "category" & "3" &
"storm" & #1 . #2 & #2 . #3 & #3 . #4 (which searches for the phrase “a category 3 storm”) are the following ones:
σannis:tok="storm"
⋊
⋉#3

. #4

σannis:tok="3"
⋊
⋉#2

. #3

σannis:tok="category"
⋊
⋉#1
σannis:tok="a"

N

N

. #2

N

N
13

The join node ⋊
⋉#1 _=_ #2 and the selection σpos="NN" are written as two nodes in the relational
algebra plan to follow traditional notation, but graphANNIS can use a single ExecutionNode of
the type index_join to implement both of them (see Section 5.7 for details). This is why the
two relational algebra nodes are part of the same box.
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⋊
⋉#3
⋊
⋉#1

. #4

⋊
⋉#2

. #2

. #3

σannis:tok="a"

σannis:tok="category"

σannis:tok="3"

σannis:tok="storm"

N

N

N

N

5.3. String representation and storage
While the previous sections describe the general architecture and workflow, the
following sections present the different components to implement the data storage
and query execution in more detail. This section describes the component that is
responsible for storing strings in the database. Strings are an essential part of any
corpus query system because they are the most basic things that can be searched for.
Labels on the nodes and edges consists of three strings: a namespace, a name, and a
value. Also, being able to efficiently execute regular expression searches on strings is
important, because regular expressions can be a powerful tool for linguistic pattern
search. When deciding how to represent strings in the database, it is important to
consider the overall impact of this decision on the whole system.
GraphANNIS is main memory-based and main memory is usually more limited than
disk space. It is important that the data representation in graphANNIS is as compact
as possible. One way of saving memory space is by using compact representations for
duplicate values. Strings in graphANNIS can be duplicates for several reasons:
• When the strings represent words of natural language, it can be expected that
the distribution of occurrence frequencies for unique strings in a corpus follows
Zipf’s law (Baroni 2009).
• Namespaces-name combinations of labels are the same for a number of different
labels, where only the label value differs.
• Annotations in linguistic corpora are often based on fixed annotation schemes,
where the value of an annotation is part of a pre-defined set of allowed values.
In order to increase the efficiency for representing such duplicates, graphANNIS uses
a central dictionary for all strings that are used as annotation names or values. This
dictionary is implemented in the StringStorage class (see Figure 5.6 for its class
diagram). All strings in the dictionary are UTF-8 encoded. The key of the dictionary
is a 32 bit integer, so storing a reference to a string takes 4 bytes. To achieve a faster
lookup, the StringStorage class contains both a map from the ID to the string and
an inverse map from the string to its ID. Storing the entry in the dictionary takes
4 · 2 = 8 bytes in addition to twice the length of the string (plus the overhead from
the container classes). Each reference in a label to a string will use 4 additional bytes.
Thus, only strings that are larger than 4 characters and occur more than once can
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StringStorage
-byID : map<uint32, string>
-byValue : map<string, uint32>
+add(val : string) : uint32
+clear()
+str(id : uint32) : string
+strOpt(id : uint32) : optional<string>
+find(val : string) : optional<uint32>
+size() : uint64
+avgLength() : double

Figure 5.6.: Class diagram of the StringStorage class.
actually profit from this approach. Measurements in Chapter 7 show how many entries
a dictionary for real-life corpora has.
Using a dictionary is not only useful to save space, but also to make it easier to
write data structures that operate on these strings. For example, when implementing
containers where labels are stored, only the numeric references to the strings have
to be stored in the containers. The references have a constant size which makes it
possible to use optimized container implementations and potentially more optimal
usage of the main memory cache. Also, testing for equality is much faster since only
the numeric IDs need to be compared and there is no need to fetch the actual strings
from memory locations that are far away from the data container.
While StringStorage is not a C++ Standard Template Library (STL) container
by itself, it has simple functions for manipulating the dictionary. The function add
(val:string):uint32 takes a reference to a string as argument and adds it to the
dictionary if the string is not already part of it. It returns the newly created ID (the
user can not influence which ID a string gets). If the string already exists, the existing
ID is returned. With clear() it is possible to remove all existing entries from the
dictionary. The functions size():uint64 and avgLength():double are useful for
statistical purposes. While size():uint64 only returns the number of elements in
constant time, avgLength():double does a calculation of the average length of all
strings and iterates over all strings in the dictionary.
For retrieving the string value for known IDs, the str(id:uint32):string and
strOpt(id:uint32):optional<string> functions are used. The first one is very
efficient because it only returns a reference to the string, but does not copy it. It should
only be used if the calling function can ensure that the ID is part of the dictionary
because it can not return a reference to a non-existing string and will throw an
exception whenever an ID is unknown. The strOpt(id:uint32):optional<string>
function encodes whether the ID was found in the returned value (using the special
boost:optional type14 ) but is less efficient than str(…) because it needs to copy the
string. These functions are usually called when strings are intended to be used as
output, or if more complex string comparison than the equal operator is needed. In
the case of such a more complex string comparison for two existing labels, it is already
14

Boost.Optional is documented at http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_64_0/libs/optional/
doc/html/ (last accessed 2017-10-25).
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T
TypeAnnotationKey
+id : T
+name : uint32
+ns : uint32

T denotes the type of the items to which the annotations
are attached to, e.g. this can be node IDs.

T
AnnoStorage
-annotations : map<TypeAnnotationKey<T>, uint32 >
-inverseAnnotations : multimap <Annotation, T >
-annoKeys : map<AnnotationKey, uint64 >
-histogramBounds : map<AnnotationKey, vector<string> >
+addAnnotation(item : T, anno : Annotation)
+deleteAnnotation(item : T, anno : AnnotationKey)
+getAnnotations(item : T, nsID : uint32, nameID : uint32) : optional<Annotation>
+getAnnotations(item : T) : vector<Annotation>
+clear()
+calculateStatistics(strings : StringStorage)
+copyStatistics(map<AnnotationKey, vector<string> >)
+numberOfAnnotations() : uint64
+guessMaxCount(strings : StringStorage, ns : string, name : string, value : string) int64
+guessMaxCount(strings : StringStorage, name : string, value : string) int64
+guessMaxCountRegex(strings : StringStorage, ns : string, name : string, valuePattern : string) int64
+guessMaxCountRegex(strings : StringStorage, name : string, valuePattern : string) int64
AnnotationKey
+name: uint32
+ns: uint32

Annotation
StringStorage

+name : uint32
+ns : uint32
+val : uint32

Figure 5.7.: Class diagram of the AnnoStorage class and some of the referenced data
types.
known that both string IDs have to exist and thus the str(…) function can be used,
which avoids additional overhead for copying the string. When the string is known,
but the ID is needed, the find(val:string):optional<uint32> can be used. This
function is mainly called during query parsing to get the underlying ID of a given
string that is then used in the internal query processing instead of the actual string.

5.4. Annotation storage and search
Any annotation search system must store and handle its basic annotation units,
which in case of graphANNIS are modeled as labels on nodes and edges. Labels are
attached to different kind of objects but share common properties. The common
AnnoStorage class is used to represent and organize them. It is parameterized with
the type of elements a label can be attached to. For nodes the type parameter are
node IDs (uint32)15 and for edges it is a pair of two node IDs. A class diagram of
the AnnoStorage class is shown in Figure 5.7. Similar to the StringStorage class,
the most basic members are the map from the annotation key (containing the item,
name and namespace ID) to the annotation value (represented as ID) and the inverse
map that assigns a set of elements to a fully qualified annotation. New annotations
can be added to an element with the addAnnotation(…), and existing ones can be
deleted with the deleteAnnotation(…) functions.16 Also, there are getter functions
15

Node IDs are currently encoded as unsigned 32-bit integers, but graphANNIS can also be configured
to use 64-bit integers instead.
16
These functions are used by the CorpusStorageManager class (see Section 5.8) to import existing
corpora in the relANNIS format or to apply updates via the external API.
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Algorithm 5.1 Equi-depth histogram estimation of maximum number of values
matching a range of strings. h is an equi-depth histogram vector, u the universe size
(number of all values) and the strings slower /supper define the search range.
1: function guessMaxCount(h, u, slower , supper )
2:
m←0
3:
if |h| ≥ 2 then
4:
for all i ∈ [0, |h| − 2] do
5:
if hi ≤ supper ∧ slower ≤ hi+1 then ▷ bucket range overlaps search range
6:
m←m+1
m
7:
return |h|
·u
▷ multiply selectivity with universe size
(getAnnotations(…)) that allow to get the annotation value for a given element given
a specific annotation key or a vector of all annotations of an element. There are
several extra classes that are used to provide iterators for annotation search, and they
can directly access the data structures of the annotation storage. These classes are
• ExactAnnoKeySearch for searching for annotations by their (optional) namespace and name,
• ExactAnnoValueSearch for searching for annotations by their namespace/name
and their exact value,
• RegexAnnoSearch for searching for annotations by their namespace/name and
values matching a regular expression,
• NodeByEdgeAnnoSearch for searching for nodes that have an outgoing edge in
a specific edge component and optionally a specific edge annotation.
The AnnoStorage class is not only responsible for storing the actual labels, but
also for keeping statistics such as the number of all known annotation keys. Together
with a histogram of values for each annotation key this statistical information can be
used to estimate the number of labels having a certain annotation key and value. This
is used by the query planner to estimate (intermediate) result sizes for a query and
generated optimized execution plans (see Section 6.2.1). There are several functions
with the prefix guessMaxCount which implement this estimation. Some of these
functions are used to estimate the number of exact matches while others can also
estimate the number of matches for a given annotation key and a regular expression
for the value. Since updating the statistics is an expensive process, it is necessary
to explicitly trigger the creation of new statistics with the calculateStatistics(…)
function or by copying the statistics of another annotation storage.
The histograms used are equi-depth histograms with random sampling as described
in Piatetsky-Shapiro and Connell (1984). Algorithm 5.1 presents the function that
returns the estimated number of labels matching a certain value range based on a
single equi-depth histogram. GraphANNIS calculates a histogram for the values of
all distinct annotation keys. If a search operates on more than one annotation key,
the estimates are accumulated. For regular expression searches, the possible match
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Edge
+source: uint32
+target: uint32
EdgeIterator
+next() : optional<uint32>
+ res e t( )

ReadableGraphStorage
+isConnected(edge : Edge) : bool
+findConnected(sourceNode : uint32, minDistance : uint, maxDistance : uint) : EdgeIterator
+distance(edge : Edge) : int
+getOutgoingEdges(node : uint32) : vector<uint32>
+getEdgeAnnotations(edge : Edge) : vector<Annotation>
+getStatistics() : GraphStatistic

GraphStatistic
+valid: bool
+cyclic: bool
+rootedTree: bool
+nodes: uint32
+avgFanOut: double
+fanOut99Percentile: uint32
+maxFanOut: uint32
+maxDepth: uint32
+dfsVisitRatio: double

WriteableGraphStorage
+addEdge(edge : Edge)
+addEdgeAnnotation(edge : Edge, anno : Annotation
+deleteEdge(edge : Edge)
+deleteNode(node : uint32)
+deleteEdgeAnnotation(edge : Edge, anno : AnnotationKey)

Annotation

AnnotationKey

Figure 5.8.: Class diagram of the graph storage base classes and some of the referenced
data types.
range for a regular expression pattern is calculated with the help of the RE2 library
and used as lower and upper bound. A maximum of 2500 annotation values are
sampled per annotation key and the maximum number of buckets is 250. Using
equi-depth histograms for estimating the number of labels allows adapting to different
non-normal distributions. The computational overhead of using this type of histogram
is not problematic, because graphANNIS is an application where corpora are typically
imported once and not updated afterwards. Equi-depth histograms where chosen
because of their usage in the previous versions of the PostgreSQL database. Note that
there are alternative histogram types that might have better estimates for Zipf-like
distributions as discussed in Poosala et al. (1996).

5.5. Graph storages
As described in Section 4.1, graphANNIS partitions the data into components. This
principle is not only used for distinguishing the different kind of edge annotations
in the model, but is also the base for an optimized implementation of the different
AQL operators. Each component is identified by the unique combination of its layer
name, component name and type. Depending on the annotation that a component
represents, their graph structure might be very different. An important design goal of
graphANNIS is to make use of these different kinds of graph structures and to allow
optimized implementations for them. “Optimized” here means that the data structure
should be efficient in their memory usage and that finding reachable nodes is executed
as fast as possible for typical annotation types stored in this component.
Figure 5.8 gives an overview of the methods that each graph storage implements.
In general, two types of graph storages can be defined:
• an immutable ReadableGraphStorage which is instantiated once, and
• a WriteableGraphStorage that allows to change the content of the graph
storage dynamically.
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GraphANNIS typically imports a corpus once and does not change its contents
thereafter. Thus, this distinction allows implementing efficient read-only graph storages
which use optimizations that might have a large initial overhead at creation time (for
example by creating several indexes). Only the WriteableGraphStorage defines the
methods needed to manipulate edges and edge annotations of a component.
The more general ReadableGraphStorage defines methods for accessing the existing
edges and edge annotations. The getOutgoingEdges(node: uint32) function returns
a vector containing all node IDs which are the target of the outgoing edges of the
given source node inside the component. Additionally, there are methods that allow
efficient reachability queries for a given start node, namely:
• findConnected(sourceNode : uint32,
minDistance : uint, maxDistance : uint) : EdgeIterator,
• distance(edge : Edge) : int, and
• isConnected(edge : Edge) : bool.
The implementation of these methods is different for each implemented type of
graph storage and is described later in this section. findConnected(…) returns an
iterator for all edges that are reachable from the start node and have a specified
distance. An iterator was chosen to allow lazy evaluation implementations instead of
always precalculating all reachable nodes. This is especially useful as their number
may be very large and a query might not always need to evaluate all reachable
nodes. Giving a range of valid distances as argument to findConnected(…) also
helps to keep the number of reachable nodes as small as possible and allows more
specific implementations. While findConnected(…) can be used to generate possible
matches of a query, the distance(…) function allows filtering existing pairs of nodes.
Depending on the specific graph storage, it might be possible to have a more efficient
implementation for distance(…) instead of just calling findConnected(…) with the
source node and check if the target node is in the set of returned reachable nodes.
If the distance is not needed for filtering, the isConnected(…) method can be used
instead of distance(…). While its output is not as specific as the other functions, it
also allows for optimizations in the implementation.
Another important method of the graph storage is the getStatistics(…) function.
It returns properties of the structure of the graph that are useful for estimating the
result size of joins (see Section 6.2.1 for more details). Since these are expensive to
calculate, their generation must be explicitly triggered. Statistics contain, among
other, information on:
• whether the sub-graph of the component is cyclic,
• whether it satisfies the tree properties,
• the typical number of outgoing edges per node (average, 99th percentile and
maximum fan-out), and
• the length of the longest path.
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ReadableGraphStorage

WriteableGraphStorage

OrderType, LevelType
AdjacencyListStorage

PrePostOrderStorage

PositionType
LinearStorage

Figure 5.9.: Hierarchy of different GraphStorage implementations.
Currently, three different implementations for graph storages exist (see Figure 5.9
for an overview). They are described in more detail in the next sections. It is possible
to add new graph storage implementations to graphANNIS without changing the
other parts of the query system. Thus, if new corpora contain annotations with
specific edge structures that can not be efficiently queried by any of the existing
graph storages, it is possible to add a new graph storage that supports this new
type of annotation efficiently instead of re-optimizing the whole system and possible
introducing performance regressions for existing corpora.

5.5.1. Adjacency list
The AdjacencyListStorage class implements a graph storage by using a unique set
of edge entries, sorted by the ID of the source and target node. It is currently the only
graph storage that implements the WriteableGraphStorage interface and allows to
change the content of the graph storage dynamically. Each edge entry in the sorted
set is a pair of the ID of the source node and the ID of the target node. Using a set
(instead of an array containing lists of outgoing edges) allows checking for uniqueness
of an edge with an upper complexity bound of O(log n), because the set is implemented
with a B-tree (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 492). It also allows lookups for all outgoing
edges of any node using
• an initial lookup of the first edge of a given node with a complexity of O(log n),
• a lookup of the successor of the current edge inside the set, which is the potential
next edge for the same node, with the same complexity (Cormen et al. 2009,
p. 292).
Thus, getting all outgoing edges for a single node in a graph with n nodes and a
maximum degree of d has the complexity O(d log n). In addition to the set of edges
the class also contains a set of inverted edges (where the source and target nodes
are switched). Currently this is only used to make deletion of nodes more efficient,
because they have to be deleted from all edges where there are either the source or the
target node. In the future, the inverted edge set would also allow to traverse the graph
in inverse direction efficiently (see Section 7.1.2 for a discussion why this useful).
AdjacencyListStorage uses graph traversal to implement reachability queries.
In particular, the findConnected(…) function is implemented with a depth-first
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Algorithm 5.2 Implementation of a Depth-First-Search (DFS) for adjacency lists
which outputs each found node only once.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

procedure uniqueDFS(node, distmin , distmax )
output ← ∅
stack ← emptyStack

▷ init with empty set
▷ init with empty stack

push(stack, (node, 0))
▷ add initial node with distance 0 to stack
while r ← next(stack, distmin , distmax , output) do
emit r
function next(stack, distmin , distmax , output)
f ound ← f alse
while f ound = f alse ∧ ¬empty(stack) do
(node, dist) ← top(stack)
f ound ← enterNode(node, dist, stack, distmin , distmax )
if f ound then
return (node, dist)
else
return f alse
function enterNode(node, dist, stack, distmin , distmax , output)
f ound ← f alse
pop(stack)
if dist ≥ distmin ∧ dist ≤ distmax then
▷ check if distance in valid range
f ound ← true
if dist ≤ distmax then
▷ add all child nodes to the stack
for all child ∈ outgoingEdges(node) do
push(stack, (child, dist + 1))
if f ound then
if node ∈
/ output then
▷ only output node once
output ← output ∪ {node}
return true
return f alse
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function

time complexity

findConnected(…)
distance(…)
isConnected(…)

O (|Vr | + (|Er | · log|E|))
O (|Vr | + (|Er | · log|E|))
O (|Vr | + (|Er | · log|E|))

Table 5.1.: Complexity for the reachability functions of AdjacencyListStorage. |Vr |
is the number of nodes reachable by the source node, |Er | the number
of all edges that belong to a path that connects the source node with a
reachable node. |E| is the number of all edges in the graph.
traversal that additionally checks if each node is used as output only once, which adds
a computational overhead.17 See Algorithm 5.2 for a listing of the pseudo-code. The
traversal will stop as soon as the maximum allowed distance is reached. If a node is
reachable via more than one path with valid lengths, it will be still outputted only once
(Algorithm 5.2, line 25). Testing for cycles is not performed for the findConnected(…)
function to avoid the additional overhead introduced by testing each traversed node
and since most components are cycle-free anyway. The traversal will still always
stop, because a finite maximum distance must be given as argument. Currently, only
the LEFT_TOKEN and RIGHT_TOKEN components contain cycles (see Section 4.2.3 for a
description) and these components are typically used by AQL operators that query
them with a maximum distance of 1.
The distance(…) function also uses a depth-first traversal, but stops exploring a
node if it is part of a cycle. Its pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 5.3. The same cyclesafe depth-first traversal implementation is used in the isConnected(…) function.
Initializing the traversal has a constant computational overhead. For the special
(but frequent) case that the requested distance for isConnected(…) is exactly one, a
simplified implementation that just checks the existence of the specific edge in the
edge set is used in order to avoid this overhead.
In general, the running time of a depth-first search is O(|V | + |E|), where |V | is
the number of nodes and |E| is the number of edges (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 606).
Each node can be visited only once, which adds a linear complexity relative to the
number of nodes to the overall complexity. For each visited node, all outgoing edges
are retrieved in a loop, but each edge will also be visited only once in total. An
ideal adjacency list needs constant time to lookup a list of all outgoing edges of a
single node, however, AdjacencyListStorage needs logarithmic time for this task.
Also, not all nodes and edges are actually searched, but only the reachable ones. The
worst-case running times for the reachability functions of AdjacencyListStorage are
given in Table 5.1 and reflect these considerations. While the worst-case times are the
same, the cycle-safe implementation needs an additional check if a searched node is
part of the current path to detect cycles. The UniqueDFS procedure in Algorithm
5.2 also checks for unique results, but this check is only executed if a node is part
17

Currently, a red-black tree (Cormen et al. 2009, pp. 308 ff.) based set from the default C++ STL
is used to store the unique result. Thus, an additional lookup cost of O(log2 n) is needed for each
node that fulfills the path length constraint.
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Algorithm 5.3 Implementation of a cycle-safe DFS for adjacency lists.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

procedure cycleSafeDFS(node, distmin , distmax )
distlast ← 0
path ← emptyList
stack ← emptyStack

▷ init with empty list
▷ init with empty stack

push(stack, (node, 0))
▷ add initial node with distance 0 to stack
while r ← next(stack, distmin , distmax , distlast , path) do
emit r
function next(stack, distmin , distmax , distlast , path)
f ound ← f alse
while f ound = f alse ∧ ¬empty(stack) do
(node, dist) ← top(stack)
f ound ← enterNode(node, dist, stack, distmin , distmax , distlast , path)
if f ound then
return (node, dist)
else
return f alse
function enterNode(node, dist, stack, distmin , distmax , distlast , path)
if distlast ≥ dist then
▷ test if subgraph was completed
removeIdx(path, [dist, length(path)])
▷ remove all below the parent
if contains(path, node) then
▷ test for cycle
distlast ← dist
return false
else
insert(path, node)
distlast = dist
f ound ← f alse
pop(stack)
if dist ≥ distmin ∧ dist ≤ distmax then ▷ check if distance in valid range
f ound ← true
if dist ≤ distmax then
▷ add all child nodes to the stack
for all child ∈ outgoingEdges(node) do
push(stack, (child, dist + 1))
return f ound
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of the output. This can give a slight performance advantage for queries that have a
minimum distance greater than one, because the number of output nodes is smaller
than the number of reachable nodes.

5.5.2. Pre-/post-order encoding
The original relANNIS implementation relied on the pre-/post-order encoding to speed
up the search for reachable nodes (see Section 3.3.1). Pre-/post-order encoding can be
used on all Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), but there are multiple order-entries for
nodes that are reachable by more than one path (Rosenfeld 2010). Thus, this encoding
works best for graphs that are (almost) trees. Since many linguistic annotations have
this property, a specialized graph storage using pre-/post-order encoding is very useful
for graphANNIS and was implemented as immutable graph storage.
In pre-/post-order encoding, each node gets one or more order entries assigned.
Each entry consists of three fields: the pre- and post-order values and an additional
level value. The legacy relANNIS implementation always uses the same data type
integer for this field, which is a 32 bit signed integer type in PostgreSQL18 . This is
due to the nature of the fixed database table layout, where a column must be valid
for all possible row values. In contrast, because graphANNIS allows defining different
kinds of graph storages for different components, the data type for the fields can
be optimized. Thus, the PrePostOrderStorage class is parametrized with the types
OrderType and LevelType. This first data type is used for the pre- and post-order
fields and the second one is used for the level field. Since this is an immutable graph
storage where the data is not changed after the initial import, the optimal data types
can be chosen to depend on the number of edges and the maximum depth of the paths
of a component. An optimization of the data types allows for more efficient memory
usage but could also enhance the processing speed by better cache usage or faster
CPU instructions for smaller data types.
Since the PrePostOrderStorage is immutable, computation of the pre-/post-order
values has to be done only once after the initial import. In order to compute the
index, the root nodes of the original graph are iterated using the cycle-safe depth-first
iterator presented in Section 5.5.1. If a cycle is detected during traversal, the index
creation is aborted and an error is emitted. Similar to the AdjacencyListStorage,
the resulting order entries are stored in two maps: one multi-map which holds all
order entries for a node ID and an inverse map which maps each order entry to its
node. The complete pseudo-code for the generation of the pre-/post-order is given in
Algorithm 5.4.
The two index maps that are created initially are used to allow an efficient implementation of the reachability functions (see Equation 3.1). Algorithm 5.5 describes the
implementation of the findConnected(…) function. The implementation first finds all
order entries for the given start node (line 3). In line 4, all order values with a pre-order
value larger than the one for the start node are searched in the order2node map and
it is checked whether the other conditions are fulfilled, too. Since the order2node
18

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/datatype-numeric.html (last accessed 201710-25)
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Algorithm 5.4 Calculation of the pre- and post-order which iterates over the nodes
using the cycle safe DFS from Algorithm 5.3.
1: procedure calculatePrePost
2:
node2order ← emptyM ultiM ap
3:
order2node ← emptyM ap
4:
order ← 0
5:
for all r ∈ rootnodes do
6:
distlast ← 0
7:
stack ← empty

17:
18:

enterNode(r, 0)
▷ add root with order and level 0 to stack
for all (node, dist) ∈ cycleSafeDFS(r, 1, ∞) do
▷ DFS-ordered
iteration
if dist > distlast then
▷ check if first visit
enterNode(node, dist)
else ▷ is neighbor node, post-order can be assigned for stack entries
while length(stack) > dist do
exitNode
enterNode(node, dist)
▷ put new node on the stack
distlast ← dist
while ¬empty(stack) do
▷ process remaining entries from stack
exitNode

19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure enterNode(node, level)
pre ← order
order ← order + 1
push(stack, (node, pre, level)) ▷ add node with pre-order and level to stack

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

procedure exitNode
(n, pre, level) ← top(stack)
post ← order
order ← order + 1
pop(stack)

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

28:
29:

▷ get pre-order and level for node from stack
▷ post-order is the current order

node2order[n] ← (pre, post, level)
order2node[(pre, post, level)] ← n

▷ add order tuple to node
▷ assign distinct node ID to order tuple
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Algorithm 5.5 Pseudo-code for implementation of findConnected(…) for the pre/post-order based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure findConnectedPrePost(node, distmin , distmax )
visited ← ∅
▷ init with empty set
for all (prestart , poststart , levelstart ) ∈ node2order[node] do
for all (node, (pre, post, level)) ∈ order2node : pre ≥ prestart do
▷ use
prestart as initializer for iterator
dlevel ← |level − levelstart |
if post ≤ poststart ∧ distmin ≤ dlevel ≤ distmax then
▷ check
reachability
if node ∈
/ visited then
▷ output only once
visited ← visited ∪ {node}
emit node
else if pre ≥ poststart then
break
▷ abort inner loop
function

time complexity
(
)
findConnected(…) O (f 2 · |Vo | · log)2 (f · |V |)
distance(…)
O (f 2 · log2 |V |)
isConnected(…)
O f 2 · log2 |V |
Table 5.2.: Complexity for the reachability functions of PrePostOrderStorage. |Vo |
is the number of output nodes, |V | the number of all nodes and f is the
duplication factor of the order entries (f = 1 means no duplication).
map is implemented using a B-tree with the pre-order value as its key, the lookup of
each pre-order value has an upper complexity bound of O(log n) (Cormen et al. 2009,
p. 492). Each node is only emitted once, which needs an additional check (line 7). The
inner loop is aborted when the pre-order value from the candidate node is larger than
the post-order value from the start node (line 11). While findConnected(…) needs
to iterate over a range of pre-orders, both the distance(…) and isConnected(…)
functions can query the order entries for both given nodes directly and then compare
the queried entries if they fulfill the reachability criteria. See Algorithm 5.6 and 5.7
for details.
The running time for findConnected(…) is sensitive to the output size, in this case
the number of output nodes |Vo |. Algorithm 5.5 has two loops: The outer one finds all
order entries for the given start node and the inner one finds all matching order values
for all output nodes. Assuming there are at most f order values per node, |V | is the
number of all nodes and that the lookup of map entries has complexity O(log n), the
running time of the two nested loops can be expressed as:
O ((f · log |V |) · (f · |Vo | · log(f · |V |)))
(
)
=O f 2 · |Vo | · log |V | · log(f · |V |)
(
)
=O f 2 · |Vo | · log2 (f · |V |)
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Algorithm 5.6 Pseudo-code for implementation of distance(…) for the pre-/postorder based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

function distancePrePost(source, target)
if source = target then
return 0
else
f ound ← f alse
dmin ← ∞
for all (presource , postsource , levelsource ) ∈ node2order[source] do
for all (pretarget , posttarget , leveltarget ) ∈ node2order[target] do
if presource ≤ pretarget ∧ posttarget ≤ postsource then
dlevel ← leveltarget − levelsource
if dlevel ≥ 0 then
f ound ← true
dmin ← min(dmin , dlevel )
if f ound then
return dmin
else
return −1

Algorithm 5.7 Pseudo-code for implementation of isConnected(…) for the pre/post-order based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function isConnectedPrePost(source, target, distmin , distmax )
for all (presource , postsource , levelsource ) ∈ node2order[source] do
for all (pretarget , posttarget , leveltarget ) ∈ node2order[target] do
if presource ≤ pretarget ∧ posttarget ≤ postsource then
dlevel ← |leveltarget − levelsource |
if distmin ≤ dlevel ≤ distmax then
return true
return f alse

Compared to the running time of AdjacencyListStorage, that one of PrePostOrder
Storage does not depend on the number of reachable nodes, but on the ones that
are part of the output. Also, the number of edges is only indirectly part of the
running time complexity via the duplication factor f . For
( graph storages
) that are
a tree and thus f ≤ 1, the complexity is reduced to O |Vo | · log2 (|V |) . Table 5.2
lists the running time complexities for the other reachability functions distance(…)
and isConnected(…). These depend on the duplication factor, too. But they are
only applied to a single output candidate and thus |Vo | is eliminated. This is an
improvement compared to AdjacencyListStorage, where running time of all three
reachability functions depend on the number of reachable nodes.
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5.5.3. Linear graphs
Pre-/post-order encoding works well for trees, but it requires three values to encode
the position of a node inside the tree hierarchy. For linear graphs, this is inefficient.
Linear graphs are trees with a maximum out degree of 1. Thus, they consist of a set
of disjoint paths, where each path consists of a sequence v = v1 , v2 , . . . , vn of nodes.
This allows the assignment of the index of the node inside the path as single and
distinctive order value to each node. Also, there are no duplicate order entries for
each node, which simplifies the implementation of the reachability functions. The
LinearStorage class is also parametrized with the type of the order entry value. This
allows the optimization of the space usage. Depending on how many nodes are part
of a component, a smaller or larger data type can be used.
Algorithm 5.8 Pseudo-code for implementation of findConnected(…) for the linear
graph based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

procedure findConnectedLinear(node, distmin , distmax )
if node2pos[node] ̸= ∅ then
(root, pos) ← node2pos[node]
v ← nodeChains[root]
for all i ∈ [(pos + distmin ), min(|v|, pos + distmax )] do
emit vi

Algorithm 5.9 Pseudo-code for implementation of distance(…) for the linear graph
based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

function distanceLinear(source, target)
if node2pos[source] ̸= ∅ ∧ node2pos[target] ̸= ∅ then
(rootsource , possource ) ← node2pos[source]
(roottarget , postarget ) ← node2pos[target]
if rootsource = roottarget ∧ possource ≤ postarget then
return true
return f alse

Algorithm 5.10 Pseudo-code for implementation of isConnected(…) for the linear
graph based graph storage.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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function isConnectedLinear(source, target, distmin , distmax )
if node2pos[source] ̸= ∅ ∧ node2pos[target] ̸= ∅ then
(rootsource , possource ) ← node2pos[source]
(roottarget , postarget ) ← node2pos[target]
if rootsource = roottarget ∧ possource ≤ postarget then
if distmin ≤ |possource − postarget | ≤ distmax then
return true
return f alse

5.6. Operators
function

time complexity

findConnected(…)
distance(…)
isConnected(…)

O (|Vo | + log |V |)
O (log |V |)
O (log |V |)

Table 5.3.: Complexity for the reachability functions of LinearStorage. |Vo | is the
number of output nodes and |V | the number of all nodes.
In order to store the set of paths, the LinearStorage class uses two maps. One
maps each node ID to its relative position and is called node2pos. A relative position
is defined by the ID of the root node of a path and the index of the position of the node
inside this path. The other map, called nodeChains stores the actual node sequence
for each root node of the component as a vector. These two maps allow to efficiently
compare two given nodes (which is needed by the isConnected(…) and distance(…)
functions), as well as finding reachable nodes for a given start node (as needed by the
findConnected(…) function). The implementation of these functions is described in
Algorithm 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. As each node can only have one order entry assigned per
component, no uniqueness checks are needed for the findConnected(…) function.
Table 5.3 lists the running time complexity functions for the reachability functions
of the LinearStorage. The findConnected(…) function is sensitive to the output
size |Vo |, because all found nodes need to be emitted. A single lookup to a map with
complexity O(log n) is needed to find the vector of nodes for a given start node (line
3 of Algorithm 5.8). Together with the loop over this vector, the overall complexity
is O (|Vo | + log |V |). Both distance(…) and isConnected(…) do not need to iterate
over a result and thus only have a running time complexity of O (log |V |).

5.6. Operators
The classes that have been described above are suitable for different kinds of labeled
graphs and not specific to AQL. This section describes implementations of AQL
operators. Joins make use of these operator implementations: The join is responsible
for combining the tuples of a LHS and RHS, but the operators map the logical definition
of an AQL operator to an actual implementation. Separating the implementation
of the joins and the operators, and pairing them in an ExecutionNode allows for a
flexible combination of join types and operators. The operator implementations are
responsible for
• fetching candidate triples for a RHS that fulfill the logical operator definition
for a given LHS, or
• check if a given pair of triples fulfills the logical operator definition.
In order to implement this functionality, they need access to the database. Each
operator implementation uses the general graph storage functions to implement its
specific semantics and has access to all components of the graph. It does not need to
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Iterator
+next(out tuple : vector) : bool
+re se t()

AnnoIt
+next(out m : Match) : bool
+next(out tuple : vector) : bool
+re se t()

«enumeration»
EstimationType
SELECTIVITY
MIN
MAX

Match

Annotation

+node : uint32
+anno : Annotation

+name : uint32
+ns : uint32
+val : uint32

Operator
+retrieveMatches(lhs : Match) : AnnoIt
+filter(lhs : Match, rhs : Match) : bool
+isReflexive() : bool
+isCommutative() : bool
+valid() : bool
+description() : string
+selectivity() : double
+edgeAnnoSelectivity() : double
+estimationType() : EstimationType

Figure 5.10.: Class diagram of the Operator, Iterator, AnnoIt and related classes.
know which implementation is used for each graph storage, but can assume that the
most efficient implementation is chosen for a specific component.
Figure 5.10 shows the diagram of the Operator class and the signature for the
functions any operator must implement. The most important ones are the retrieveMa
tches(lhs: Match):AnnoIt and the filter(lhs: Match, rhs: Match):bool functions. This interface is similar to the ReadableGraphStorage interface with its find
Connected(…) and isConnected(…) functions, but an operator does not operate on
nodes, but on match triples (which include a node ID and the qualified label name).
Operators can operate on more than one graph storage and can express more complex
logic than just reachability on a single edge component. The retrieveMatches(…)
function takes a LHS match as argument and produces an iterator over all matching
RHSs. If match candidates for both the LHS and RHS already exist, the filter(…)
function, which returns true or f alse, can be used as predicate.
In addition to these basic functions, all operators need to implement several functions
needed for query optimization and debugging. If the isReflexive() function returns
true, an operator implementation indicates that a single match can have the same
node as both LHS and RHS. This information is needed by join operations in order
to emit the correct results. The isCommutative() function is used to indicate if
both arguments of the operator can be exchanged without changing the result, which
is very helpful for optimizing queries. In some cases, an operator already knows
at construction time that it can not produce any results, for example because a
required edge component does not exist or is empty. In this case the valid() function
will return f alse and allows the query plan to statically return an empty result.
The selectivity(), edgeAnnoSelectivity() and estimationType() functions are
used to estimate the result size of a join between two execution nodes, when the join
implementation uses this specific operator. When visualizing the query plans, the
description() function is used to get a textual representation of the operator.
In the next section, the operators implemented by graphANNIS are described in more
detail. An overview of which operators exist, how they relate to each other and which
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Operator

AbstractEdgeOperator

Precedence
Dominance

Pointing

PartOfSubCorpus

IdenticalCoverage
Overlap

Inclusion

reflexive

commutative

3
3
7
3
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
3
3
7

Dominance
Pointing
PartOfSubCorpus
Precedence
Overlap
IdenticalCoverage
Inclusion

Figure 5.11.: Hierarchy of different Operator implementations and table with their
logical properties. “3” means the operator has the property, “7” that it
does not.

retrieveMatches(…)/filter(…)
DOMINANCE
POINTING
ORDERING
LEFT_TOKEN
RIGHT_TOKEN
COVERAGE
INVERSE_COVERAGE
PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
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Table 5.4.: Matrix of graph storage types used by the different operator functions.
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logical properties they have is given in Figure 5.11. Each operator implementation
of retrieveMatches(lhs: Match):AnnoIt and filter(lhs: Match, rhs: Match)
:bool needs different types of graph storages as argument, and Table 5.4 gives an
overview which implementation uses which graph storage type.

5.6.1. Dominance and pointing relation operators
The dominance operator (>) and the pointing relation operator (->) of AQL are very
similar, because they are both defined to match nodes that are connected by a path
inside a component with optional additional restrictions on the edge annotations of
this path. The difference is, that for the dominance operator
1. multiple components can be searched because the name of the component is
optional, and
2. it is required that all components of the type DOMINANCE taken together are
cycle-free.19
In contrast, the pointing relation operator always operates on a single component and
there is no restriction on cycles for a combination of components. Both operators are
implemented by using the same abstract base class AbstractEdgeOperator. This class
takes a set of components and an optional edge annotation constraint as argument and
implements the retrieveMatches(…) function by iterating over all graph storages,
returning the result of their findConnected(…) function with an additional check
on the edge constraint if necessary. If more than one graph storage is given as
argument, an internal set of results is used to make sure only unique results are
returned. The filter(…) function is implemented similarly, by iterating over the set
of all given components and returning true if the isConnected(…) is true for any of
the components, and if the edge annotation constraint is fulfilled.
Selectivity for operators that inherit AbstractEdgeOperator is calculated by calculating the selectivity for each graph storage in the given set and using the most
pessimistic one as selectivity for the complete operator. The basic idea is to estimate
the number of reachable nodes for a single source node for both the maximum and
minimum path length and dividing the difference by the number of nodes in total.
Estimating the number of reachable nodes is performed by assuming that the graph
component is a complete k-ary tree (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 1179) and the average
number of outgoing edges (avgFanOut) from the graph statistics is the degree k.
Compared to an actual k-ary tree, the average fan-out can be a fractional number
and also smaller than 1. In general, the number of nodes in a complete k-ary tree
h −1
with height h is kk−1
(Cormen et al. 2009, p. 1179). For k ≤ 1 this formula is not
valid and a simplified estimation is used instead. Given an average fan-out of k, a
path length constraint (dmin , dmax ) denoting the minimal and maximal path length
19

The dominance operator is typically used to represent syntactic annotations. These divide for
example a sentence into hierarchical structures. If such a hierarchical node “dominates” another
one, this also implies it inherits the text coverage from all child nodes. Thus, even if there are
several components to represent dominance, the combination of all dominance components must
also be cycle-free because a token can not cover itself.
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Algorithm 5.11 AbstractEdgeOperator selectivity estimation function with a given
set GS of graph storages and a restriction on the path length (distmin , distmax ). as
argument.

4:
5:
6:
7:

function selectivity(GS, distmin , distmax )
if |GS| == 0 then
return 0.0
▷ if graph storage set is empty there is nothing to find
worst ← 0.0
ntotal = numerOfTotalNodes() ▷ estimate total number of nodes in DB
for g ∈ GS do
▷ calculate selectivity for each graph storage
stat ← getStatistics(g)

8:
9:

lmin ← max(0, distmin − 1)
▷ limit minimal query path length
lmax ← min(distmax , stat.maxDepth) ▷ limit maximal query path length

1:
2:
3:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

k ← stat.avgF anOut
if k > 1 then
lmax
l
−1
nreachable ← ⌈ k k−1−1 ⌉ − ⌈ k min
⌉
k−1
else
nreachable ← ⌈k · lmax ⌉ − ⌈k · lmin ⌉

15:

sel ←

16:
17:

nreachable
ntotal

worst ← max(worst, sel)
return worst

▷ estimate selectivity for this graph storage
▷ use worst selectivity as overall result
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Figure 5.12.: Precedence operator example. The token “a” is precedent to the token
“Category” because they are connected by an edge of the ORDERING
component. Likewise, the span node A precedes B because the tokens
that are connected by the RIGHT_TOKEN respectively LEFT_TOKEN edges
are precedent to each other.
and the total number of nodes ntotal , the selectivity for the AbstractEdgeOperator
for a single component is defined as:
⎧ d
k max −1
k(dmin −1) −1
⎪
⌉
⎪ ⌈ k−1 ⌉ − ⌈
k−1
⎪
⎨
ntotal
selectivityEdgeOp (k, dmin , dmax , ntotal ) =
⎪
⌈k
·
d
⌉
⎪
max − ⌈k · (dmin − 1)⌉
⎪
⎩
ntotal

if k > 1
if k ≤ 1

(5.6)
The pseudo-code of the selectivity estimation is given in Algorithm 5.11. The actual
implementation uses the graph based statistics to improve the estimation. For example,
instead of using the possible unlimited dmax argument that is provided, the calculation
clips dmax with the measured maximal path length of the graph storage component.

5.6.2. Precedence
Given two tokens, the Precedence operator (.) checks that they are connected
by a path of edges inside an ORDERING component with a given length. Non-token
nodes inherit their precedence position from the right-most covered token (if it is on
the LHS of the operator) or the left-most-covered token (if it is on the RHS of the
operator). Thus, the precedence operator implementation needs a specific ORDERING
component (either the general one with the empty name or a named one for a specific
segmentation) and the LEFT_TOKEN/RIGHT_TOKEN component graph storages as input.
An example is given in Figure 5.12 and the implementation of the filter(…) and
retrieveMatches(…) functions is given in Algorithm 5.12 and 5.13.
Selectivity is calculated similarly to the AbstractEdgeOperator with the estimated
number of reachable nodes per source node divided by the total number of nodes:
selectivityP recedence (dmin , dmax , ntotal ) =

2 · (dmax − dmin + 1)
ntotal

(5.7)

Precedence is defined over the ordering of tokens, as it was modeled in Section 4.2.2.
Edges of the ORDERING component connect tokens that are precedent to each other,
pairwise. Conflicting tokenization will result in an additional, named, ORDERING
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Algorithm 5.12 Precedence operator implementation of the filter(…) function. It
needs the corresponding ORDERING (gO ), the LEFT_TOKEN (gL ) and the RIGHT_TOKEN
component (gR ) as arguments. Also, the LHS and RHS node candidates (nlhs , nrhs )
and the path length restriction (distmin , distmax ) are given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function filter(nlhs , nrhs , distmin , distmax , gO , gL , gR )
if componentName(gO ) ̸= ∅ then
▷ named ORDERING components are
segmentations, which are only defined on tokens directly
nstart = nlhs
nend = nrhs
else
nstart = connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
nend = connectedToken(nrhs , gL )
return isConnected(gO , nstart , nend , distmin , distmax )
function connectedToken(n, g) ▷ find connected token for a node in a graph
storage g
if isToken(n) then
return n
▷ return the node itself because it is a token
else
return getOutgoingEdges(n, g)[0]
▷ return first outgoing edge of
given component

Algorithm 5.13 Precedence operator implementation of the retrieveMatches(…)
function. It needs the corresponding ORDERING (gO ), the LEFT_TOKEN (gL ) and the
RIGHT_TOKEN component (gR ) as arguments. Also, the LHS node candidate (nlhs ) and
the path length restriction (distmin , distmax ) are given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure retrieveMatches(nlhs , distmin , distmax , gO , gL , gR )
if componentName(gO ) ̸= ∅ then
▷ named ORDERING components are
segmentations, which are only defined on tokens directly
nstart ← nlhs
else
nstart ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
for t ∈ findConnected(nstart , distmin , distmax , gO ) do
▷ find connected
tokens
for n ∈ getOutgoingEdges(t, gL ) do
emit n
▷ return all nodes left-aligned with the token
emit t
▷ also return the token itself
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Figure 5.13.: Same text (also called identical coverage) operator example. The span
node A has the same text coverage as B because the tokens that are
connected by the RIGHT_TOKEN respectively LEFT_TOKEN edges are the
same.
component, but each component itself is always a linear graph.20 As a consequence,
average fan-out estimation is not included in the estimation and the queried path
length dmax − dmin is used directly as number of reachable tokens. As with the
AbstractEdgeOperator implementation, the maximum distance is clipped to the
maximum path length in the component. The estimation dmax − dmin only returns
the number of tokens, but does not include other nodes that cover these tokens. If
the source node is a span, the right-aligned token of the span is also not included in
this estimation. There is no separate statistics for this kind of information yet and
thus the number of reachable nodes is in all cases simply extended by one (to account
for the aligned token) and then multiplied by two (to account for other spans).

5.6.3. Same text operator
The same text operator (_=_), sometimes also called “same coverage” or “identical
coverage”, finds nodes that cover exactly the same tokens (which corresponds to
covering the same text) and is implemented using the IdenticalCoverage class. In
relANNIS the operator is implemented by comparing the left and right token index
columns in the database. GraphANNIS could use the edges of the coverage components
and find nodes that share the same set of covered tokens, but this is inefficient for
nodes that cover many tokens (for example spans that mark chapters of a book and
cover all tokens of a chapter). Instead, the LEFT_TOKEN and RIGHT_TOKEN components
are used to find the left-most and right-most covered token for both nodes and then
the tokens of the LHS and RHS are compared (see Figure 5.13 for an example). The
pseudo-code of the implementation is given in Algorithm 5.14 and 5.15.
Selectivity estimation is difficult for this operator. We could try to estimate the
probability that two nodes have the same left-most and right-most covered token by
estimating these probabilities separately. For example, if each token is assigned an
index and for each node the index of the left-most and right-most covered token is
20

An ORDERING component which is not a linear graph could be created in theory. However, since
all data is originated from corpora that are either encoded in Salt or the relANNIS format, where
this is not allowed, this case will not occur in practice. If future corpora need a more complex
concept of token precedence, this should be reflected in the selectivity estimation.
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Algorithm 5.14 IdenticalCoverage operator implementation of the filter(…)
function. It needs the corresponding LEFT_TOKEN (gL ) and the RIGHT_TOKEN (gR )
component as arguments. Also, the LHS and RHS node candidates (nlhs , nrhs ) are
given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

function filter(nlhs , nrhs , gL , gR )
startlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
endlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gL )
startrhs ← connectedToken(nlrs , gR )
endrhs ← connectedToken(nrhs , gL )
return startlhs = startrhs ∧ endlhs = endrhs

Algorithm 5.15 IdenticalCoverage operator implementation of the
retrieveMatches(…) function. It needs the corresponding LEFT_TOKEN (gL )
and the RIGHT_TOKEN (gR ) component as arguments. Also, the LHS source node
candidate nlhs is given.
1:
2:
3:

procedure retrieveMatches(nlhs , gL , gR )
nlef t ← connectedToken(nlhs , gL ) ▷ get left-most covered token for source
nright ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
▷ get right-most covered token for
source

4:
5:

if nlef t = nright then
emit nlef t

6:
7:
8:

for n ∈ getOutgoingEdges(nlef t , gL ) do
▷ find left-aligned non-token
if connectedToken(n, gR )[0] = nright then ▷ check if also right-aligned
emit n

▷ covered range is exactly one token
▷ output covered token
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Figure 5.14.: Inclusion operator example. The span node A includes B because there
is a path in the ORDERING component from the left-most token of A (“is”)
to the left-most token of B (“a”) and one from the right-most token of
B (“3”) to the right-most token of A (“.”).
known, the probability that two nodes have the same index value for one of them can
be calculated from the sum of all tokens. But these probabilities are not independent
of each other (the right-aligned token is always right of the left-aligned one) and cannot
simply be multiplied. Using the probability of two nodes having the same number of
covered tokens (which corresponds to the length of the span) as second independent
probability (in addition to having the same left-most covered token) would be more
helpful and could be estimated by using histograms. Because these statistics do not
exist yet, a much more simplified assumption is made, namely that there exists one
other node with the same text coverage for each node:
selectivityIdenticalCoverage (ntotal ) =

1
ntotal

(5.8)

5.6.4. Inclusion operator
The Inclusion operator (_i_) filters nodes where the set of covered tokens of the
RHS is a subset of the covered tokens of the LHS. As with the precedence operator,
calculating and comparing the sets of covered tokens would be too expensive, especially
for nodes that cover numerous tokens. Instead, the operator is implemented as path
queries between the left-most and right-most token of both nodes. A node x includes
another node y if there is both a path from the left-most covered token of x to the
left-most covered token of y and one from the right-most covered token of y to the
right-most covered token of x. See Figure 5.14 for an example. The length of the
paths can be zero if the two nodes are aligned with the same tokens. Algorithms 5.16
and 5.17 show how inclusion is expressed as path queries on the ORDERING component.
Calculating the selectivity for the inclusion operator is performed with the help
of a per-node fan-out estimation. In contrast to the AbstractEdgeOperator we do
not use the average fan-out but the 99th percentile value. This is a more pessimistic
estimation and was chosen after initial experiments with the prototype on several
test corpora. Given fcov as 99th percentile fan-out for the COVERAGE component, flef t
as 99th percentile fan-out for the LEFT_TOKEN component and ntotal as total number
of nodes in the COVERAGE component, the selectivity is calculated by dividing the
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Algorithm 5.16 Inclusion operator implementation of the filter(…) function. It
needs the corresponding LEFT_TOKEN (gL ), the RIGHT_TOKEN (gR ) and the ORDERING
(gO ) components as arguments. Also, the LHS and RHS node candidates (nlhs , nrhs )
are given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

function filter(nlhs , nrhs , gL , gR , gO )
startlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
endlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gL )
startrhs ← connectedToken(nlrs , gR )
endrhs ← connectedToken(nrhs , gL )
l ← distance(startlhs , endlhs , gO )

▷ span length of LHS

condlef t ← isConnected(startlhs , startrhs , 0, l, gO ) ▷ path between left-most
tokens exists in ORDERING component and has maximum length l
8:
condright ← isConnected(endrhs , endlhs , 0, l, gO ) ▷ path between right-most
tokens exists in ORDERING component and has maximum length l
9:
return condlef t ∧ condright
7:

Algorithm 5.17 Inclusion operator implementation of the retrieveMatches(…)
function. It needs the correspondingLEFT_TOKEN (gL ), the RIGHT_TOKEN (gR ) and the
ORDERING (gO ) component as arguments. Also, the LHS source node candidate nlhs is
given.
procedure retrieveMatches(nlhs , gL , gR , gO )
startlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gL , gO ) ▷ get left-most covered token for
source
3:
endlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
▷ get right-most covered token for
source
4:
l ← distance(startlhs , endlhs , gO )
▷ span length of source
1:
2:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

for t ∈ findConnected(startlhs , 0, l, gO ) do
▷ find each token which is
between the left and right border
emit t
▷ token itself is included
for n ∈ getOutgoingEdges(t, gL ) do
▷ get all left-aligned nodes
endn ← getOutgoingEdges(n, gR )[0]
▷ right-aligned token of
candidate
if isConnected(endn , endlhs , 0, l, gO ) then
▷ path between
right-most tokens exists in ORDERING component and has maximum length l
emit n
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Figure 5.15.: Overlap operator example. The span node A overlaps B because there
is a path in the ORDERING component from the left-most token of A
(“This”) to the right-most token of B (“3”) and one from the left-most
token of B (“a”) to the right-most token of A (“Category”).
expected number of included nodes per node with the total number:
selectivityInclusion (fcov , flef t , ntotal ) =

fcov + (fcov · flef t )
ntotal

(5.9)

The fan-out for the COVERAGE component fcov is used as an estimate for the covered
tokens per node and it is added to the estimation of left-aligned nodes (fcov ·flef t ). This
estimation does not take the span lengths into account and assumes every left-aligned
node is an included node, which is a pessimistic approximation.

5.6.5. Overlap operator
Two nodes overlap, if the intersection of their sets of covered tokens is not empty.
For instance in Figure 5.15 both nodes A and B cover the “a” and the “Category”
tokens. For just filtering pairs of nodes in the Overlap operator (_o_) implementation,
calculating the set of all covered tokens would be too expensive. Instead, the filter(…)
function checks if there is a path in the ORDERING component from the left-most covered
token from node x to the right-most token of node y and another one from the leftmost covered token of y to the right-most covered token of y. See Algorithm 5.18
for pseudo-code. The implementation of the retrieveMatches(…) function needs to
find all overlapped nodes, which includes all covered tokens, and thus uses a different
approach which is described in Algorithm 5.19. First, all covered tokens for the
start node are retrieved. These can be found by getting all outgoing edges of the
COVERAGE component (line 6). For each covered token, the outgoing edges in the
INVERSE_COVERAGE component are used to find all non-token nodes that are covering
this token (line 8). Since these nodes cover the same tokens, they fulfill the overlap
criterion. This approach can yield duplicate results and a set is used to filter out these
duplicates (line 11).
Calculating the selectivity for the Overlap operator is similar to the Inclusion
operator. It takes the 99th percentile value for the fan-out of both the COVERAGE component (fcov ) and the INVERSE_COVERAGE component (ficov ) as argument in addition
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Algorithm 5.18 Overlap operator implementation of the filter(…) function. It
needs the corresponding LEFT_TOKEN (gL ), the RIGHT_TOKEN (gR ) and the ORDERING
(gO ) components as arguments. Also, the LHS and RHS node candidates (nlhs , nrhs )
are given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function filter(nlhs , nrhs , gL , gR , gO )
startlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gR )
endlhs ← connectedToken(nlhs , gL )
startrhs ← connectedToken(nlrs , gR )
endrhs ← connectedToken(nrhs , gL )

condlhs ← distance(startlhs , endrhs , gO ) >= 0 ▷ path between LHS left-most
token and RHS right-most token exists in ORDERING component
7:
condrhs ← distance(startrhs , endlhs , gO ) >= 0
▷ path between RHS
left-most token and LHS right-most token exists in ORDERING component
8:
return condlhs ∧ condrhs
6:

Algorithm 5.19 Overlap operator implementation of the retrieveMatches(…) function. It needs the corresponding COVERAGE (gC ) and the INVERSE_COVERAGE (gIC )
component as arguments. Also, the LHS source node candidate nlhs is given.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure retrieveMatches(nlhs , gC , gIC )
R←∅
▷ use set to filter out duplicates
if isToken(nlhs ) then
C ← {nlhs }
else
C ← findConnected(nlhs , gC )
for t ∈ C do
▷ all covered token
for n ∈ getOutgoingEdges(t, gIC ) do
R ← R ∪ {n}
▷ all nodes covering this token
R ← R ∪ {t}
▷ also token itself
for n ∈ R do
emit n
▷ output the unique results
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to the total number of nodes ntotal :
selectivityOverlap (fcov , ficov , ntotal ) =

fcov + (fcov · ficov )
ntotal

(5.10)

As for the Inclusion operator, the fan-out of the COVERAGE component fcov is used
as an estimate for the covered tokens per node. Instead of estimating the left-aligned
nodes, the product of (fcov · ficov ) is used as an estimation for the number of non-token
nodes covering the tokens. The sum of both is then used as estimation for the number
of overlapped nodes per source node.

5.6.6. Metadata search
Searching for metadata is implemented by introducing a new operator PartOfSub
Corpus. AQL allows filtering results of a query with the special meta:: term (see
Section 3.2.4), but does not expose a binary operator that connects annotation
nodes with the ones from the corpus graph (see Section 4.2.1 for a description and
example). Like the Dominance and Pointing operators, PartOfSubCorpus inherits its implementation for the filter(…) and retrieveMatches(…) functions from
AbstractEdgeOperator, which is described in Section 5.6.1. The operator allows
finding nodes that are connected in the PART_OF_SUBCORPUS component (which is
also described in Section 4.2.1 in more detail) by paths of arbitrary length.
Selectivity estimation has been adjusted for the special layout of the corpus graphs
and typical queries. The PART_OF_SUBCORPUS component is hierarchical with the
following properties:
• the roots of the graph are always annotation nodes,
• the second “layer” of the graph are documents, and
• other nodes are corpora or sub-corpora.
Queries usually start by finding matching documents for an annotation node. This
means, that the path length is not really important because the documents are always
connected to the annotation nodes by paths with length 1. Also, the average fan-out is
misleading, because the number of output edges for non-annotation nodes is not really
relevant. Thus, the number or reachable nodes for a single source node is estimated
with the maximum fan-out fmax of the component:
selectivityP artOf SubCorpus (fmax , ntotal ) =

fmax
ntotal

(5.11)

5.7. Joins and filters
GraphANNIS implements two different kinds of joins, which are used depending on the
structure of the query plan. The general NestedLoopJoin join implements a nested
loop join that can take any other physical execution node as both LHS and RHS. See
Algorithm 5.20 for the implementation. The nested loop implementation takes the
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Algorithm 5.20 NestedLoopJoin implementation. It takes the operator op as
predicate and two iterators (itouter , itinner ) as argument. The iterators correspond to
the LHS and RHS of the join, but they can be switched if necessary. This nested
loop implementation materializes the results of the inner iterator after the first run.
Thus, if the inner iterator contains complex annotation searches or joins, these are
not executed twice.
1: procedure nestedLoopJoin(op, itouter , itinner )
2:
materalized ← f alse
3:
m ← emptyList
▷ init materialized inner tuples as empty list
4:
for i ∈ itouter do
5:
if materialized then
6:
for j ∈ m do
7:
if filter(op, i, j) then
▷ apply filtering by operator
8:
emit (i, j)
9:
else
10:
for j ∈ itinner do
11:
insert(m, j)
▷ insert inner to materialized list
12:
if filter(op, i, j) then
▷ apply filtering by operator
13:
emit (i, j)
14:
materialized ← true
▷ switch to materialized list after first iteration
Algorithm 5.21 IndexJoin implementation. It takes the operator op, the LHS
iterator itlhs and the annotation selection filter function frhs for the RHS as argument.
procedure indexJoin(op, itlhs , frhs )
for i ∈ itlhs do
for j ∈ retrieveMatches(op, i) do
▷ find all RHS candidates that
fulfill the operator condition
4:
if frhs (j) = true then
▷ filter candidates by annotation condition
5:
emit (i, j)
1:
2:
3:

outer and inner iterator as arguments corresponding to the LHS and RHS iterators.
They can be switched if necessary. The nested loop join will materialize the result of
the inner iterator, to avoid the re-execution of complex annotation searches or joins
by the inner side iterator.
In case that the RHS is an annotation search like
⋊
⋉
L

σ
N

the alternative IndexJoin implementation can be used, because the plan can be
rewritten to apply the join first on the node relation N and then apply the annotation
selection operation as part of the same execution node:
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σ
⋊
⋉
L

N

The pseudo-code implementation of the IndexJoin is given in Algorithm 5.21. Instead
of applying the filter(…) function like the nested loop join, the IndexJoin retrieves
all possible RHS candidates for a specific LHS item by calling the retrieveMatches(…)
function of the given operator on the LHS item. This output is then filtered with the
node annotation search condition.21 Since the retrieveMatches(…) implementation
is typically supported by indexes on the graph, this index-lookup join can be more
efficient than the NestedLoopJoin, depending on the number of the matches retrieved
by the annotation search versus the ones that match the AQL operator definition.
The query planner will locally re-write a NestedLoopJoin to an IndexJoin if possible.
Since the RHS of an IndexJoin never contains another join, this strategy will produce
left-deep join trees (Garcia-Molina et al. 2000, pp. 395 ff.). For instance, in the
following execution plan

⋊
⋉
σ

⋊
⋉
σ

⋊
⋉
σ

σ

N1

N2

N4

N3

all joins can implemented as IndexJoin because the RHS is always directly connected
to a selection on a node relation and the query plan can be rewritten into:

21

It could be argued that it is much more flexible to add a separate execution node, that filters
results by the node annotation search condition. In AQL queries, the operands of an operator
always reference the node annotation relation directly. If the AQL operator condition is used as
the predicate of the join, it is a general pattern that the selection for the node annotation search
should be applied directly thereafter. Since this pattern is so common, it was decided to include
the filter into the execution node implementation of the IndexJoin.
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σ
⋊
⋉
σ

N4

⋊
⋉
σ

N3

⋊
⋉
σ

N2

N1
Preferring left-deep join trees reduces the number of possible plans that have to be
evaluated when comparing their cost (see Section 6.2.1 for a description of the costbased planning). Creating a left-deep join tree is not always possible when multiple
AQL operators refer to the same nodes as their LHS and RHS. For example, in the
query
node & node & node & node & #1 . #2 & #3 . #4 & #1 . #4
the last operator #1 . #4 references an LHS and RHS that have already been used
in other parts of the query. This query would result in a query plan that is not a
left-deep join tree:
⋊
⋉1

σ
N1

σ

σ

⋊
⋉2

⋊
⋉3
N2

σ

N4

N3

Only the joins ⋊
⋉2 and ⋊
⋉3 can be implemented as IndexJoin whereas join ⋊
⋉1 must
be implemented as NestedLoopJoin. Parallelized implementations exist for both join
types and are described in more detail in Section 6.3.
In other cases, where AQL queries have more than one operator defined between the
exact same two annotation searches, applying a join does not make sense because no
new combinations of tuples will be generated. In this case, the output of the first join
is filtered with help of the BinaryFilter class. It takes an iterator and an operator
as argument and applies the filter(…) function to each item of the iterator.

5.8. Database management and serialization
The central class that contains the string storage, the annotation storage and the
different graph storages is the DB class. See Figure 5.16 for a class diagram of DB
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WritableGraphStorage

ReadableGraphStorage

T

StringStorage

AnnoStorage

DB
+strings : StringStorage
+nodeAnnos : AnnoStorage<uint32>
-graphStorages : map<Component : ReadableGraphStorage>
+load(dir : string, preloadComponents : bool)
+save(dir : string)
+getDirectConnected(edge : Edge) : vector<Component>
+getAllComponents() : vector<Component>
+getEdgeAnnotation(component : Component, edge : Edge) : vector<Annotation>
+createWritableGraphStorage(type : ComponentType, layer : string, name : string) : WriteableGraphStorage
+getAllGraphStorages(type: CompentType, name : string) : vector<ReadableGraphStorage>
+convertComponent(c : Component, imp : string)
+optimizeAll(manualExceptions : map<Component, String>)
+update(u : GraphUpdate)
+clear()

Component
+type : ComponentType
+layer : string
+name : string

«enumeration>
ComponentType
COVERAGE
INVERSE_COVERAGE
DOMINANCE
POINTING
ORDERING
LEFT_TOKEN
RIGHT_TOKEN
PART_OF_SUBCORPUS

Edge
+source: uint32
+target: uint32

Figure 5.16.: Class diagram of the DB and related classes.
and its related classes. Every DB instance has a string storage and an annotation
storage. Different graph storages are part of the DB, depending on the annotations
that are present in the specific corpus (see Section 4.2 for a detailed description how
different linguistic annotations are represented using graph storages). It is possible to
change the implementation of a graph storage component by asking the DB instance
to make it either a WriteableGraphStorage or by converting a component to its
optimized implementation. An important function of the DB is to store and load the
corpora. This allows persisting optimized binary representations on disk and load
them when necessary. Serialization is done with the help of the Cereal library and
each graph storage implementation is serialized separately. Instead of using a general
graph-based exchange format, the internal data structures of the specific graph storage
implementation are persisted onto the disk, which allows faster loading. Also, it is
possible to only load the string storage and annotation storage into memory. In this
case, graph storages are loaded from disk whenever needed by a query. This enables
memory saving in a server scenario where multiple corpora could be loaded, but not
all graph storages are needed all the time.
Another important management class is the CorpusStorageManager, whose class
diagram is given in Figure 5.17. The CorpusStorageManager is responsible for
organizing a collection of DB instances (where each DB instance contains one corpus)
and to provide an external API for management and querying of these corpora.
Querying functions are
• counting the number of results for a query (which is given as JSON),
• finding matches and returning a list of the IDs of the matched annotations,
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UpdateEvent
+changeID : uint64

AddNodeEvent

AddEdgeEvent

AddNodeLabelEvent

AddEdgeLabelEvent

DeleteNodeEvent

DeleteEdgeEvent

DeleteNodeLabelEvent

DeleteEdgeLabellEvent

GraphUpdate
-diffs : vector<UpdateEvent>
+addNode(name : string, type: string)
+deleteNode(name : string)
+addNodeLabel(nodeName : string, ns : string, name : string, value : string)
+deleteNodeLabel(nodeName : string, ns : string, name : string)
+addEdge(source : string, target : string, layer : string, cType : string, componentName : string)
+addEdgeLabel(source, target, layer, cType, componentName, annoNs, annoName, annoValue)
+deleteEdgeLabel(source, target, layer, cType, componentName, annoNs, annoName)
+finish()
+isConsistent() : bool
CorpusStorageManager
+count(corpora : vector<string>, queryAsJSON : string) : uint64
+countExtra(corpora : vector<string>, queryAsJSON : string) : CountResult
+find(corpora : vector<string>, queryAsJSON : string, offset : uint64, limit : uint64) : vector<string>
+subgraph(corpus : string, nodeIDs : vector<string>, ctxLeft : uint32, ctxLRight : uint32) : vector<Node>
+subcorpusGraph(corpus : string, corpusIDs : vector<string>): vector<Node>
+applyUpdate(corpus : string, update : GraphUpdate)
+list() : vector<string>
+importCorpus(pathToCorpus : string, newCorpusName : string)
+exportCorpus(corpusName : string, exportPath : string)
+importRelANNIS(pathToCorpus : string, newCorpusName : string)
+deleteCorpus(corpusName : string) : bool
+info(corpusName : string) : bool
CountResult
+matchCount : uint64
+documentCount : uint64

CorpusInfo
+loadStatus : string
+memoryUsageInBytes : uint64

Figure 5.17.: Class diagram of the CorpusStorageManager and related classes.
• obtaining the subgraph for a match within its context, and
• obtaining the complete subgraph for a document.
A CorpusStorageManager instance is configured to use a specific disk folder to persist
the corpora it manages and it loads and unloads corpora automatically as needed. It
can be configured to use a maximum amount of main memory and will unload corpora
when the limit is reached. Corpora can also be imported from or exported to other
locations on the file system. In addition, it is possible to import corpora that are
encoded in the legacy relANNIS format. Updates to existing corpora can be performed
with the applyUpdates(…) function which takes a GraphUpdate instance as argument.
A GraphUpdate is a list of update events (implemented by the different sub-classes of
the UpdateEvent class) which will be applied to the corpus atomically and durably.
This is ensured by using a write-ahead log which contains these updates and is used
to restore a transaction when the program is exited before the regular DB serialization
is completed. All functionality of the CorpusStorageManager is also wrapped in a
Java API which allows integrating it into the existing Java-based web-service.
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6. Optimization and parallelization
In the previous chapter, the main components of the graphANNIS query execution
engine have been described. The present chapter will go into more detail about the
different optimization techniques that are used in graphANNIS to make the query
system faster. Some of these optimizations are typical for relational database systems
while others are more specific to the graph-based model of graphANNIS. In addition
to these optimization techniques, this chapter also describes an approach to parallelize
the execution of joins.

6.1. Automatic selection of graph storage
implementations
GraphANNIS is intended to cope with different kind of annotations. These annotations
share their graph-based representation, but they result in different types of graphs.
For each type of graph, a different graph storage implementation is optimal in regard
to the execution times of its reachability query functions given any possible argument
(see Section 5.5 for a description of these functions). Since a corpus is typically
non-volatile, it is possible to perform a detailed analysis and use the statistics as
described in Section 5.5 to choose a graph storage implementation for each component.
The following rules (ordered in the same order as they are applied) are used to choose
the implementation:
1. If the longest path of the component has length ≤ 1, use the AdjacencyList
Storage.
2. If the component is a tree and the maximum number of outgoing edges per node
is ≤ 1, use the LinearStorage.
3. If the component is a tree or a DAG and the average number of visits for each
node in a DFS traversal is ≤ 1.03, use the PrePostOrderStorage.
4. In any other case use the AdjacencyListStorage.
These rules are independent of any query workload and only analyze the structure
of the component. Rule 1 favors adjacency lists for simple types of graphs, where
there are only single edges, but no longer paths between nodes. Since adjacency
lists store all outgoing edges for a node in a map, finding reachable nodes can be
implemented by just checking the outgoing edges directly. Thus, the adjacency lists
provide a fast implementation, while having a low overhead compared to the other
implementations. The LinearStorage is chosen by Rule 2 because a component
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annotation

type

max.
path
length

is
tree

max.
out.
edges

avg.
DFS
visits

implementation

token precedence
spans
dependency tree
co-referents
constituent tree
RST

ORDERING
COVERAGE
POINTING
POINTING
DOMINANCE
DOMINANCE

1866
1
16
94
29
22

3

1
1867
14
5
15
97

1.0
8.43
1.0
1.45
1.0
1.18

LinearStorage
AdjacencyListStorage
PrePostOrderStorage
AdjacencyListStorage
PrePostOrderStorage
AdjacencyListStorage

3
3

Table 6.1.: Graph storage implementations as chosen by the heuristic for exemplary
annotations of the GUM corpus (Zeldes 2016b). These are the same
annotation types that have been used in the example Figure 1.1.
with these properties only consists of linear paths, which is the exact use-case the
LinearStorage was designed for. Typically, the ORDERING component (see Section
4.2.2 for an explanation) is using a LinearStorage, and this rule helps to accelerate
AQL operators which involve text coverage. For components that fulfill Rule 3, the
pre-/post-order encoding is chosen, because it is optimized for computing reachability
in trees. Duplication of nodes has been an issue for applying the pre-/post-order
encoding to DAGs, but in graphANNIS, there is a statistical value which allows
measuring this overhead explicitly. This overhead estimation is used to decide whether
the PrePostOrderStorage implementation is used for DAGs, with a fixed limit of
3 percent overhead. In the future, this limit should be configurable, so a user can
balance the main memory usage and performance on its own. Rule 4 defines the
AdjacencyListStorage as fall-back implementation for unknown types of graphs.
Table 6.1 shows some example annotations and which graph storage implementation
is chosen by this heuristic.

6.2. Query optimizer
Several alternative execution plans can be generated for a given AQL query. This
section describes how the best execution plan is chosen in graphANNIS. The selection
of the best plan is performed by the SingleAlternativeQuery class and can be
configured to either apply or disregard specific optimizations.

6.2.1. Result size and cost estimation
In order to compare different execution plans, a cost function is executed, and the
plan with a smaller cost is treated as the better one. GraphANNIS uses a very simple
cost-model, using the number of overall processed tuples in an execution plan as cost.
This model only needs estimations of result sizes and intermediate result sizes and
omits more complex estimations like costs for CPU-instructions or main memory
access costs.
Consider the exemplary query, which finds instances of the word “coffee” directly
followed by another noun which is part of the same phrase:
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Example 6.1
cat="NP" & tok="coffee" & pos=/NN.*/
& #1 >* #2 & #2 . #3
The following execution plan could be generated (with simplified notation for the
selection operation):
Example 6.2
⋊
⋉.
⋊
⋉>∗

σpos=/NN.*/

σcat="NP" σtok="coffee"
To each node of this execution plan, three estimations are assigned:
• the estimated number of output tuples n,
• the estimated number of tuples processes inside the execution step itself p, and
• the estimated sum of processed tuples for the subtree s.
For the previous example, an example cost estimation could be the following:
⋊
⋉. ⟨n : 279, p : 1008, s : 16989⟩
⋊
⋉>* ⟨n : 729, p : 15981, s : 15981⟩
σ⟨n : 15252, p : 0, s : 0⟩

σ⟨n : 8463, p : 0, s : 0⟩

σ⟨n : 176, p : 0, s : 0⟩

The first join ⋊
⋉>* combines two selections which have an estimated output size of
15252 and 176 respectively These two selection node iterators are not processing tuples
by themselves, according to the cost estimation, but only provide an estimation for
the number of output tuples which is calculated using the equi-depth histogram of the
annotation storage (see Section 5.4). Based on the selectivity function selectivityX (. . . )
of the specific AQL operator and the cross product of the output sizes of LHS and
RHS, the output size of this join is estimated to be
selectivityX (. . . ) · (nlhs · nrhs )

(6.3)

In this example, this results in an output size of the join of 729. The join needs to
process p = 15981 tuples and is the LHS input for the parent join ⋊
⋉. . For this parent
join, the selectivity is used to estimate the number of output tuples and the number
of processed tuples. This time the sum of processed tuples for the whole subtree
(s = 16986) is larger than the sum of tuples processed inside the join itself because
the processed tuples of the join ⋊
⋉>* are added. Since ⋊
⋉. is the root of the execution
plan, its sum of processed tuples (s = 16986) is used as the cost of the whole plan.
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Estimating the number of processed tuples is performed differently for the two types
of joins. For the NestedLoopJoin the text-book function
nlhs + (nlhs · nrhs )

(6.4)

is used (Garcia-Molina et al. 2000, p. 278). The IndexJoin will also process each item
of the LHS once, but for each LHS tuple it will only process the number of reachable
nodes as defined by the AQL operator. The average number of reachable nodes can be
estimated by using the selectivity function of the operator multiplied by an estimation
for the average number of possible output nodes in total, leading to a more simplified
estimation formula:
nlhs + (nlhs · averageReachable)
(
)
selectivityX (. . . ) · (nlhs · nrhs )
=nlhs + nlhs ·
nlhs
=nlhs + (selectivityX (. . . ) · (nlhs · nrhs ))

(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)

In this cost model, the IndexJoin will always be preferred to a NestedLoopJoin if
the structure of the execution plan allows its usage because the selectivity for an
operator can not be larger than 1. The worst-case cost of an IndexJoin is the same
as the cost for a NestedLoopJoin, but as soon as the operator selectivity is less than
1 (which is typically true), the IndexJoin is assumed to be more efficient.

6.2.2. Optimizing join order
Execution plans, as they have been described in Section 5.2, are created by adding each
binary AQL operator and creating a join between either the referenced annotations
searches or the output of a previous join that includes the referenced annotation
search.1 For instance, the AQL query in Example 6.1 has two binary operators. By
first applying the #1 >* #2 and then the #2 . #3 operator, the original plan from
Example 6.2 would be generated. If the operators are applied in reverse order, another
execution plan is generated:
⋊
⋉>∗
σcat="NP"

⋊
⋉.

σtok="coffee" σpos=/NN.*/
In the current implementation, finding the optimal join order is achieved by finding
the optimal order for adding the AQL operators to the plan. If the number of AQL
operators in a query is at most 6, all permutations of possible orders are calculated,
the cost is calculated for each permutation and the plan with the smallest cost is
selected. Since the number of plans gets too large and calculating the cost for all
plans is too expensive, for queries with more than 6 operators a simple heuristic
optimization algorithm has been developed. See Algorithm 6.1 for its pseudo-code.
1

If both annotation searches are already included in other joins, a filter is applied instead of a join.
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Algorithm 6.1 Pseudo-code for the heuristic operator order optimizer.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

procedure OperatorOrder(opsinitial )
unsuccessf ul ← 0
opsbest ← opsinitial
costbest ← cost(orderbest )
while unsuccessf ul < 5 · |operatorsinitial | do
▷ limit maximum attempts
f amily ← emptyList
▷ avoid local minima with multiple generations
add(f amily, opsbest )
▷ best order is used as ancestor
for i ← 1, 4 do
tmp ← f amily[i − 1]
▷ use previous generation as basis
(a, b) = randomPair(tmp)
tmp = swap(tmp, a, b)
▷ randomly swap two operators
add(f amily, tmp)
▷ add to family
unsuccessf ul ← unsuccessf ul + 1
for i ← 1, 4 do
if cost(f amily[i]) < costbest then
▷ found better operand order
unsuccessf ul ← 0
opsbest = f amily[i]
costbest ← cost(f amily[i])

The general idea of the heuristic optimizer is to switch pairs of operators randomly.
This switch is performed several times until no improved plan could be found. The
number of maximum tries depends on the number of operators in the AQL query. In
order to avoid local minima, multiple mutated generations are created from the same
original ancestor.

6.2.3. Query rewriting rules
Like other search systems, graphANNIS rewrites the queries provided by the user in
order to allow faster execution without changing the semantics of the query. These
rules are applied before the join order optimization is executed.

Switching operands for commutative operators
For operators which are commutative (see 5.11 for the logical properties of each
operator), the LHS and RHS can be changed without changing the semantics of the
query. This is useful for queries where the estimated number of output nodes for one
size is considerably smaller than for the other side. In order to minimize the number
of processed tuples, the annotation search with the smaller output size is always used
as LHS for commutative operators and the query is rewritten with switched operands
if needed.
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Improper used regular expressions
Another frequent problem in user-provided queries is the unnecessary use of the
regular expression search. Users indicate that they want to apply a regular expression
by writing the annotation search in the form anno=/value/. However, we often
encountered queries where such expressions do not contain any place-holder or other
characters with a special meaning for regular expressions. In the case that no regular
expression meta-characters exist, the query parser will replace the regular expression
with a constant annotation value search. Searches that match every possible string (for
example, the regular expression .*) are less frequently observed, but still a relevant
problem. This will lead to a processing overhead in the annotation search because
the evaluation of the regular expression for each match will still take a considerable
amount of time. Thus, when creating the execution plan it is checked if a regular
expression is unbound (which means it matches every string) by using the appropriate
function of the external regular expression library RE2. If this is the case, it will
be replaced with a search for the annotation key only (which is implemented by the
ExactAnnoKeySearch class described in Section 5.4).
Replace low selectivity annotation searches with edge annotation search
One of the three node search iterators ExactAnnoKeySearch, ExactAnnoValueSearch,
and RegexAnnoSearch is normally used to implement the leaf nodes of an execution
plan. In some cases, especially when a node annotation search is only limited on the
annotation key, the selectivity of these node searches is very low. If the annotation
search is referenced by an operator which inherits the AbstractEdgeOperator class
(for example, the pointing and dominance relation operators), it is possible to exchange
the node annotation search with an instance of the NodeByEdgeAnnoSearch iterator.
For example, the query
node ->dep[func="dobj"] node
will result in the following initial plan with two execution nodes:
σfunc="dobj"
⋊
⋉->dep
σannis:node_type="node"

N

N
One execution node selects all annotation nodes of the graph by executing an Exact
AnnoValueSearch on the node_type label, which is present for all nodes. The other
execution node finds all nodes that match the operator definition and performs an
additional selection on the edge annotation condition. In contrast to the selection
of all nodes, the edge annotation condition is very selective. In such a case, the
NodeByEdgeAnnoSearch iterator is used instead of the original node annotation search:
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⋊
⋉->dep
σannis:node_type="node"

N

σfunc="dobj"
N
It returns all nodes that have an outgoing edge in a specific component and optionally a
specific edge annotation. An additional selection for the node annotation is applied as
part of the NodeByEdgeAnnoSearch iterator to select the nodes matching the original
annotation search definition. Instances of the AbstractEdgeOperator have a special
guessMaxCountEdgeAnnos(…) function which allows estimating the number of nodes
returned by this iterator. When an execution plan is created, this value is compared
to the estimated number of results of the node annotation search, and if it is lower,
the plan is rewritten to use NodeByEdgeAnnoSearch.

6.3. Parallelization of joins
Modern CPUs provide features to parallelize program execution. In certain situations,
graphANNIS will make use of this possibility to accelerate the response time. Joins are
an attractive optimization target for parallelization because they process many tuples.
Both thread-based and “Single instruction, multiple data” (SIMD) CPU instructions
have been used in graphANNIS to optimize joins. These parallelization strategies are
limited to a single computer: graphANNIS does not currently support distributed
execution on different host machines that are connected, for example, over a network.

6.3.1. Thread-based implementation of joins
GraphANNIS has thread-based implementations of both NestedLoopJoin and Index
Join. They use the same implementation idea as the non-thread versions (see Algorithm 5.20 and 5.21), but add a parameter p to allow parallel execution in p threads.
When using threads and shared memory for parallelization, the gain of parallel computation must be balanced against the overhead of the thread management and
synchronization (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 773). Thread management encompasses both
requesting a new thread from the operating system and the thread scheduling that
the operating system needs to perform. These overhead costs become larger the
more threads are created and run in parallel. To keep management cost low, the
threaded versions of the joins in graphANNIS use a shared thread-pool, which avoids
re-creation of threads, and limits the number of parallel threads to the number of
CPUs of the system. Extending the existing joins to run in parallel via threads can
be achieved without adapting the underlying filter(…) and retrieveMatches(…)
functions. Also, it is important to ensure that the tasks that are run in parallel are
not too short, so that the overhead introduced by the synchronization is justified.
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Both parallel joins need to synchronize the access to their output values, which is
ensured with a simple shared queue implementation.
Algorithm 6.2 shows the pseudo-code for ThreadNestedLoopJoin. It spawns p
threads at the beginning (line 5). Each thread consists of a loop over each possible
pair of LHS and RHS iterator results (line 7), which are filtered with the operator (line
8). This means that each call to the filter(…) function of the AQL operator implementation is executed in parallel. Access to the iterators requires being synchronized,
which is secured by a lock in the function which generates the next pair.
The ThreadIndexJoin (Algorithm 6.3) also initializes p threads at the beginning
and starts a loop function for each thread. This loop retrieves the next LHS item from
the iterator (line 5), and only this access is synchronized over all threads. As a result,
calling the retrieveMatches(…) function of the AQL operator implementation (line
6) and checking the RHS annotation (line 7) is executed in parallel for each LHS item,
which increases the amount of work that is actually parallelized in comparison to the
parallel nested loop join.
It must be decided how many threads a particular join will use in case of a query
having multiple joins. This is done by using the best non-parallelized plan as the basis
and by assigning threads to joins statically at planning time. The execution plan
contains the number of processed tuples for every single join, and this number is used
to identify the joins with the highest potential for parallel execution. Two threads
are assigned to the join with the highest number of processed steps, this number of
processed steps is divided by two, the plan is updated with this new number and these
steps are repeated until all threads have been assigned. Assigning threads pair-wise
guarantees that there are always at least two threads for a parallelized join and no
join has both the synchronization overhead and only one thread assigned.

6.3.2. SIMD-based implementation of joins
While recent compilers are able to generate vectorized instructions automatically,
auto-vectorization can be limited and may need adjustments to the structure of the
code (Kretz 2015, pp. 19 ff.). Manual usage of SIMD features of CPUs gives more
control over the parallelization process. Joins process many tuples and applying SIMD
to joins in graphANNIS could help improving execution speed. A part of the join
implementation that can be represented as vector operation is needed in order to use
SIMD.
Such a vector operation is the loop in line 3 of the IndexJoin (Algorithm 5.21)
which iterates over all candidate nodes returned by the retrieveMatches(…) function
and filters them according to the annotation condition. If the annotation condition is
a static annotation value (which is expressed as the numeric ID of a string) and not a
regular expression, this loop can be replaced by a vector instruction that checks several
IDs in parallel and returns which of the IDs match a given template. This optimized
join was implemented as a separate SIMDIndexJoin class. The vector instructions are
realized with the help of the Vc library (Kretz 2015), which provides abstractions for
different kind of SIMD instruction sets of different types of CPUs and automatically
chooses the best available instruction set at runtime. Candidate nodes and their
annotation values are collected in vectors with the appropriate length for the SIMD
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Algorithm 6.2 ThreadNestedLoop implementation. It takes the operator op as predicate, two iterators (itouter , itinner ) and the number of parallel threads p as argument.
The iterators correspond to the LHS and RHS of the join, but they can be switched
if necessary. This nested loop implementation materializes the results of the inner
iterator after the first run. Thus, if the inner iterator contains complex annotation
searches or joins, these are not executed twice. Parallelization is achieved by executing
a loop in each thread, which first fetches the next pair of match candidates and then
applies filter(…) on each of these pairs. Only one thread can access the iterators
and the materialized array at the same time.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

procedure threadNestedLoopJoin(op, itouter , itinner , p)
m ← emptyArray
▷ init materialized inner tuples as empty array
midx ← ∅
▷ empty value for current index of materialized array
for all t ∈ [1, p] do
spawn loop(op, itouter , itinner , m, midx )
▷ run function in p threads

6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure loop(op, itouter , itinner , m, midx )
while (i, j) ← nextPairSynchronized(itouter , itinner , m, midx ) do
if filter(op, i, j) then
▷ apply filtering by operator
emit (i, j)

10:
11:

function nextPairSynchronized(itouter , itinner , m, midx )
begin lock ▷ itouter , itinner , m and midx can be only accessed by one thread
at the same time, lock is released when function returns
while peek(itouter ) ̸= ∅ do
▷ get next element without consuming it
i ← peek(itouter )
if midx ̸= ∅ then
▷ use materialized inner
if midx < |m| then
j ← m[midx ]
▷ get next inner from materialized array
midx ← midx + 1
return (i, j)
else
j ← next(itinner )
▷ get next inner from iterator
if i ̸= ∅ then
insert(m, j)
▷ append inner to materialized list
return (i, j)
midx ← 0
▷ inner was completed, use materialized array from now on
next(itouter )
▷ consume next element of outer iterator
return ∅
▷ both iterators are exhausted

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
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Algorithm 6.3 ThreadIndexJoin implementation. It takes the operator op, the LHS
iterator itlhs , the annotation selection filter function frhs for the RHS and the number
of parallel threads p as argument.
1:
2:
3:

procedure threadIndexJoin(op, itlhs , frhs , p)
for all t ∈ [1, p] do
spawn loop(op, itlhs , frhs )

▷ run function in p threads

procedure loop(op, itlhs , frhs , p)
while i ← nextSynchronized(itlhs ) do
▷ get next LHS
for j ∈ retrieveMatches(i) do
▷ find RHS candidates by operator
cond.
7:
if frhs (j) = true then
▷ filter candidates by annotation condition
8:
emit (i, j)
4:
5:
6:

function nextSynchronized(itlhs )
begin lock ▷ itlhs can be only accessed by one thread at the same time, lock
is released when function returns
11:
return next(itlhs )
9:
10:

instruction set of the host system. These vectors are then compared to a template
vector, and the resulting mask vector is used to decide which nodes are included in
the result.
This approach only parallelizes a small amount of the work, and there is overhead by
copying the candidate annotation values into the vector and by collecting the results.
However, it could be implemented in addition to the thread-based joins since it does
not need any more CPU cores. Currently, there is no combined implementation of a
join that is both thread-based and uses the explicit SIMD instructions. However, in
execution plans that have multiple joins, the ones that have no threads assigned are
replaced with a SIMD-based one if parallel query execution is enabled and SIMD is
available on the host system.
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7. Evaluation
In the previous chapters, the design, implementation and various optimization strategies of graphANNIS have been described. These optimizations have been motivated by
inspecting the shortcomings of the legacy application, which is based on a relational
database, and by applying new ideas for storing the graph-based linguistic annotations and by efficiently retrieving reachable annotation nodes inside their partitioned
components. In this chapter, graphANNIS is evaluated against a realistic workload.
First, the execution times for this workload are compared with the legacy relational
database implementation. Second, a more detailed analysis of the different optimization strategies and their impact on the overall performance of the system is performed.
Also, requirements regarding main memory usage are examined.

7.1. Comparing the relational database
implementation with graphANNIS
One of the main goals of this work is to design a linguistic query system that is faster
than existing solutions. Different query systems often use their own query language,
which makes it difficult to perform a large-scale comparison of non-synthetic queries.
GraphANNIS is an implementation of the ANNIS Query Language (AQL). Thus only
query systems that support AQL can be compared without translating the queries
of the workload. Since there already exists an implementation of AQL based on a
relational database, it is obvious to use this system as the baseline for graphANNIS.
RelANNIS does not only implement AQL, but it is also used as a production system.
Several public server installations exist1 and are used for actual linguistic studies.
Thus, it is possible to collect queries on a set of corpora from such a server and use
these queries and corpora as a realistic representation of a typical workload.

7.1.1. Workload and the experimental setup
For this evaluation, queries were collected from two publicly accessible servers, one
located at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin2 and one at the Georgetown University3 .
The former one collected queries over five periods of time between 2015 and 2017 with
a total coverage of about 100 days. The latter one collected queries from November
2014 to August 2016. Queries and corpora have been included in the workload by to
the following criteria:
1

See for example Section A.2 in the appendix for a list of known ANNIS server installations.
https://korpling.german.hu-berlin.de/annis3/ (last accessed 2017-12-07)
3
https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis/ (last accessed 2017-12-07)
2
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Availability Only corpora which are available under an Open Access license or which
at least can be used in an academic context for free have been included in the
workload. This ensures that the benchmark can be re-used by others, either to
reproduce the results of this work or for comparing other implementations of
AQL. Hopefully, a benchmark workload that is publicly available fosters the
development of new linguistic query systems and the evaluation of different
approaches in designing such systems. A famous example of such an influence of benchmarks is the Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC),
which “[…] had a significant impact on the industry and expectations around
benchmarks” (Nambiar et al. 2009, p. 2).
Representability Since AQL is targeted on multi-layer corpora, it must be assured
that different kind of annotations and corpora are included in the workload. This
selection has been made manually, based on the experience with the relANNIS
system. Since new types of annotations and corpora are continuously developed,
it will be necessary to extend the selection of corpora in the future.
Query language features supported by graphANNIS Only queries that exclusively
use features of AQL, which already have been implemented in graphANNIS, have
been included in the workload. There are several rarely used binary and unary
operators in AQL which are not yet implemented. All features of AQL that have
been described in Section 3.2 are implemented in graphANNIS and included in
the workload. As the graphANNIS implementation gets more comprehensive in
the future, the more queries can be included. Also, only queries that use a single
corpus have been included because querying multiple corpora in one query is
not implemented yet.
Duplicates Duplicated queries have been removed from the workload such that each
query is included only once. Queries are assumed to be duplicates of each other
if their JSON representation returned by the AQL parser is identical. Thus,
only syntactic identical queries are considered to be duplicates, queries that
yield the same results are not eliminated.
All in all, 4354 queries using 18 different corpora have been included in the workload
(see Table 7.1 for a complete list of the corpora). Figure 7.1 shows how many queries
have been excluded for which reason. Before filtering, 6372 single-corpus queries have
been collected for the 18 selected corpora. Of these queries, 805 (about 12.63%) have
been excluded because they use query language features which are not available in
graphANNIS yet. This shows that graphANNIS already supports a relevant portion
of AQL. The duplicate elimination filtered out additional 1114 queries (20.01%).
Additional manual filtering was necessary for 99 queries that either triggered bugs
in the legacy relANNIS implementation or used regular expressions which are not
supported by the external RE2 library used by graphANNIS. Figure 7.2 shows the
distribution of the number of joins per query in the workload. More than 70% of the
queries use none or only one join, which means that their join order is either fixed or not
relevant. However, queries which have multiple joins are important to the execution
time of the whole workload, which will be examined later in the experiments. For
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# queries
BeMaTaC_L1_2013-02.1 (Sauer 2013)
BeMaTaC_L2_2013-02.1 (Sauer 2013)
DDD-Tatian (Donhauser et al. 2015)
falkoEssayL1v2.3 (Reznicek et al. 2012)
falkoEssayL2v2.4 (Reznicek et al. 2012)
FalkoWHIGL2v2.1 (Hirschmann et al. 2008)
Fuerstinnenkorrespondenz1.1 (Lühr et al. 2015)
GUM (Zeldes 2016b)
HIPKON (Coniglio et al. 2014)
KAJUK (Ágel and Hennig 2014)
kobaltL1v1.4 (Zinsmeister et al. 2012)
kobaltL2v1.4 (Zinsmeister et al. 2012)
Maerchenkorpus (Walter 2015)
Parlamentsreden_Deutscher_Bundestag (Odebrecht 2012)
pcc176 (Stede and A. Neumann 2014)
RIDGES_Herbology_Version4.1 (Odebrecht et al. 2017)
tiger2 (Brants et al. 2004)
TueBa-DZ.6.0 (Telljohann et al. 2009)

166
108
161
73
559
12
137
1065
42
40
109
284
95
683
452
233
37
98

Table 7.1.: Listing of the corpora included in the workload and their number of
queries. Some corpora are sub-corpora from the same corpus project, like
kobaltL1v1.4 and kobaltL2v1.4. These are counted as a separate corpus,
even if they contain the same kind of annotations.

Number of queries per corpus
GUM
Parlamentsreden_Deutscher_Bundestag
falkoEssayL2v2.4
pcc176
kobaltL2v1.4
RIDGES_Herbology_Version4.1
BeMaTaC_L1_2013-02.1
DDD-Tatian
Fuerstinnenkorrespondenz1.1
kobaltL1v1.4
BeMaTaC_L2_2013-02.1
TueBa-DZ.6.0
Maerchenkorpus
falkoEssayL1v2.3
HIPKON
KAJUK
tiger2
FalkoWHIGL2v2.1

0
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1000
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number of queries

1500
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1750

Figure 7.1.: This graphic shows the total number of collected queries per corpus and
how many queries have been filtered out. Only queries that are valid AQL
according to the graphANNIS parser have been marked as “valid”. The
next filtering step is the elimination of duplicates, which is shown by the
“unique” bar.
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Distribution of number of joins per query
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Figure 7.2.: Distribution of the number of joins per query for the complete workload
of 4354 queries. The number of joins includes metadata search conditions:
each metadata term will lead to an additional join of the first node with
the PartOfSubCorpus operator, even if there is no explicit binary operator
given in the query (see Section 5.6.6).
example, queries containing 4 joins describe quite complicated linguistic phenomena,
and still, there are 250 queries in the workload (5.74%) with 4 joins or more.
The goal of following experiment is to compare the performance of graphANNIS
with the existing solution relANNIS. Since relANNIS uses the disk-based PostgreSQL
relational database and graphANNIS only uses main memory, PostgreSQL needed
to be configured with enough cache to hold a complete corpus in main memory, so
that is able to execute the benchmarks from this cache and to allow a fair comparison.
For relANNIS, every query was executed 5 times initially to warm-up the cache.4
Queries for each corpus where benchmarked separately and thus the cache only needed
to hold the data for one corpus, not all of them. After the warm-up phase, each
query of a corpus was executed 5 times in random order. The mean execution time of
the 5 runs was then used as execution time for the single query. RelANNIS uses a
time-out to abort long-running queries, which is normally set to one minute. Since
the benchmark included queries that run much longer than this, the time-out was
extended to 100 minutes. Recent versions of both relANNIS (3.5.0-preview4) and
PostgreSQL (9.6.3) where used. PostgreSQL was configured with a shared buffer of 8
GB and a per-process working memory of 128 MB.5 Only one query was executed at
the same time and the optional parallelization features of PostgreSQL 9.6 where not
enabled. GraphANNIS benchmarks where executed similar, with 5 runs per query and
using the mean of these runs as execution time. The version of graphANNIS used for
4

The iotop system utility (http://guichaz.free.fr/iotop/, last accessed 2018-02-05) was used
to monitor the benchmark on the largest corpus in terms of disk usage (TueBa-DZ.6.0). No
disk-reads where recorded from PostgreSQL process after the warm-up phase.
5
This is important because PostgreSQL needs to sort a large amount of data and the sort operation
should be executed in main-memory, too.
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times faster than baseline

Distribution of speedup graphANNIS vs. baseline
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Figure 7.3.: Distribution of the speedup for single queries. The dotted red line in the
plot left marks the speedup factor of 1.0 (exact same execution time).
Each query is one data point and the queries have been ordered by their
speedup. As it can be seen from the quantiles of the distribution on the
right, 80% of the queries are at least 3.03 times faster than the baseline
implementation.

the benchmarks was 0.5.0. The Celero benchmark library6 was used to organize and
execute the benchmarks. Since graphANNIS was configured to preload all components
of the corpus into main memory before executing the benchmark, no warm-up queries
needed to be executed. All benchmarks have been executed on an isolated system
with an Intel Core i7-4770HQ CPU (having a base frequency of 2.2GHz and a “Turbo”
frequency of maximal 3.40 GHz) with 4 processing cores and hyper-threading enabled.
The system has 12 GB main memory and is operated by an Ubuntu Linux 17.04
operating system. GraphANNIS was compiled with the GCC compiler version 6.3.0
and with the O3 optimization level but was not tuned to the specific CPU model. The
parallel execution was not enabled per default, except for the experiments in Section
7.2 where the impact of parallelization is examined specifically.
Both the queries of benchmark and all measured results have been made publicly
available at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161374 under a Creative Commons
license. The corpora used in the benchmark, which are available under an open-access
license, can be downloaded from http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161383. It is
encouraged to compare the results of this work with other query systems and system
configurations and it is planned to create a community project where new queries can
be added to the workload by contributors.
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7.1.2. Comparison of execution times
For comparing the complete workload, the mean execution times for each query have
been added up, which leads to the following result:
sum (in ms)
relANNIS (baseline)
graphANNIS

2,617,695.60
240,809.65

Thus, graphANNIS was able to execute the complete workload ∼ 10 times faster than
the baseline relANNIS implementation. A more detailed analysis of the speedup per
single query is given in Figure 7.3. 80% of the queries are executed at least 3.03 times
faster with graphANNIS compared to relANNIS.
We analyze next, what kind of queries do not profit from graphANNIS and are
faster when executed by relANNIS. The speedup of each query grouped by corpus or
by the number of joins has been plotted in Figure 7.4. Both comparisons do not lead
to conclusive results. While the absolute execution time of a query in graphANNIS is
related to the number of joins (see Figure 7.5), the relative speedup per number of
joins shows no clear tendency when compared to relANNIS. There are also differences
in the speedup by corpus, but for all but one corpus queries are faster when executed
by graphANNIS. This problematic corpus falkoEssayL2v2.4 contains very similar
annotations as another non-problematic corpus in the workload (falkoEssayL1v2.3)
and the structure of the annotations cannot explain the difference.
In order to find problematic query classes, a more deep analysis based on the syntax
of the queries itself has been performed. For each query, the parsed syntax tree (but
not the actual result size and cost estimations) was used to decide to which class this
query is assigned to. Then, each query was plotted with both its execution time for
graphANNIS and relANNIS. See Figure 7.6 for the resulting plot. From this plot,
clusters of the classes that have worse execution times can be identified. In this specific
workload, there are the following two problematic classes:
Root node without value and without edge annotation This includes queries having a query root node (a node which is only on the LHS of all operators and
thus will probably be used as root iterator in an execution plan) which has no
value definition and is not part of any operator with an edge annotation. An
example is the AQL query
pos & tok="coffee" & tok="bar" & #1 . #2 & #2 . #3
which would result in the execution plan
⋊
⋉.
⋊
⋉.
σpos
6

σtok="bar"

σtok="coffee"

https://github.com/DigitalInBlue/Celero (last accessed 2017-12-08)
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Speedup by corpus
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Figure 7.4.: Speedup for different corpora (a) and the number of joins (b). The dotted
red line marks the speedup factor of 1.0 (exact same execution time). The
speedup has been calculated by using the sum of execution times for the
complete workload of each group.
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execution time (ms per 1 million node labels)
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Figure 7.5.: Box plot of the normalized execution times by the number of joins. The
execution times have been normalized to the size of the corpus (measured
in the number of node labels) to make them comparable.
This query has a search for the annotation name pos as an initial iterator of
the plan. Using only the annotation name has a lower selectivity than having
an additional filter criterion like an annotation value or an outgoing edge with
a specific annotation. An IndexJoin implementation would be used in such a
left-deep join tree and it will search reachable nodes for each of the many results
of the LHS. Queries of this form are often used when a frequency analysis is
performed on the results. The exported results need to include an annotation
node which is part of the linguistic phenomena, but its value should not be
restricted. In the frequency analysis on this export, the different variations of
the annotation value for the non-restricted node can be compared to each other.
Single node without value and with meta annotation This class is similar to the
previous case with the difference that queries of this class only have one annotation node search (again without a filter for the value which would increase
the selectivity) and a join with a meta condition. An example query would
be pos & meta::name="John Doe". Since edges of the PART_OF_SUBCORPUS
component connect the annotation nodes with the corpus nodes and not the
other way around, an IndexJoin operator would need to use the less selective
pos annotation search as root iterator.
If we re-analyze the speedup for different corpora with all 298 queries that belong to
one of these problematic classes excluded, all corpora including “falkoEssayL2v2.4”
are executed faster in graphANNIS than in relANNIS (see Figure 7.7). Executing the
workload of non-problematic queries for all corpora with graphANNIS is ∼ 19 times
faster than executing the same queries with relANNIS. Also, the distribution of the
speedup shifts in favor to graphANNIS, which can be seen by comparing Figure 7.3b
with Figure 7.7b: The latter one shows that 90% of queries in the non-problematic
workload are at least 1.57 times faster.
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Comparision of execution times for all queries (without outliers)

graphANNIS normalized execution time (ms per 1 million node labels)

Others
Root node without value and without edge annotation
Single node without value and with meta annotation
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0

0
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relANNIS normalized execution time (ms per 1 million node labels)

Figure 7.6.: Comparison of execution times for all queries. Outliers (the slowest 0.2%
of the queries) have been removed for better visibility. All data points are
plotted with both their normalized execution time for relANNIS (x-axis)
and graphANNIS (y-axis). The execution time is normalized by the
number of node labels of the corpus and is the same as in Figure 7.5.
Each query that is plotted below the dotted red line is executed faster in
graphANNIS than in relANNIS and vice versa. Additionally, each query
is assigned to one of three categories and marked in the plot. It can be
seen that most queries that are slower in graphANNIS compared to the
baseline are either in the “Root node without value and without edge
annotation” or “Single node without value and with meta annotation”
category. This is not an “if and only if” connection: Queries that belong
to these two categories can still be faster compared to the baseline. But
if a query is known to be slower, it is probably in one of the identified
problematic classes.
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Speedup by corpus
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Figure 7.7.: Effect of the two identified problematic classes of AQL queries. In (a) the
speedup for different corpora with problematic query classes excluded is
shown. The original speedup for all queries is also included for reference.
For all corpora, removing the queries from the two problem classes results
in a better performance of graphANNIS compared to relANNIS. Also, the
quantiles (b) show that the overall performance is better if the problematic
query classes are excluded (the original quantiles are given in Figure 7.3b).
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The problem in both these classes is an LHS with potentially low selectivity.7
Since some operators are not commutative, the query optimization will not switch
the operands and use the IndexJoin implementation for queries with only one join.
For queries with multiple joins, the join order might be selected in a way that the
problematic join is implemented as NestedLoopJoin, which can be slow, too. In
contrast to graphANNIS, the relANNIS implementation uses arithmetic comparison
operators on order values to find reachable nodes and can switch the operands of
these comparison orders when needed. For graphANNIS, it would be desirable if
there would be an inverse operator available for all non-commutative operators. For
example, for the Precedence operator, this inverse operator would find all RHS nodes
that come before a given LHS in the token stream. Such inverse operators might
need access to the inverse edges of a graph storage. Depending on the graph storage
implementation, these inverse edges are already stored and for other implementations,
this feature could be added. Adding inverses edges to the graph storages would lead
to a larger memory consumption, but this trade-off seems justifiable given that this
would enhance the execution speed of almost all problematic queries in the workload.

7.1.3. Comparison of output size and cost estimation
Estimating the output size of an operation is an important aspect of the optimizing
process because the cost estimation determines which joins are executed in which order.
To test the accuracy of this estimation, the execution plans for both graphANNIS
and relANNIS have been collected for all queries that are included in the workload
and the estimated output sizes have been extracted. The queries were filtered to
only include queries with at least one result, which makes calculating the relative
estimation accuracy easier.8
Two different kinds of estimations are implemented in graphANNIS: Estimating the
output size of an annotation search and estimating the result of a join operation. The
estimation of annotation search is the base for the join estimation and thus highly
influential in the overall accuracy. In order to measure the difference between the
estimation and actual number of results, the error ratio
|nactual − nestimated | + nactual
nactual

(7.1)

is used which allows treating both under- and over-estimations in the same way. For
instance, if the actual output size is 100, both the estimations of 120 and 80 would
result in an error ratio of 1.2. Figure 7.8 shows what margin of error can be expected
from both graphANNIS and relANNIS, by plotting how many percents of queries do
not exceed a given maximum error ratio. In comparison to relANNIS, graphANNIS
7

In theory an annotation name could be rare, too. But since the categorization is only based on
the parsed query and has no knowledge of the statistics of the corpus, the simplified assumption
that queries for annotation names are less selective than the ones for an annotation value seems
appropriate.
8
Also, queries without an actual result can be faster to execute, if the query system can detect that
they do not produce any results and do not actually need processing. Thus, this simplification
can be justified with the larger relevance of queries with at least one result.
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percent of queries with lower estimation error ratio
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Figure 7.8.: Cumulative distribution of the output size estimation accuracy for queries
without a join. The x-axis depicts a given maximum estimation error ratio
and the y-axis shows for how many percent of queries in the workload
this error ratio is not exceeded by the predictions of either graphANNIS
or relANNIS.
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Figure 7.9.: Estimation difference for annotation searches. This does not show the
error ratio, but the relative (possible negative) difference in the output
size estimation.
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Cumulative distribution of the output size estimation accuracy (queries with joins)
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Figure 7.10.: Cumulative distribution of the output size estimation accuracy for queries
with at least one join. The x-axis depicts a given maximum estimation
error ratio and the y-axis shows for how many percents of queries in the
workload this error ratio is not exceeded.
predicts single node annotations poorly. For each given maximum error rate, the
number of queries for which the prediction of relANNIS is inside this error rate is
larger than the ones where the prediction of graphANNIS is inside the same allowed
margin of error. For instance, about 50% of queries in graphANNIS do not exceed the
error ratio of 20 (the estimation is 20 times larger than the actual size), while about
90% percent of the queries in relANNIS do not exceed the same error ratio limitation.
This shows how good recent versions of PostgreSQL are in predicting estimations
even in complex situations like regular expressions. As it can be seen in Figure 7.9,
graphANNIS often largely over-estimates the number of results for node annotation
searches, while PostgreSQL shows a much more balanced prediction behavior. If this
over-estimation is consistent, it might not influence the join order optimization much,
but the node annotation search estimation is still an area where graphANNIS clearly
needs improvements.
The estimation of the results for joins seems better, as Figure 7.10 suggests. It shows
the expected margin of error for all queries that have at least one join. Although this
estimation incorporates the problematic results of the node annotation estimations,
graphANNIS calculates much better estimations compared to the queries without a
join. For instance, now 80% of the queries have a maximum error rate of 20 (compared
to 50% for queries without a join). PostgreSQL also performs better for the queries
with a join, but the difference is smaller compared to the annotation search queries.
If the output size estimation of PostgreSQL is better for the workload, it raises the
question of why PostgreSQL performs so much worse when the execution times are
compared. Also, previous experience in examining problematic queries submitted by
users of relANNIS showed that PostgreSQL sometimes under-estimated intermediate
size results and chooses inadequate plans given the number of intermediate results.
Figure 7.11 compares the cost estimation of the systems for queries with joins with
their measured execution times. GraphANNIS and relANNIS show similar plots and
both also have a similar Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Steland 2016, p. 59):
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relANNIS cost estimation (only queries with joins)
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Figure 7.11.: Comparison of the cost estimation of graphANNIS and relANNIS. This
plot shows the internal cost estimation of both systems in relation to
the actual execution time of the query in the particular system
ρ = 0.81 for graphANNIS and ρ = 0.82 for relANNIS. This means their relation
between estimated cost and execution time can be described by a monotone function
with similar accuracy. Thus, despite the huge differences in the quality of the node
annotation search prediction, the simple cost estimation model of graphANNIS still
results in comparable plan quality. Given that graphANNIS has fewer possibilities
to implement the different operations in the execution plan, the search space for the
optimal plan is also smaller. As long as the cost estimation is still able to distinguish
a better plan from a worse one, a smaller search space has the advantage that it can
be explored more extensively in a smaller amount of time than it would be possible
with a larger one.

7.2. Impact of optimization and parallelization
In the previous section, the relational database implementation and graphANNIS
have been compared and it was found that the execution time of graphANNIS for a
realistic workload is about 10 times faster than the one of relANNIS. This chapter
evaluates which optimization strategies have which impact on the result. The same
workload and benchmark results as in the previous section are used. They have been
extended with benchmark results of various new configurations of graphANNIS.
One major contribution of graphANNIS is the provision and automatic selection of
specialized graph storages for different kind of edge components and their integration
into a single system. It is argued that the possibility of using these differently optimized
graph storages in the same system improves its performance. GraphANNIS has already
been compared to relANNIS, a system that only uses one representation of graph
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Impact of fixed graph storage implementations (queries with joins only)
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Figure 7.12.: Impact of fixed graph storage implementations on queries with at least
one join. The baseline is the default configuration, where all graph
storage implementations are used. In the other configurations, only one
graph storage implementation was used for all components.
components (the pre-/post-order encoding). It could be argued, that pre-/post-order
encoding is just an inferior representation for linguistic annotation graphs and that
using another representation like adjacency lists and graph traversal would be faster.
This was tested by benchmarking different configurations of graphANNIS, where
only one single graph storage implementation was used.9 All queries of the workload
with at least one join have been included in this test. The sum of execution times
for each configuration can be seen in Figure 7.12. Using only one implementation
leads to a drastic loss in performance: The workload is executed either ∼ 47 times or
∼ 84 times slower respectively. This is a clear indication that choosing graph storage
implementations based on the structure of the annotation graph is a worthwhile
optimization and that the combination of different techniques to implement graph
reachability queries is an important factor in the overall system performance of
graphANNIS.
Using different strategies for representing the annotation graph is not a technique
that can only be used in a specialized query engine like graphANNIS. For example,
in a relational database, different table definitions could be used for different types
of graphs. Queries on all graph storages of a database, disregarding the type, could
be performed with the help of views, stored procedures or application specific logic
when the SQL is generated. However, the complexity of the existing approaches to
9

Since the LinearStorage cannot represent DAGs, it has not been used as a test configuration.
Also, the LEFT_TOKEN and RIGHT_TOKEN components used the adjacency list implementation in
all configurations since these components are cyclic and cannot be represented in pre-/post-order
encoding.
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Figure 7.13.: Impact of different optimization techniques on queries with at least
one join. The lower baseline is the default configuration, where all
optimizations are enabled and the configuration with no optimizations
at all is the upper limit. In the other configurations (numbered from 1
to 5), all optimizations have been enabled, except the one listed in the
table.
implement graph reachability queries in relational databases (see Section 2.2.3), could
be multiplied when several of these are used in the same system.
GraphANNIS implements several techniques to optimize the execution plan of a
query and these techniques have been evaluated as well. To test what kind of impact
they have on the overall performance, two extreme baseline configurations have been
defined. One is the default configuration with all optimizations enabled and the
other one is a configuration where no plan optimization is enabled at all. For each
optimization technique, a configuration has been added where all optimizations have
been enabled except the technique which influence should be measured. Thus, if the
execution performance drops when disabling a technique, it must be an important
factor in the system performance.
The results for the different configurations can be seen in Figure 7.13. Using only the
heuristic optimizer for determining the join order does not influence the execution time
negatively. It seems like the heuristic optimizer is always able to find an equally good
join order compared to the exhaustive plan space exploration. Testing all permutations
even leads to a slightly higher execution time because of the increased computational
cost of planning the query. Switching the operand order and replacing unbound
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229,196.62
186,054.51
156,485.25
163,858.23
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226,236.49
185,923.93
155,241.36
164,132.16
170,235.26

Figure 7.14.: Parallel join execution times for queries with at least one join. The system
on which the benchmark has been performed has only 4 cores and thus
for executing the configuration with 6 and 8 threads, hyper-threading
was used.
regular expression seems not to have any major effect on the workload. The exchange
of non-selective node annotation queries with more selective queries on nodes having a
specific outgoing edge has much more influence. Deactivating this optimization almost
doubles the execution time. The by far greatest influence is the join order optimization.
Without this optimization, the execution time for the workload is increased by the
factor 37.63. Even with an output size estimation worse than relANNIS and a limited
set of implementations for different execution plan operations, it is still crucial to have
these basic statistics to find a good join order. It would be interesting to see if an
improvement of the output size estimation would lead to better execution times, or if
the current cost estimation is already good enough to distinguish the best join order
from the other ones.
Another optimization was the implementation of parallel joins. These have been
benchmarked separately and the result can be seen in Figure 7.14. The results are
not surprising. Parallelizing joins with 2 thread decreases the execution time of the
workload by 18.82% and adding another 2 threads results in a decrease of 31.72%
compared to the non-threaded version. Since the system on which the benchmarks
where executed only has 4 cores, adding more threads means hyper-threading was
used. In this workload, hyper-threading does not help to increase the speed but slows
down the query execution time. This could be caused by the overhead introduced
by more threads that need more synchronization, which might not be compensated
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enough by the limited additional parallelization provided by hyper-threading. In order
to investigate this hypothesis, the application was profiled with the query
infstat="new" & cat > tok & #1 _=_ #2 & tok & #4 ->dep[func="pobj"] #3
on the GUM corpus in three configurations:
• with no threading activated,
• with 4 threads (maximal number of physical cores on the test computer), and
• with 8 threads (hyper-threading with two threads per physical core).
Query plans will have a NestedLoopJoin as root execution node for this query and this
join was the hot spot in the overall execution. In case of the non-threaded version, ∼ 3%
of the total CPU cycles were spent fetching the next pair of match candidates inside
the loop of the join. When 4 threads where used, the whole nextPairSynchronized
function of Algorithm 6.2 needed ∼ 47% of all cycles. This overhead is caused by the
locking and unlocking, that alone needed ∼ 43% of all CPU cycles needed to execute
the query. For 8 threads and activated hyper-threading, the overhead introduced
by locking in this single function was further increased and needed about ∼ 53%
of all cycles. This exemplary analysis shows that the overhead for thread-based
parallelization in the current implementation has a large influence and should be a
target for future optimizations.
All configurations also have been executed with the SIMD join enabled. In case of the
“Non-parallel” configuration, this meant that the SIMDIndexJoin was used whenever
possible and the non-threaded IndexJoin or NestedLoopJoin where used otherwise.
For the other configurations, the SIMDIndexJoin was used for all compatible operators
that have not already been implemented with a threaded join. As it can be seen in
Figure 7.14 the impact of the SIMDIndexJoin is minimal. This is not surprising given
the limitations in which cases it can be used at all and the amount of work it does
perform in parallel. SIMD has been used to build more efficient index structures like
in Sprenger et al. (2017). Those implementations are carefully designed to not only
use SIMD instructions but also consider other important aspects like proper cache line
usage. Using such an index structure in graphANNIS might provide more performance
gain than applying SIMD to joins.

7.3. Main memory usage
GraphANNIS aims to support corpora as large as possible. Since it is a main-memory
query-system, the memory consumption of a corpus relative to its size is an important
factor. Because the original relANNIS implementation runs on both server and desktop
systems, it is important that graphANNIS can at least handle the same corpora on
the same hardware. Additionally, graphANNIS should scale well to large corpora:
Support for larger corpora should only be an issue of adding main memory to the
system. As it was discussed in Section 3.3.3, this used to be a principal problem with
relANNIS.
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TueBa-DZ.6.0
falkoEssayL2v2.4
Parlamentsreden_Deutscher_Bundestag
tiger2
Fuerstinnenkorrespondenz1.1
RIDGES_Herbology_Version4.1
FalkoWHIGL2v2.1
falkoEssayL1v2.3
kobaltL2v1.4
kobaltL1v1.4
KAJUK
Maerchenkorpus
HIPKON
GUM
DDD-Tatian
pcc176
BeMaTaC_L2_2013-02.1
BeMaTaC_L1_2013-02.1

memory (MB)

# node labels

# strings

# tokens

3,505.81
1,482.39
1,443.45
877.22
869.82
752.55
633.14
591.85
504.02
199.72
156.41
150.15
138.79
135.82
104.02
51.31
49.57
46.23

20,412,959
11,795,251
18,805,438
7,719,707
6,737,207
5,608,666
6,677,346
4,766,271
4,023,107
1,573,751
1,204,567
1,776,987
970,430
957,216
1,134,381
381,859
344,884
317,767

4,758,713
2,841,871
3,236,263
1,371,806
1,741,553
1,332,469
1,091,275
1,134,571
989,330
389,393
318,401
318,965
268,797
165,676
199,876
69,099
99,846
90,553

975,836
144,619
3,134,192
888,552
262,465
154,267
130,949
70,615
33,368
12,984
119,420
295,880
109,045
64,005
54,677
33,298
12,517
11,187

Table 7.2.: Size of the different corpora. This includes the measured memory consumption of a corpus when fully loaded into main memory, the number of
node labels, the number of unique strings and the number of tokens. The
table is sorted by the used main memory.

Memory consumption of the corpora of the workload
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Figure 7.15.: Memory consumption of each corpus of the workload compared to its
number of node labels. There are two sizes reported for each corpus. One
is the memory consumption measured by the operating system. Since
this functionality is not available on all supported operating systems,
graphANNIS estimates the used main memory by inspecting the size of
its data structures, too.
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To examine the feasibility of using differently sized corpora in graphANNIS, the
resource usage of all corpora that have been used in the benchmark workload have been
measured. For simple text corpora, the number of tokens is often used as a reference
of their size. But comparing the size of multi-layer corpora with each other is not
that straightforward because they can add multiple annotation layers. This increases
the number of nodes of the corpus without increasing the number of tokens. Thus, a
corpus with more annotation layers than another one can be more complex even if it
has fewer tokens. In addition, annotations are not only expressed as nodes, but also as
edges between nodes which makes the comparison even more difficult. Table 7.2 shows
all corpora in the benchmark workload with their number of node labels, the number of
distinct strings and the number of tokens. It also lists the used main memory size when
all components have been loaded. The largest corpus in terms of main memory size is
the TuebaDZ6.0 corpus, which needs about 3.5 GB of main memory. This corpus is
annotated with syntax annotations with many edges and additional nodes but it only
has 975,836 tokens. In comparison, the Parlamentsreden_Deutscher_Bundestag
corpus, which has more than 3 million tokens, needs only about 1,5 GB main memory.
Since the latter corpus only contains token-wise annotations, the number of node
labels is smaller and memory usage is much lower. Even for the tiger2 corpus, which
is similarly annotated as TuebaDZ6.0 and also has a similar tokens size, the memory
usage is much less because it has fewer node annotation labels. The plot in Figure
7.15 shows the relation between the number of node labels and the used memory size.
All in all, the largest corpus in the workload needs about 3.5 GB of main memory and
smallest one 46 MB. Currently, notebook systems with 8 GB of RAM are common and
reasonable priced server systems can be purchased with 128 GB of RAM. This means
that even a corpus with more than 30 times the size of TuebaDZ6.0 or 140 times the
size of the tiger2 is expected to run without problems on current mainstream server
hardware.
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The previous chapters presented graphANNIS, a main-memory query system for
linguistically annotated corpora. In this chapter, the main contributions are discussed,
and possible directions for advancements and further studies are described.

8.1. Relevance to corpus linguistics
GraphANNIS implements large parts of the existing query language AQL, supports
all corpora of the legacy ANNIS system and can be used as a drop-in replacement of
the existing back-end. From its functionality, it is therefore at least as relevant for
the community as the existing system, as soon as missing functions like additional
operators are added. This is an engineering effort that seems feasible, given the current
architecture of graphANNIS and the already existing features.
The legacy ANNIS system has been used to conduct various studies and has been
thought to researchers in tutorial sessions and books like Kübler and Zinsmeister
(2014). While it has very good support for corpora with different types of annotations
and a powerful query language, its problems are non-functional, especially scalability
and faster response times for certain queries and corpora. ANNIS was always assumed
to work well on “small” corpora, but unusable for “large” ones (Kübler and Zinsmeister
2014, p. 270). What “large” means highly depends on the context; for instance corpora
that are completely automatically generated from crawling the Internet and adding
unsupervised annotations like the COW corpora (Schäfer 2015) can include several
billions of tokens. For certain research questions, these automatic annotations are not
enough (for example the example from Chapter 1 needs manual syntax annotations),
and for some historical languages, the number of preserved texts is also very small.
Corpora that need manual annotation tend to be much smaller, but are still very useful
for research. These “small” corpora can grow over time when new annotation layers
and texts are added, especially if they are collaborative efforts of different researchers
that use the same texts for answering different research questions. Research data
repositories like LAUDATIO (Krause et al. 2014) foster the re-usage and extension of
such corpora. For large corpora that only use limited types of annotation, using the
existing CWB tools has been a viable approach, but for “growing” corpora, where
new and maybe even currently unknown types of annotations are added, this is not
possible.
For such types of multi-layer corpora, flexible graph-based data models like Salt
have been successfully used to represent the data. AQL is a query language based on
annotation graphs. But although its legacy relANNIS implementation was able to represent the corpora in a flexible way, it was not always querying these graphs efficiently.
Like the more specialized query systems (like the ones described in Section 2.3), it
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was optimized for one type of annotations (in this case tree-like ones). Using graphs
as abstraction adds flexibility, but it shadows the actual structures and regularities of
the underlying annotation layers. Each annotation layer has its own regularities and
systems like relANNIS, which partition the corpora only into documents to reduce
the search-space, cannot make use of these regularities since each document contains
all types of annotation layers. GraphANNIS is able to exploit the different properties
of these structures, by partitioning the corpora into edge components. This reduces
the search space and allows optimized implementations for known types of graphs.
The evaluation showed that this kind of specialization contributed considerably to
the overall performance improvement of the graphANNIS system compared to its
predecessor relANNIS. Since graphANNIS adopts the flexible query language from
relANNIS but avoids many of its drawbacks implementation-wise, it can be used as a
valuable tool in corpus linguistic research, among the other existing solutions.

8.2. Comparison to existing solutions
In Chapter 2, several other existing approaches and technologies for querying linguistic
corpora have been described. This section discusses the advantages and disadvantages
of different aspects of graphANNIS compared to these existing solutions.

8.2.1. Using commercial off-the-shelf systems
Changing the implementation of ANNIS from using a relational database to implementing the search functionality all by itself was a paradigm shift from relying on a
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) system to a custom implementation. Using a COTS
system like PostgreSQL, Neo4j or Apache Lucene (see Section 2.3 for approaches that
use them for linguistic corpus query systems) has the advantage of needing fewer
development resources and allows profiting of ongoing developments in the database
and index technology. For instance, in a previous benchmark of graphANNIS with
a similar workload, but against an older version of both PostgreSQL and relANNIS,
graphANNIS was about 40 times faster for the complete workload (Krause et al. 2016)
compared to “only” 10 times faster in the evaluation against newer PostgreSQL and
relANNIS versions as described in Section 7.1. Further developments like parallel query
execution in PostgreSQL 10 will probably lead to further improvements. Choosing
a COTS system still has the downside of limited possibilities to make use of the
specific characteristics of the linguistic annotations and the read-only query scenario.
For instance, mapping an annotation graph to a relational database will always pose
challenges similar to those described in Section 3.3.3.
However, some of these problems can be avoided with generic COTS solutions,
too. In Rosenfeld (2012), the main memory column-store MonetDB1 was used to
execute AQL queries. Its column-oriented approach allowed the usage of the original
normalized relational schema of relANNIS (described in Section 3.3.2) and avoided
duplication caused by using a pre-joined materialized view. Still, the initial port
of ANNIS from PostgreSQL to MonetDB with minimal changes to the generated
1

https://www.monetdb.org/ (last accessed 2018-01-26)
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SQL showed a degraded performance on a benchmark based on the tiger2 corpus.
Execution speed could be improved by the factor 23 compared to the initial port
by changing the generated SQL considerable and by improving the implementation
of MonetDB itself (Rosenfeld 2012, p. 81). The most influential change in the SQL
was that parts of the results have been pushed down in the execution plan manually
with help the of Common Table Expressions (CTEs), effectively overriding the query
planners decisions and optimizing the query plan from the application (Rosenfeld
2012, pp. 52 ff.). In comparison to PostgreSQL, the improved version of MonetDB
was able to execute the queries on the tiger2 corpus in less than a third of the time
on a server system and about ten times faster on a desktop system (Rosenfeld 2012,
p. 79). While the results of this benchmark support the assumption, that a main
memory-based system can also query larger corpora like tiger2, it also shows that
extensive adjustments to the COTS system were needed to make use of the specifics
of the domain of linguistic annotation graphs. Also, the benchmarks were performed
on a corpus with syntax trees only, a structure that is very well supported by the
pre-/post-order encoding used to encode the graph. But it does not solve the problem
of mapping different types of annotation graphs efficiently inside the same database.
Using an actual graph database could solve problems introduced by mapping the
data to a relational database, but existing solutions like Neo4j do not include the
flexibility to adapt to different graph structures. In the case of Neo4j, finding reachable
nodes is implemented by graph traversal2 , which is an unsuitable approach for several
types of annotation graphs like those with long paths (see Section 7.2 for an experiment
where only graph traversal was used). While it might be possible to work around
such limitations, such custom solutions will also need to be adjusted to changes in the
underlying platform and thus need continued development effort. Also, a specialized
implementation can be a testbed for advanced technologies under active research.
Since the domain is more limited, but there is still a non-artificial use-case scenario, a
linguistic query system could give valuable insight into techniques like graph indexes
such as Grail (Yildirim et al. 2010) or Ferrari (Seufert et al. 2013) in future studies.

8.2.2. GraphANNIS as open-source community project
The downsides of the increased development effort, when not relying on a COTS
solution, could be reduced by developing such a tool as an open-source community
project. ANNIS is already part of a set of tools around the common data model Salt
named “corpus-tools.org”, which are developed in such a community effort (Druskat
et al. 2016). Its general data model allows using ANNIS for a broad range of corpora,
which allows it to represent corpora from different fields of linguistics and even other
fields that use annotations on texts, like for example literary science. Such broad
applicability leads to a larger user-base compared to tools which are more restricted,
like the ones that only support one type of annotation.
In order to actually allow a distributed development, the entry level for contributing
should be as low as possible. GraphANNIS is written in C++ (the other tools of
2

In Robinson et al. (2013, p. 20), querying a graph is equated with graph traversal and the whole
architecture of Neo4j is build around efficient traversal of graphs (Robinson et al. 2013, pp. 141 ff.).
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“corpus-tools.org” are written in the Java programming language), and this can be a
problem given the inapplicability of C++ as a programming language for beginners.
It should be evaluated if other programming languages like Rust3 can provide the
same memory control and optimization possibilities as C++, but are safer to use for
entry-level programmers who are common in the corpus linguistic community.

8.2.3. Embeddability of graphANNIS
Some COTS systems like PostgreSQL are based on a client-server infrastructure. Thus,
users must either use a central web-based service from an infrastructure provider or
install complex server software on their own computers. GraphANNIS does not require
such server-systems and end-users will be able to install it more easily than relANNIS.
Not using a server-software also allows integrating graphANNIS into other linguistic
corpus tools more easily. For instance, by integrating a comprehensive query language
into an annotation tool, it is possible to implement an agile corpus creation workflow
where annotations are constantly checked for consistency and annotation schemes can
be changed more easily (Voormann and Gut 2008). GraphANNIS has already been
integrated into the Salt-based Atomic annotation editor (Druskat et al. 2014) as Java
library to support such an agile workflow (Druskat et al. 2017). The query system
CWB is equally embeddable and different customized front-ends make use of it as
a query engine (Evert and Hardie 2011). Such front-ends could use graphANNIS or
both systems in parallel in the future. They could allow accessing corpora in a way
that is more specialized on a specific use case, instead of the general purpose approach
of the current ANNIS web-interface. An example is the CALLIDUS project4 which
will study how to support the teaching of Latin in schools by providing access to Latin
corpora to teachers and pupils. ANNIS will be used as a back-end, but the front-end
will be highly customized with the possibility to adapt predefined AQL queries and
generate exercises from the results, providing more simple access to the corpora than
directly querying AQL.

8.2.4. Support for more complex and larger corpora
Another paradigm shift of graphANNIS was using exclusively main memory for
accessing the data. All other corpus query systems described in Section 2.3 are diskbased (except the MonetDB based implementation of AQL). As it was shown in Section
7.3, even the largest corpora currently available in relANNIS should be supported on
current desktop and notebook hardware. For larger corpora, central server systems
which provide a web interface and a REST API could be used. Using main memory
directly allows avoiding typical disk problems like caching and to concentrate the
optimization efforts to other areas. Partitioning the corpora into edge components also
allows applying simpler “caching” strategies like only loading the components relevant
for a query into main memory. Other systems like KorAP have a more conservative
disk-based design because they are explicitly designed to handle “very large corpora”
3
4

https://www.rust-lang.org/ (last accessed 2017-12-18)
https://www.projekte.hu-berlin.de/de/callidus (last accessed 2017-12-18)
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(Diewald and Margaretha 2016). In the case of KorAP, this includes the collection
of corpora of the DeReKo project with in total more than 24 billion word tokens
(Kupietz and Lüngen 2014). With larger main memory available for both server and
desktop systems, graphANNIS is also intended to be a research platform where novel
main memory approaches for graph-based linguistic query search can be tested.
All in all, as a corpus search tool that,
• supports multiple layers of annotations,
• allows representation and querying of different kinds of annotation,
• is graph-based,
• allows embedding in other tools, and
• is available as open-source and can be extended by the community
graphANNIS fills an important niche for corpus query systems. Each of these properties
can be found in other query systems, but their combination is unique to graphANNIS.

8.3. Representativity of the workload
As part of this work, a benchmark workload of AQL queries has been created by
collecting queries from publicly accessible server installations of ANNIS. This set
of queries has been made available to the research community and can be used to
compare different query systems with each other. One of the main filter criteria was
the corpus they queried, but this can introduce a bias in the data. It was attempted to
include corpora that represent different kinds of annotations, but it could be possible
that users also need different kinds of annotations not included in the workload. Also,
the corpora available on the server systems are only the ones that were available to
the working groups that host these servers. Corpora that are not converted to ANNIS
yet or are too large to be handled by the legacy implementation are not included. An
additional bias can be introduced by the users of the servers that were used to collect
the queries. While both servers are open to the public, their main user groups are
the researchers associated with the particular research groups that host the servers.
The queries they use, are influenced by the research questions they are working on,
and researchers from the same working group might have similar research questions.
By using two servers from two different working groups from different countries, this
bias is hopefully reduced. The server at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin is also
hosting corpora for other research projects, like the corpora from the Old German
Reference Corpus project5 or corpora that have been archived in the LAUDATIO
repository6 . If researchers of these projects also use this server, this should enhance
the representativity of the queries. Since graphANNIS is intended to replace this
legacy system and the comparison in Section 7.1 was between these two systems, the
selection of the corpora and queries is not an issue for this specific comparison. But if
5
6

http://www.deutschdiachrondigital.de/ (last accessed 2018-01-26)
http://www.laudatio-repository.org (last accessed 2018-01-26)
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the benchmark workload is used with other systems and these systems target different
types of corpora, this selection could be perceived as unfair. This could be solved
by including queries from more corpora and other query systems. Alternatively, the
benchmark workload can be seen as specific to the niche ANNIS attempts to fill and if
other corpus systems claim to support the same niche, this workload can be a valuable
tool to compare the different implementation approaches.
The large number of queries that could be collected (more than 4000 queries in total,
see Section 7.1.1 for details) supports the overall representativity of the workload for
the corpora that have been included.7 Also, queries of a specific corpus have been only
filtered out if they use an AQL feature not supported by graphANNIS yet. Outliers
(queries that have been either very slow or very fast) remained in the workload. This
leads to many queries that are not very complex and do not use many annotation
nodes in the same query, which is counter-intuitive to the claim of ANNIS to support
complex multi-layer corpora. These queries are still important, as users will iteratively
make their queries more complex and supporting the “easy,” but non-selective queries
efficiently, is also part of this iterative process. If the system would fail to provide
instant feedback, in this case, the overall perceived performance could suffer. Subsets
of the workload containing only more complex queries can be created if necessary, for
instance by including only queries with a certain number of joins. Another approach
to identifying more “important” queries is by examining the persisted queries. This is
a rather new feature of ANNIS, where users can create persistent links to queries or
single matches of a query and share this links, for example in publications. Because
the user has to explicitly trigger the creation of such a query link, intermediate queries
of the interactive query creation process are less likely to be included.

8.4. Future work
This section gives an outlook on what future enhancements and studies could be
performed with graphANNIS. First, additional possibilities of enhancing the query
execution speed with more optimizations and parallelization are discussed. Then,
functional enhancements are proposed.

8.4.1. Additional optimizations
Despite the better performance of graphANNIS compared to relANNIS, there are
more optimizations that could be implemented or existing optimizations that could be
enhanced. In order to get a better understanding of where the focus of solving these
optimization problems should be, more experiments and measurements are needed.
7

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the largest set of realistic corpus queries, which
has been made available. Publishing the query sets for published benchmarks is not a matter of
course. Sometimes the query set is only vaguely described (for example in Rábara et al. (2017)),
only the collection and selection process and the total number of queries is given (for example in
Vanroy et al. (2017)), or a small manually designed set of queries is used (like in Meurer (2012)
and Rosenfeld (2010)). A larger public data set is given in the appendix of Rosenfeld (2012). It
contains 224 queries for the tiger2 corpus, which have been collected from users and which were
used in the benchmark.
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This could also give more insight into the general problems of main memory-based
graph search and not only the ones specific for graphANNIS.
A clear result of the comparison with relANNIS in Section 7.1.2 was that there is a
problematic class of queries which has a large influence on the overall performance.
These are queries that contain both high and low selectivity annotation searches, but
where the AQL operator is defined to use the low-selectivity query as LHS. This can
result in query plans where the source iterator in the plan yields a lot of results that
need to be check if they fulfill the AQL operator condition. A solution to this problem
is to have inverse operators for each non-commutative AQL operator and store inverse
edges in the graph storages. The result of the benchmark suggests that the speedup
in relation to relANNIS could be almost doubled if this feature would be supported.

8.4.2. Parallelization
One of the areas in the evaluation with mixed results was the impact of parallelization.
While thread-based parallelization of joins had a notable effect, the SIMD-based
approach was less helpful. It would be interesting to compare the approaches for
parallelization of more recent versions of PostgreSQL with the ones of graphANNIS, to
find more possibilities for thread-based parallelization in graphANNIS and to directly
compare their efficiency in a benchmark. Also, the current benchmarks used only
very few cores. Since modern server systems have more CPUs available, it should be
tested which parallelization techniques are able to scale on the number of CPUs. Also,
the behavior of the CPUs should be measured in more detail and more systematic.
While there have been ad-hoc measurements in the development process to find
performance-critical parts of the application, more systematic measurements of, for
example, cache misses could provide more insight into the effects of parallelization and
how to better optimize such a query system, like it was done for the cache-sensitive
skip list implementation in Sprenger et al. (2017).
Other approaches to parallelization could be to exploit the partitioning of the data
into graph components. Currently, only different annotation layers are partitioned
into separate graph storages. If a graph inside a graph storage consists of multiple
strongly connected components (Cormen et al. 2009, p. 1171), these could be stored
separately and queried in parallel. For example, if a graph storage represents a syntax
tree, each sentence will be a strongly connected component. Treebank query systems
like trgrep2 (Rohde 2005) or TIGERSearch (Lezius 2002) are already able to use this
partitioning of sentences. If implemented in graphANNIS based on strongly connected
components, this optimization could be applied to all annotation types with a similar
structure.

8.4.3. Query language support
The design of graphANNIS allows adding new operator implementations, which could
be used to add new features to AQL but also to provide alternative implementations
for existing AQL operators. These could be specialized in certain types of corpora,
similar to the specialized graph storages. Another possibility would be the support
for different query languages. For example, CQP is a popular query language that
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users might already know (Evert and Hardie 2011). Also, there is a movement to
design a generic query language as an ISO standard (Banski et al. 2016). Support
for more queries could be achieved by mapping the queries to the same internal data
structures that are described in Section 5.2. Since KorAP also supports multiple
query languages (Diewald and Margaretha 2016), including a subset of AQL, this
would make it easier to compare both systems in a benchmark using the same set of
queries. Given the modularity of both the ANNIS and KorAP architectures, support
for additional query languages could also make it easier to integrate graphANNIS as
a back-end for different existing user interfaces and to combine it with other query
execution systems behind the same user interface of a web-service.

8.4.4. Support for more domains
Another possible extension of graphANNIS is to explore how its design can be used to
create a graph query system for other domains, with graphs of similar size and where
users typically query a read-only graph, too. This would need more flexible support
for components and a different set of domain-specific operators. GraphANNIS is much
more suited than the original relANNIS implementation for such an extension because
its data model is more generic and extensible. Also, partitioning by edge components
instead of documents allows much more flexible document structures, and this can be
useful for other domains as well.
One domain where such flexible structures are needed is the study of text reuse
phenomena. Text reuse can have multiple forms, “that range from quotations to
allusions and translation” (Berti et al. 2014, p. 1). To study such reuse, text fragments
need to be linked with other texts, text fragments or external information like named
entity or geographical databases. The fragments itself often do not belong to just one
document but to several ones, and the documents also have more complex relationships
than in the traditional corpus/sub-corpus model. In Berti et al. (2014) RDF is used
to model these connections. Representing these links as part of graphANNIS would
allow adding additional kind of annotations and to perform analysis based on the
combination of these annotations. The design of graphANNIS should allow querying
this kind of corpora as fast as more conservatively structured ones. An open issue in
such a scenario of highly linked texts is if all data needs to be located on the same
server. The current single server system might be well suited to store an even larger
number of texts, but for example, copying all the linked information from external
databases as explicit annotations might be impossible due to the recursive nature of
the links or legal limitations. A federated search infrastructure like the one proposed as
part of the “Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure” (CLARIN)
organization (Stehouwer et al. 2012) could be used to identify relevant documents,
and to fetch more complete data-sets on-demand for a specific query.

8.5. Summary
This dissertation presented graphANNIS, a design and implementation of a linguistic
corpus query system based on graphs. It supports the existing and popular query
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language AQL and is based on the generic Salt data model, but its implementation
features novel approaches to allow efficient query execution. One of these design
decisions was to partition the corpora into edge components and to provide specialized
implementations called graph storages. These graph storages efficiently implement
finding reachable nodes and are optimized for different types of graphs. The query
system decides which graph storage implementation is used for a specific annotation
graph based on its properties at runtime, which allows the system to adapt to different
kinds of annotation graphs. Representing such multi-layer corpora has already been
possible with the predecessor query system relANNIS, which is based on the relational
PostgreSQL database. GraphANNIS does not only allow to represent these multilayer corpora but actually exploits the different annotations of the different layers to
provide faster query execution. Evaluation has shown, that graphANNIS is about
ten times faster for a realistic workload than the original relANNIS implementation.
The about 4000 queries of the workload have been made publicly available to make it
easier to compare linguistic query system implementations. Despite the performance
improvements, graphANNIS has a much more flexible data model than its predecessor.
Adding new types of annotations, extending the query language and using novel ways
of connecting annotations from different corpora is much easier due to this flexibility.
GraphANNIS represents a good example use-case for how to implement efficient graph
queries for a specific domain, and the results of this work have very practical relevance
for corpus linguistic research.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Data-sets and software
All relevant software and data-sets used in the thesis have been uploaded to the
Zenodo1 repository. This includes the following artifacts:
• source code of graphANNIS: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1146565
• source code of relANNIS: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161400
• AQL queries, benchmark results and scripts used in the evaluation:
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161374
• corpora in the relANNIS data format that have been used in the benchmarks: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161383 (different open-access corpora) and http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1161390 (corpora restricted to
academic use)

A.2. Known ANNIS servers
Table A.1 contains a list of ANNIS servers the author is aware of. Since ANNIS can
be used also as desktop-version or projects can decide to not publicly announce their
servers, this list is incomplete. Also, not all of these instances provide access to their
corpora without login, which makes it difficult to estimate how many corpora a hosted
on a specific server. See for example the curated list of corpora that are hosted at
the Georgetown University 2 . Access to many of these corpora is restricted and thus
they will not be visible in the ANNIS interface without login. The list in Table A.1
also contains outdated versions of ANNIS, which have been included because even if
projects do not update their versions (for example after the projects ends), they still
contain relevant data that is accessible in ANNIS.

1
2

https://zenodo.org/ (last accessed 2018-01-27)
https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis-corpora/ (last accessed 2018-01-27)
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Institution

URL

Eurac Research
Georgetown University
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora
IDS Mannheim
Indiana University
MERLIN project
Perseus Digital Library
Regensburg Russian Diachronic Corpus
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
SMS4Science
The Language Archive
Universität Frankfurt

https://commul.eurac.edu/annis/didi/
https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis
https://korpling.org/annis3/
http://annis.corpora.uni-hamburg.de/gui/
http://clarin.ids-mannheim.de/SFB632/A6/Annis-web/
http://nlp.indiana.edu:8085/annis-gui-3.1.7/
http://merlin-platform.eu/annis/
http://annis.perseus.tufts.edu/Annis-web/
http://rhssl1.uni-regensburg.de:8888/Annis-web
https://www.linguistics.rub.de/annis/annis3/REM/
http://server.linguistik.uzh.ch:8080/annis-gui/
https://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/annis/
http://corpora.acoli.informatik.uni-frankfurt.de:
8080/annis/
http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/annis/

Universität Tübingen

Table A.1.: Incomplete list of public visible ANNIS-servers. All URLs have been last
accessed at 2018-01-24.
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